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QUOTE 
 
 
Impossible is just a big word thrown around by small men who find it easier to live in 
the world they’ve been given than to explore the power they have to change it. 
Impossible is not a fact. It’s an opinion. Impossible is not a declaration. It’s a dare. 
Impossible is potential. Impossible is temporary. 
 
Impossible is nothing. 
 
 
- John Maxwell 
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ABSTRACT  
 
The introduction of proteomics leads to studies being carried out on protein 

sequences and structures to determine the characteristics and properties of 

annotated proteins. The number of entries deposited into the Protein Data Bank 

increases with time as more new structures are being discovered. Proteins play a 

vital role in maintaining the balance of bodily functions in all living beings. The 

functionalities of proteins are attributed to atomic arrangements on surfaces that 

define the reactivity of regions partaking in binding with selected agents. This 

research first introduces a space partition-based method for evaluating potential 

binding areas on a protein. A series of processing steps are taken to ensure that the 

protein is invariant to orientations thus giving reproducible results. With surface 

atoms being key contributors to interactions on protein surfaces, a statistical method 

was then devised for the extraction of surface entries through the use of a defined set 

of orientations for the same protein. An optimal voxel occupancy value was 

consequently applied for maximising extractions, with the value set at 40%-100% 

occupancy. A good extraction of protein surface atoms not only provides a ready list 

of dataset for surface studies, but it also reduces the amount of processing required 

in computer-aided drug design programs. A constraints-based study was later carried 

out to improve the extractions by introducing the constraint of degree of belonging of 

an atom to a voxel and the application of an internal atom peeling procedure. 

Following that a search was implemented for identifying ligand-binding areas using a 

computer-vision inspired method. The approach produced promising results despite 

its simplicity. A variation of the voxel-based solution using clusters and the extracted 

surface atoms was developed to identify binding regions in a set of 32 

bound/unbound complexes with the algorithm achieving a 75% identification success 

rate. The study showed that voxel approximation of proteins is adequate for effective 

representation of shape, size and depth of surface features of the proteins 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
 
 
This chapter begins by presenting the objectives and scope of the research followed 

by a brief introduction to proteins and the methods employed in this study. 

Subsection 1.1 explains the aims and objectives of the work undertaken. The 

significance of this work and the novelty of the approach are presented as well. 

Subsection 1.2 discusses the motivation behind this work. Subsection 1.3 is further 

divided into 2 parts: the first part gives an introduction to proteins and their 

composition, providing the reader with a basic understanding of the subjects of study. 

The second part presents brief discussions on past approaches and methods in 

protein-related domains, of which more specifics are given in Chapter 2. Finally 

Subsection 1.4 provides both introduction and background to grid-based methods 

and voxels, covering the significance of using grid-associated methods as well as 

related past contributions. Justification is made on the selection of voxels for use in 

this study with discussion carried out on its notable advantages. 

 

1.1  AIM AND OBJECTIVES  

This research was undertaken with the objective of determining new computational 

methods for the study of proteins. The increasing number of proteins deposited into 

the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al, 2000) calls for efficient and reliable tools 

for analyses purposes. To date there exists a wide range of solutions applicable to 

proteins-related problem domains. Each approach is motivated by various factors of 

which are related to the domain being investigated, i.e. secondary structures 

arrangement, sequences etc. There are 4 aims pertaining to the research and these 

are listed as below. 

I. Representation of proteins in simplified form by using voxels as a descriptive 

tool. 
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II. Derivation of a method capable of dealing with orientation issues associated 

with the rigidity of grid environments. 

III. Successful extraction of all surface atoms from proteins by using voxels as 

the main computational and analysis tool. 

IV. Successful detection of ligand-binding site(s) located on or near to the 

surfaces of proteins with voxels being the main computational and analysis 

tool.  

 

The use of grid units or voxels is no longer a new paradigm and has been 

implemented in past approaches (Levitt and Banaszak, 1992; Hendlich, 1997). One 

of the issues associated with the use of grid spaces is the object representation 

problem imposed by the environment. Different orientations of a protein in the grid 

space often lead to changes in the set of defining units. Assuming the protein has 

been fixated in a particular region within the test space, the introduction of a higher 

number of scans along defined directions was shown to minimise the severity of the 

problem (Hendlich, Rippmann and Barnickel, 1997). The use of grid-based 

directional scanning algorithms has been widely investigated and new solutions are 

required to deal with the orientation problem arising from the rigidity of grid 

environments. In this study attempts were taken to realign the protein based on 

derived features, much like the concepts behind Principal Component Analysis (PCA). 

These features are of second-order derivation and orientation-independent. 

Statistical analyses were carried out to gather components of high consistency and to 

determine the influence of different rotations (of the subject) on the final outcome. 

The method was further developed for extraction of surface atoms from proteins and 

for identification of potential ligand-binding sites on surfaces. The voxel environment 

has been consistently applied and experiments proved that application of well-

defined measures to grid units produces a tool that is competitive against other 

available methods (Huang and Schroeder, 2006; Wiesel, Proschak and Schneider, 
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2007). The study sheds new light on the potential of voxels and demonstrates their 

roles and contribution to the attainment of the aforementioned aims.   

 

1.2  MOTIVATION FOR THE RESEARCH  

In view of the many approaches available for dock sites detection and surface 

studies, there exists a number of methods which utilise complex representations and 

calculations while others simplify problem domains by removing redundant 

information with focus placed solely on significant regions. There are benefits to a 

generalisation approach, the main gain being computational efficiency thus resulting 

in higher productivity. However a balance needs to be achieved between the loss of 

details and the gain in computational speed. The voxel space is used in this study 

with the purpose of processing proteins at lower resolutions followed by refinement 

procedures during the compilation stage. It has been proven in past works (Laurie 

and Jackson, 2004; Weisel, Bajaj and Siddavanahalli, 2006; De Jonge et al, 2007; 

Proschak and Schneider, 2007; Kalidas and Chandra, 2008) that a grid environment 

is capable of generating promising output and this serves as encouragement for 

further investigation into voxels and their capability as a tool for protein studies. 

Development of the algorithms in this study is motivated by the desire to witness the 

extent to which voxels can deliver promising results, particularly in two highly 

challenging areas, i.e. extraction of surface atoms from proteins and successful 

identification of potential ligand-binding sites. 

 

Voxels have been employed in every stage of this research from protein 

representation to the identification of sites of interest. At each stage different 

properties of voxels were used depending on the requirements of the particular 

process. The study begins by describing proteins in voxel terms and concludes with 

the search for potential sites based on exterior constructs of voxel clusters. The 

results presented in Chapter 5 demonstrate the achievements of all implemented 
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methods from using grid-based environments and include comparisons to output 

from established programs and published benchmarks. Conclusions can be drawn on 

the reliability of measures-applied voxels as promising tools.  

 

1.3 BACKGROUND 

1.3.1  What are proteins?  

Proteins are essential components of all living beings and they actively participate in 

the regulation of bodily functions, digestion as well as a host of other responsibilities.  

There are approximately 60,000 varieties of proteins existing in human cells, with 

each protein carrying out its own specialised task (Ball, 2003). A protein is composed 

of combinations of amino acids sequences, and these amino acids are made up of 

elements such as carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. According to Aftabuddin and Kundu 

(2007), there are about 20 different types of amino acids which can be categorised 

as hydrophilic, hydrophobic or charged based on their properties. These 20 amino 

acids form various combinations resulting in stable polypeptides which contribute to 

the increasingly large repository of proteins in current databases. 

 

The structure of proteins can be decomposed into 4 levels. The primary structure is 

the residual sequence chain of the protein. Secondary structures are signature 

patterns arising from the folding of certain primary chains forming standard 

conformations like α-helices and β-sheets. A grouping of the secondary structures 

leads to the creation of tertiary structures giving the overall 3-dimensional protein 

shape. The quaternary structure is the bonding of several proteins into a specific 

conformation. Many studies have been carried out in the past to better understand 

the structural composition of proteins. Current entries in protein data banks provide 

both the sequential and structural information of proteins and these are made freely 

accessible to the public. Proteomics is a relatively new field compared to the study of 

genomics with the field classified as having a higher level of difficulty due to the 
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larger amount of information required (Valdes, 2007), i.e. the spatial coordinates and 

element type of all protein atoms, residual information, van der Waals radii etc. Such 

data are required as input parameters for algorithms designed for the analysis of 

annotated proteins. 

 

The increasing number of entries being deposited into the Protein Data Bank (PDB) 

(Berman et al, 2000) calls for fast and efficient algorithms for the processing of these 

files and the derivation of important information for further analysis. Each protein 

sequence may fold to reveal a completely different structure although the base chain 

may suggest similarities to other proteins. Binding sites are key regions defining a 

protein’s functionalities. Hence it is important to identify and analyse these sites to 

better understand or to predict the behavioural manner of the protein. Functions may 

also be inferred from the residues contained in side-chain constellations (Brakoulias 

and Jackson, 2004) within the substructures. It is not impossible for proteins 

stemming from the same ancestor to undergo evolutionary changes with parts of the 

protein experiencing modifications, and such mutations may result in detected 

similarities between molecules of entirely unrelated families. The assessment of the 

affinity of evolved proteins can be determined through two broad classes of methods: 

a) methods that analyse amino acid sequences; and b) methods that analyse 3D 

structures of proteins. 

 

1.3.2 Past research, studies and implementations  

Protein sequence comparison takes encodings of proteins and attempts to align the 

two strings to determine the longest common subsequence between the strings. 

There are many algorithms available for performing such alignment. Some algorithms 

are single sequence-based like the Smith-Waterman algorithm (1981) or Needleman-

Wunch (1970), while others attempt to perform multiple protein sequence alignments 

(McClure, Vasi and Fitch, 1994). Pei (2008) presented a paper reviewing 
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methodologies and advances within this field. Systems like PSI-BLAST (Cates, 2008) 

and CLUSTALW (Thompson, Higgins and Gibson, 1994) are commonly used by 

researchers for large scale comparison of protein sequences.  

 

Sequence comparison approaches can be computationally efficient. However, what 

such comparisons are unable to achieve is the identification of inherited functional 

properties between the compared proteins. A sequence order provides only 

information such as the type of elements and residues contributing to the protein and 

one has to make assumptions or perform additional studies on how these changes in 

string contents affect protein folding. Deriving the folded structure from sequence 

information is a challenging problem due to the two or more degrees of rotational 

freedom of amino acids. Consequently, an alternative approach of experimental, 

crystallography-based discovery of 3D structures has established itself as a practical 

method of identifying overall protein structure. A new field of proteomic research 

emerged – one that identifies common sub-structures in proteins having similar 

functional properties. This research is now supported by the availability of databases 

containing complete hierarchies of existing proteins classified based on their 

structures. The SCOP (Structural Classification Of Proteins) database (Andreeva et 

al, 2007) gives “a comprehensive ordering of all proteins of known structure 

according to their evolutionary and structural relationships”. SCOP orders protein 

entries based on the following levels: Species, Protein, Family, Superfamily, Fold and 

Class. Another existing database that has been widely in use is the CATH (Class, 

Architecture, Topology, Homologous superfamily) database (Orengo et al, 1997).  

Class describes the secondary structure compositions of domains; Architecture 

defines the shape; Topology gives the sequential connectivity while Homologous 

superfamily groups together proteins with structures in the same Topology. Such 

classification databases are helpful to researchers and bioinformaticians studying 
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relationships between proteins and the conservation of unique features within the 

structures. 

 

Understanding the behaviour of proteins is key to designing substrates capable of 

inhibiting or activating the molecules. The functions of proteins are associated with 

regions of high interactivity (favourable energy) and many methods are available 

today for the identification of such sites. For example, POCKET – developed by Levitt 

and Banaszak (1992), is able to identify the dock sites of a protein through the use of 

cubic grids without the need for prior knowledge of proteins. However, disorientations 

in the protein often lead to reduced efficiency of the algorithm. LIGSITE (Hendlich et 

al, 1997) remedied the weaknesses of POCKET by introducing rigorous scans. 

SURFNET, created by Laskowski (1995), visualises molecular surfaces and the gaps 

in between which indicate potential cavities. The program is interactive and is 

compatible with other graphics packages. Although each algorithm has its 

advantages, none of the current solutions is capable of delivering 100% satisfactory 

results. Research is still continuously being carried out to determine better solutions 

(Ritchie, 2008). 

 

There have been few attempts taken to analyse proteins in terms of their surface 

atoms structure and composition. According to Via et al (2000), “protein surface 

comparison is a hard computational challenge and evaluated methods allowing the 

comparison of protein surfaces are difficult to find”. Structural and sequence 

comparisons may reveal patterns of high consistency throughout evolution. Still, 

these signatures do not necessarily guarantee the same functions for the same 

evolutionary line of proteins. The structure to which a sequence folds into may 

display strikingly different features despite the similarities detected in sequences 

when compared against a member of the same ancestor lineage. Protein surface 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 1-1. Comparison of binding sites for proteins of (a) Different ancestors with similar 

binding sites (b) Same ancestor with different binding sites 
 

comparison on the other hand may not be able to reveal inherited traits; however it is 

capable of detecting potentially similar areas reacting to the same selection of 

substrates regardless of whether the protein originated from the same family. There 

may exist proteins from the same family containing binding sites of different 

characteristics whereas proteins from different ancestors evolved to contain sites 

with similar features. Figure 1-1 shows examples of such scenarios. Note the 

similarities and differences in the binding sites. 

 

The comparisons in Figure 1-1 illustrate the need for protein surface analysis to 

determine the characteristics of potential dock sites. One of the most commonly used 

methods for the study of protein surfaces is the Connolly method (1983a) whereby a 

water-molecule-sized probe is used to inspect the surface of the protein. The 

concepts of Solvent Excluded Surface (SES) (Connolly, 1983b) and Solvent 

Accessible Surface (SAS) (Lee and Richards, 1971) are manifestations of the probe 

technique. Sanner (1996) introduced a program termed MSMS which integrates both 

the SES and SAS methods for the fast examination of input proteins. Users are given 

Protein A 

Protein B

Protein B 

Protein A 
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the option to change the probe size as desired and to generate different types of files 

for analysis. An example is the FACE file which contains all output information from a 

triangulation process. The AREA output files from the program are selected for use in 

this study in the comparison of surface atoms extractions between the probe-based 

methods and the implemented voxel-based method. These files provide listings of 

the atoms obtained from probing of the protein surface. In a study by Jiang and Kim 

(1991) cube representations are used for the soft docking of proteins. By using two 

specific molecular complexes the authors show that geometric docking alone with 

conformational changes is sufficient to determine the correct binding agents. 

However there are limitations of this method when applied to various protein 

complexes since not all proteins form rigid docking bonds. It is possible for both the 

surfaces of the protein and the ligand to experience changes in shape and size after 

a binding reaction has taken place. Past implementations have made use of 

approaches such as triangulation, Voronoi tessellations, lattice modelling etc for the 

investigation of protein surfaces (Shoichet and Kuntz, 1991; Brakoulias and Jackson, 

2004; Poupon, 2004; Shulman-Peleg, Nussinov and Wolfson, 2004; Wang, 2004). A 

widely used approach is the convex hull – defined as the smallest convex polyhedron 

enclosing all atom centers (Gerstein and Richards, 2006) and which is a subset of 

the Delauney triangulation. Methods enlisting the use of polyhedrons calculate 

estimations of the total surface area of the protein, although features may be 

sacrificed due to generalisation of the protein as a whole. However most approaches 

preserve the essential details in the simplification process.  

 

The selective behaviour of proteins in binding to specific agents is attributed to the 

arrangement of atoms on the surface (Laskowski, 1995; Preibner, Goede and 

Frommel, 1998; Yan, Dobbs and Honovar, 2003). There are many factors 

contributing to the definition of a site of interest, including hydrophocity, 

electronegativity, chemical composition, and shape complementarity (Fischer, 1993; 
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Kellenberger et al, 2004). Studies carried out in the past to identify and locate such 

sites have concluded the discovery of hot spots and surface patches and their 

relationships to dock sites (Jones and Thornton, 1997a; 1997b; Bogan and Thorn, 

1998). A binding process results in the activation of certain atoms and deactivation of 

the rest. When combined, these atoms contribute to characteristically unique 

functions attributed to each protein.  

 

The use of surface patches for the detection of interaction sites on a protein involves 

a series of parameters which are calculated for each patch including the solvation 

potential, hydrophobicity, planarity, accessible surface area etc with the rankings of 

the patches determined based on these parameters (Jones and Thornton, 1997a; 

1997b). Bogan and Thorn (1998) presented the concept of ‘hot spots’ whereby 

identified spots correlate to active sites. The authors found that binding energy does 

not distribute evenly across the surface of a protein but tend to be highly 

concentrated on dock areas. Fernandez-Recio et al (2005) presented the Optimal 

Docking Area (ODA) method focusing on hot spots. ODA identifies patches through 

experimentations of different atomic solvation parameters. In a study by Chakrabati 

and Janin (2002), it was found that larger interfaces generally consist of multiple 

patches with at least a pair of patches equivalent in size to a single patch interface. 

Studies of surface patches and hot spots are generally focused on solvation and 

chemical attributes. Understanding the factors contributing to an active site is vital for 

successful detection of such areas. Most grid-based approaches prioritise shape 

complementarity in the search for potential sites. A crevice has to be sufficiently large 

(and deep) to accommodate a potential ligand such that interaction may take place. 

 

1.4  THE VOXEL (GRID-BASED) ENVIRONMENT  

The use of grid spaces or voxels in the study of proteins is no longer a new paradigm 

and has been used in some of the earliest programs for the detection and locating of 
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cavities on protein surfaces. Some examples of such programs have been discussed 

in the previous subsection.   

 

Grid spaces offer a robust environment for the study of proteins. As a universe, a grid 

space constitutes of subsets in the form of units or voxels. Objects in such spaces 

may be represented and defined in terms of the number of units occupied, the 

estimated total surface area and volume from the voxels, as well as the overall shape 

based on the voxels cluster. Partitioning can be carried out to divide a space into 

units of desired sizes. However the orientation problem associated with the fixed 

nature of a grid space is inherent and remains a challenge. Different orientations of 

an object often result in varied sets of shortlisted voxels. Algorithms have been 

designed to reduce the severity of this issue and most have delivered acceptable 

results. 

 

The features of objects represented using grid units or voxels are often generalised if 

the sizes of the voxels used are larger than the smallest-sized units in the object. 

Although discrete features may be eliminated in the process, this however does not 

indicate data loss as essential features are typically retained. The lower resolution 

representation is a notable advantage in the event of large-scale processing – for 

example, the comparison of all deposited protein files in the PDB. Grid-based 

methods are easy to implement and require no complex mathematical functions. Past 

studies have shown that the use of grid units or voxels delivered promising results 

that are equally competitive against other methods.  

 

In this research voxels were primarily used for the representation of input proteins, 

with investigations carried out on its capability in extracting surface atoms as well as 

its potential in identifying potential binding sites. The algorithms implemented are 

discussed in Chapter 3 with the results presented in Chapter 4. The studies proved 
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that voxels are equally capable of achieving good results when optimal settings were 

applied despite the simplicity of the method. The rigidity imposed by the grid-space 

due to its fixed nature can be efficiently tackled with proper measures. In summary, 

this research demonstrates the potential of voxels in serving as a promising tool for 

the study of proteins and its usage may be extended to other research areas. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This chapter discusses eight research domains pertaining to protein analysis that 

have attained some prominence in the literature. 

 

2.1 SEQUENCE-BASED PROTEIN ANALYSIS 

Proteins in their unfolded forms can be represented as sequences of amino acids in 

the form of 1-dimensional strings. These encodings serve as input for initial studies in 

the field of proteomics. Methods for the processing of strings are designed for 

locating of repetitive patterns or motifs in sequences and are generally algorithmically 

simple compared to methods for structure-based studies. Sequences are compared 

pair-wise or simultaneously in the event of multiple entries in large scale comparisons. 

High performance algorithms include the Smith-Waterman algorithm, the 

Needleman-Wunsch method, the Levenshtein distance among others (Levenshtein; 

1965; Needleman and Wunsch, 1970; Pearson and Lipman, 1988; Smith and 

Waterman, 1981; Altschul et al, 1990; Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992; Cates, 2008). 

 

The Smith-Waterman (1981) uses substitution matrices as its scoring functions and 

performs local alignments on pairs of protein sequences. All possible segments from 

the original chains are extracted and cross-compared to determine the longest 

common sub-sequence. An earlier variation of this algorithm is the Needleman-

Wunsch (1970) which performs global comparisons on the input strings. Distance 

measures are used to determine similarities of the protein strings with selections 

chosen based on the best returned values. This is similar to an algorithm 

implemented by Levenshtein (1965) that measures the differences between two input 

sequences using the edit distance – defined as the number of edits required to 

transform one string to another. Insertions, deletions or substitutions of characters 

are allowed and the best matches correspond to minimum edit values.  
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The simplicity of string processing led to the development of many engines designed 

for efficient processing of protein sequences. One such system is BLAST (Basic 

Local Alignment Search Tool) (Altschul et al, 1990) built upon a novel approach 

developed by the authors that enable users to compare an input query sequence 

against an entire repository of entries and returning the best hits passing defined 

thresholds. BLAST searches for similar tuples thereby producing results consisting of 

similarity scores and alignments output – all of which combined is termed an E-score. 

FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) is another such system that initially focuses on 

comparison of proteins sequences similarities but has since underwent improvisation 

to cater to DNA searches. It is a heuristics-inspired method which approximates 

alignment scores and is similar in concept to BLAST. 

 

Sequence-based methods return extractions satisfying the requirements of the 

research of concerned. Some algorithms may focus on signature sub-sequences 

correlating to specific functions whereas others focus on the identification of the 

longest common sub-sequence from several input entries. Repetitive motifs across a 

group of protein sequences indicate conservation therefore suggesting structural 

similarities – this can be used for verification of proteins originating from a common 

ancestor. Although methods for strings processing are fast, and studies show that 

sequences having >30% identity or similarity (Orengo et al, 2001) usually indicate 

structures stemming from and conserved within the same families, however the 

proposition may be contradicted in cases of mutations which may alter partial or 

entire sub-units of the protein. Rost (1999) presented the notion of “twilight zone” and 

“midnight zone” wherein the former represents sequences bearing 20% – 35% 

identity while the latter describes protein structure pairs with post-evolution 

similarities. Sequence-based methods contribute to general understanding of 

proteins but are incapable of providing information at the level of structural 

annotations. Pei (2008) presented a review on the alignment of multiple protein 
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sequences and it was reported that alignment accuracy may be improved by 

introducing additional information for cases of distantly related entries. Yona and 

Levitt (2000) proposed a solution which combines both sequence and structural 

metrics for the study of proteins. The authors believe that the merge between both 

the sequence-structure domains may lead to improved mapping of proteins. The 

union also “provides a foundation for the interpretation of genetic disease, drug-target 

selection and the construction of biological pathways and networks” (Weir, Swindells 

and Overington, 2001).  

 

In a publication by Bogan-Marta and Robu (2006) it was reported that a method 

capable of “accurate clustering of a large biological sequence database” has yet to 

be attained. By using an approach based on Markov chains representation and 

language modeling, each sequence is clustered based on its set of dissimilarity 

matrix. In terms of lower level encodings, binary representations of structures termed 

fingerprints were used to identify complexes displaying similarities in biological 

activities (Godden et al, 2000). These fingerprints also contain within them 

information on chemical properties which contribute to binding. It was suggested that 

similar interactions are associated with similarities in the attributes of proteins.  

 

2.2 STRUCTURE-BASED PROTEIN ANALYSIS 

Information derived from protein sequences is limited thus leading to the exploration 

of proteins in their conformational structures. Details such as the residues involved in 

protein binding as well as the arrangement of atoms and amino acids are not 

obtainable from strings. Chothia (1992) reported that the evolution of proteins has 

been made evident through crystallography studies, and that the residue identities of 

proteins may be entirely different even if they share the same folds. The structure of 

a protein is 3-dimensionally defined with spatial coordinates denoting the position of 
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each atom. These spatial values not only collectively describe the size and shape of 

the entire protein, but they also serve as input data for many algorithms.  

 

Early structure-based programs project 3D visualisations of proteins to the user using 

lab-verified spatial coordinates available from protein repositories. These programs 

provide users with the freedom to rotate the protein of interest in any orientation for 

visual analysis. An example is GRASS (Graphical Representation and Analysis of 

Structures Server) which is developed with the GRASP program operating at its heart 

and provide users with an interactive platform for proteins analysis (Nayal, Hitz and 

Honig, 1999). Available over the World Wide Web, the program first parses an input 

structure into groups of peptide chains, nucleic acid chains, ions and ligands. A 

colour-coding scheme is then applied and the protein is displayed to the user based 

on the specified format. Users are free to manipulate the protein in any direction and 

to select the representation of choice from wireframe, ribbon, CPK or molecular 

surface. Following the releases of such programs were algorithms designed to locate 

significant sub-structures and motifs within proteins, i.e. α-helices and β-sheets. 

Simulation tools for the instantaneous comparisons of laboratory-validated data 

became readily available. Structural information provides a basis for the derivation of 

details such as the shape, size, atoms existing within or on the surface as well as the 

geometrical properties of binding sites on the protein. Such information cannot be 

obtained from sequences alone. 

 

An investigation into the use of fractal dimensions for determining protein 3D 

structures has been carried out (Tao, Ioerger and Sacchettini, 2002). 2D “density-

map” images were derived from 3D electron density maps and stored in an array. 

Fractal features extracted from the density maps acted as references in the search 

for similar pattern regions in a test set of proteins. In a previous work, Wang et al 

(1990) carried out studies to determine the relation of tertiary structures of proteins to 
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fractal dimensions. It was found that there is a lack of “rigorous self-similarity” in 

proteins even though some similarities were detected in the polypeptide chains. 

Fractal surfaces are able to characterise features on protein surfaces (Lewis and 

Rees, 2008) – the authors reported that regions of tight bindings show more 

irregularity compared to sites of transient complexes. A combination of size and 

volume fractal dimensionality (VFD) has shown capability in describing the spatial 

complexity of the shape of a protein (Hu et al, 2005). Radius and VFD were used to 

screen candidates having similar shapes from a given set of proteins. It was reported 

that proteins with similar shapes return close VFDs. However VFDs are dependent 

on the length scale and size of the unit surrounding the protein and therefore can 

only be viewed as statistically significant (Hu and Peng, 2005).  

 

Unknown proteins exhibiting similarities to annotated structures can be modelled 

through knowledge-based model building or otherwise known as homology modelling 

(Bajorath, Stenkamp and Aruffo, 1993). This is based on the view that conservation 

is more evident in structures of homologous proteins as opposed to their sequences 

(Wieman et al, 2004). A simple but effective way of determining the degree of 

matches is through the use of root mean square (rms) distance after the key 

molecules have been aligned. A rms value of up to 3 Å has been accepted as 

indication of similarity in the structures. Conserved structural regions play important 

roles even if sequences bear little or no similarities. Holm and Sander (1993) used 

the spatial coordinates of proteins to generate distance matrices which are then 

paired and searched for patterns. Termed DALI, the method employs a Monte Carlo 

approach for optimisation of similarity scores. Common 3D signatures were detected 

with relatively diverged proteins accurately aligned. A structure to structure alignment 

of similar proteins may reveal unknown functional properties and provide insights into 

the distance of the relationships between the compared proteins (Gibrat, Madej and 

Bryant, 1996).  
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A protein in its native unfolded form always collapses to the optimum structure in the 

presence of solvent. Protein structure prediction is a highly investigated field with 

many attempts taken in the design of algorithms capable of predicting structures from 

sequences – often the form in which a protein folds into baffled scientists. Although 

the number of amino acids existing in nature equates to about 20 but the number of 

possible combinations is exceptionally high. The way in which amino acids fold into 

each other can be unpredictable and may defy rules in algorithms. A given protein 

displaying similar sub-sequences to other proteins does not necessarily observe the 

same fold or structure when presented in 3-dimensional form and vice versa (Brown, 

Orengo and Taylor, 1996). It was found in a study that two-thirds of “structurally 

similar pairs” with no relation in sequences are functionally-related (Koppensteiner et 

al, 2000). Shen et al (2005) presented a method for structural class prediction using 

the supervised fuzzy clustering approach. The algorithm implements “class label 

information” for training. By introducing supervision a higher success rate was 

obtained, although the authors noted that better results could be achieved through 

combination with other existing methods. 

 

2.3 PROTEIN CLASSIFICATION 

The number of proteins deposited in protein data banks is expected to continually 

grow over the years although not exponentially as previously thought. Classifications 

are usually carried out based on functionalities, classes, families, domains, 

sequences etc. Protein classification is a highly researched area and has shown itself 

to be a challenge undertaken by many scientists resulting in the development of 

databases worldwide. Each database is unique and stores protein data based on 

distinctly-defined hierarchical arrangements. Sasson and Linial (2004) concluded the 

following methodologies in a review on the types of classification procedures and 

existing systems: motif-based, full-sequence analysis, phylogenetic, structure-based 

and aggregated classifications. Motif-based databases are systems built around 
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significant ‘fingerprints’ or ‘blocks’ existing in sequences. Full-sequence studies 

examine protein strings in the search for commonalities based on the proposition that 

sequentially similar proteins are likely to have evolved from the same ancestors. 

Phylogenetic classification groups proteins derived from lists of parent genomes 

whereas structure-based approaches focus on 3-dimensional annotations. 

Aggregated classification merges several algorithms to create hybrid consensus 

methods capable of producing much improved results over individual methods. 

Kumar and Smith (2003) presented a meta-classification approach based on non-

conventional feature categories of proteins which include continuants and occurents, 

dependent and independent entries. The system carried out granular partitioning on 

the datasets.  

 

Much focus has been placed in the development of notable solutions to the problem 

of protein classification. A study by Levitt (2007) showed that the rate of growth of 

structural data has been slowing down. Koppensteiner et al (2000) presented an 

approach for the characterisation of proteins based on known structures. 

Investigations were made on “the role of side-chain orientation in distinguishing 

significant and insignificant structural similarity” and the authors showed that side-

chain orientations helped in the distinction of analogous and remote homologous 

proteins. An investigation into the structural characteristics of proteins by Brenner at 

al (1997) “revealed strikingly skewed distributions at all levels”. Many of the larger 

proteins consist of two or more domains, and varied sequences were observed even 

though proteins were found to bear the same folds.  

 

A number of classification systems are available today and one of the most highly 

referenced systems is CATH (Orengo et al, 1997). There are four main levels in the 

organisation, namely Class, Architecture, Topology and Homologous superfamily – 

all of which make up the abbreviation CATH. These levels represent the secondary 
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structure composition, secondary structure units, fold families, and evolutionary 

relationship respectively. In a later update, the authors reported that >96% of the 

folds are related to a single homologous family whereas >95% of homologous 

families display “single or closely related functions” (Orengo et al, 1999). Another 

similar database is SCOP which stands for Structural Classification of Proteins. 

SCOP is comprised of 6 levels, i.e. Species, Protein, Family, Superfamily, Fold and 

Class, with categorisation carried out based on sequences, structures and functions. 

Sequences are stored at the Species level, followed by a clustering of functionally-

matching sequences of different isoforms or of different biological species origin. In 

Family the proteins are again grouped based on sequences but which showcase 

unique functions. Superfamily stores proteins sharing common features and functions 

which are thought to be of the same evolutionary origin. Proteins having similar 

structures but with different features are grouped into Fold, and finally the groups 

from Fold are classified into Classes based on the arrangements and contents of 

secondary structures.   

 

Cavbase (Kuhn et al, 2007) classifies proteins according to the properties of their 

active sites and the implementation was carried out on a set of kinases. Binding sites 

were compared based on physicochemical properties with cross-relations detected 

that are non-indicative from sequences. Cases in which sequences display low 

similarities yet cavities are highly similar suggest unexpected functional matches. 

MODBASE (Pieper et al, 2006) stores a repository of annotated structures for 

sequences that can be linked to at least a single known protein. Accuracy is highest 

in the event of homology modelling and this database provides good sources of initial 

comparative structures. In the nearest neighbour approach proteins are clustered 

based on measures of similarities to members of a previous classification. Geometric 

features are key criteria and other contributing attributes such as physical and 

chemical properties are included as well. Ankerst et al (1999) used a combination of 
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shape histograms and adaptable similarity distance functions for the classification of 

structures such that minimal shifts and rotations can be accommodated. There have 

been works as well which annotate proteins using interaction networks. The authors 

identified two categories – the first being direct annotation schemes which “infer the 

function of a protein based on its connections in the network”, and the second 

consists of module-assisted schemes which carries out module-level annotations 

based on determined functions (Sharan, Ulitsky and Shamir, 2007).  

 

2.4 PROTEIN BINDING AND DOCK SITES STUDIES 

The functions of a protein can be determined through the arrangements and 

distribution of interacting molecules on the surfaces (Laskowski, 1995; Hendlich, 

Rippman and Barnickel, 1997; Preiβner, Goede and Frommel, 1998; Via et al, 2000; 

Yan, Dobbs and Honavar, 2003; Ryu, Park and Kim, 2007). Early propositions 

suggest that a protein and its binding agent can be likened to a lock and key pair. 

This understanding led to the design of algorithms focusing on geometrical 

complementarity. Further research suggested that shape complementarity is 

applicable only to cases of rigid protein-rigid ligand bindings, and ligands are often 

non-rigid in nature. It was discovered as well that other factors such as electrostatic 

potential, chemical complementarity, hydrophobicity, and binding energy contribute to 

the selectivity of binding agents to the active site. An observation was made with the 

conclusion that ligands generally bind into the largest crevices on surfaces whereas 

inhibitors tend to interact in small pockets (Jones and Thornton, 1997a; Fuller, 

Burgoyne and Jackson, 2009; Weisel et al, 2009). Binding regions were also found to 

be comparably more hydrophobic compared to other areas of the protein (Chung, 

Wang and Bourne, 2006). In an approach by Gabb et al (1997) the authors reported 

that algorithms designed for rigid body docking have to be “sufficiently soft” to cater 

to “conformational changes” to ensure the best solutions are obtained. Their method 

is motivated by an implementation by Katchalski-Katzir (1992) and includes the use 
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of Fast Fourier Transform and Fourier Correlation Theory for scanning of the 

experimental space. 

 

Brakoulias and Jackson (2004) presented a method which employs geometric 

matching for comparing binding sites. Maximum subgraphs or cliques are used to 

represent common atomic features which are then compared for phosphate regions. 

In a study of ATP-binding sites (Kinnings and Jackson, 2009) the geometric hashing 

method is employed and involves only atom-to-atom comparisons. The authors 

discovered that similarities were observed in kinases of different families while 

significant sequence identities fold to reveal low degrees of matches in the binding 

sites. Geometric hashing was also applied in a docking algorithm by Kihara et al 

(2005). Input proteins are first represented using voxels with cavities or protrusions 

identified based on a visibility algorithm. Each potential cavity is ranked based on the 

voxels count associated with the site. By determining the maximum/minimum local 

curvatures geometric hashing is then carried out and the results scored. The beauty 

of geometric hashing is that comparisons can still be carried out even if the object 

has undergone transformations or only a limited amount of information is available. 

Efficiency is a noted advantage of the method and there is no need for large arrays of 

input data as the algorithm deals mainly with spatial details (Wolfson and Rigoutsos, 

1997). Petsalaki et al (2009) also showed in a study carried out on protein-peptide 

complexes that matrices containing atomic spatial information can be used for 

identifying binding properties and for locating of potential regions which participate in 

interactions with peptides.  

 

The availability of docking programs made possible the process of virtual screening 

resulting in faster identification of substrates for interaction with the target of interest. 

Examples of such tools include Dock (Kuntz et al, 1982), FlexX (Rarey et al, 1996) 

and Gold (Jones et al, 1997) each of which implements different algorithms for the 
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docking of substrates. ConsDock (Paul and Rognan, 2002) is a consensus method 

compiled using the previous 3 programs and was shown to outperform each of the 

individual methods. MetaPocket (Huang, 2009) is another example of a consensus 

approach and integrates output from LIGSITEcs (Huang and Schroeder, 2006), PASS 

(Brady and Stouten, 2000), Q-SiteFinder (Laurie and Jackson, 2004) and SURFNET 

(Laskowski, 1995) for improvement of the results. Due to the differences in the 

ranking score functions a separate z-score is computed for all identified sites to 

evaluate the methods. Only the top three ranks are considered for use in MetaPocket. 

GlamDock (Tietze and Apostolakis, 2007) was developed for the flexible docking of 

ligands and is based on a simple Monte Carlo approach. A combination of energy 

functions and search space definitions contributes to the effectiveness of the method. 

Molecular dynamics were also employed in the design of docking algorithms (Taufer 

er al, 2004). The approach proved to be fast and accurate in experiments of rigid 

protein-flexible ligand complexes and displayed flexibility in computational granularity. 

The inclusion of binding site information leads to better protein-protein interaction 

predictions (Patel et al, 2006). Experiments conducted showed that residue 

propensity and hydrophobicity are factors of high importance – better descriptions of 

binding sites can be obtained by taking these information into consideration as well.  

 

Table 2-1. Summary of programs for prediction of binding sites and docking studies. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

CAST A program for finding and measuring cavities. Protein surfaces are 
described using alpha shapes derived from Voronoi diagrams and 
Delauney triangulations. Smaller triangles are grouped into 
neighbouring larger ones known as sinks. (Liang, Edelsbrunner 
and Woodward, 1998) 
  

DOCK A Connolly surface is first constructed for each binding site using a 
water-sized probe. Spheres that are distantly located from the 
known ligand position are eliminated. The remaining spheres are 
then used to dock the ligand through a matching of the center of 
spheres with the atoms of the ligand. Ligand flexibility is taken into 
consideration for improvement of the predicted outcome. (Kuntz et 
al, 1982) 
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FlexX The program uses a fragment-based method for the docking of 
ligands to proteins. The algorithm works by breaking up a ligand 
into smaller units and incrementally reconstructing the ligand after 
the best dock for the base fragment has been identified. (Rarey et 
al, 1996)  
 

GlamDock A tool for the docking of flexible ligands to rigid proteins. The 
method employs the use of Monte Carlo approach in which the 
main feature is its energy function. The accuracy of the algorithm is 
dependent on the flexibility of the ligand and structure resolution. 
(Tietze and Apostolakis, 2007) 
 

GOLD A program that employs genetic algorithms for the docking of 
proteins with flexible hydroxyl groups. Especially useful if the 
protein contains sites of amino acids forging hydrogen bonds with 
the interacting ligands. The program processes complexes of up to 
full ligand flexibility with partial flexibility of the protein. (Jones et al, 
1997) 
 

LIGSITEcsc Extended from the LIGSITE algorithm, LIGSITEcsc has been 
enhanced with two additional extensions – csc stands for Connolly 
surface and conservation. The Connolly surface is introduced to 
proteins such that grid points are allocated based on surfaces and 
not atoms. Identified sites are then ranked according to the 
conservation levels of participating residues. The enhanced 
program showed improvements over the original implementation 
achieving rates of 71%/79% in the set of 48 bound/unbound 
structures. (Huang and Schroeder, 2006) 
 

PASS PASS (Putative Active Sites with Spheres) identifies potential 
cavities by first placing a layer of probe spheres covering the 
surface of the entire protein. The number of atoms within a radius 
of 8 Å is then checked – a process known as ‘burial count’. Further 
layers of atoms are subsequently added until crevices are filled 
with spheres. The process terminates when no new probe spheres 
are detected in the corresponding layer. Potential regions are 
defined as Active Site Points (ASP) – the values of which are 
represented by the centers of each identified site. Each ASP is 
ensured separation from another by a value of 8 Å, and the 
crevices ranked by the weights of the ASPs. (Brady and Stouten, 
2000) 
 

PocketFinder Developed based on the LIGSITE algorithm and determines the 
burial extent of each grid point in the protein. A grid point may take 
on values ranging from zero to seven respectively defined as non-
pocket-membership to “deeply buried in cavity”. (Laurie and 
Jackson, 2004) 
 

PocketPicker Grid points within a detected binding site are represented using 
shape descriptors which hold information on the buriedness and 
shape of a potential site. The characteristics of each site are 
translated into correlation vectors to facilitate comparisons. Method 
was shown to outperform results from those of CAST, LIGSITE, 
LIGSITEcsc, PASS and SURFNET. (Weisel, Proschak and 
Schneider, 2007) 
 

Q-SiteFinder The method locates dock sites through analysis of the interaction 
energy between a methyl probe and the protein. A 3D grid 
environment with resolution of 0.9 Å is used and probes returning 
favourable binding energy are retained. (Laurie and Jackson, 2004) 
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ROLL Uses a probe to roll along protein surfaces in the search for cavities 
and binding regions. Changing the probe radius results in the 
detection of cavities of different shapes and volumes. Integrated 
into the POCASA (Pocket-Cavity Search Application) software. 
Achieved a success rate of 77%/75% for the set of 48 
bound/unbound complexes. (Yu et al, 2010). 
 

SURFNET Cavities are detected by fitting in virtual spheres into accessible 
spaces such that there are two opposing atoms on each sphere’s 
surface. The spheres are then gradually decreased in size until 
they are no longer in contact with the neighbouring atoms. 
(Laskowski, 1995) 
 

 

The program AutoDock (Butler, 1999) implements a combination of molecular 

dynamics, robotics and rotamer library/side chain methods for flexible ligand-rigid 

protein docking prediction. There are three stages to the program – AutoTors which 

examines rotable bonds in ligands, AutoGrid which pre-determines interaction 

energies using the AMBER force field, and finally AutoDock which carries out the 

analysis. A more challenging aspect is that of flexible protein-flexible ligand docking 

as presented by Kavraki (2007). The notion of soft receptors was introduced – 

modeling of the ligands in several degrees of freedom result in approximated 

outcomes. There are many states associated with proteins – some in the native state, 

some in induced-fit with the rest being in others. The average structure of a protein 

has been reported to experience changes in the situation of an induced-fit bind when 

sufficient favorable free energy is available (Carlson and McCammon, 2000). 

DrugSite (An, Totrov and Abagyan, 2004) utilises the van der Waals energy potential 

for the prediction of ligand binding sites, returning the location, volume and shape of 

the area. It is able to locate sites in uncharacterized structures and prioritises the 

druggability of targets. Molecular Interaction Fields (MIFs) was implemented by 

SITEHOUND (Ghersi and Sanchez, 2009) in the search for dock areas. A MIF 

calculator known as EASYMIFS was first used to chemically define structures and 

return maps which are then used in graphics software. SITEHOUND then hunts for 

potential regions by filtering and clustering the results from EASYMIFS. The 
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uniqueness of this method is the use of multiple probes which allows the search for 

various types of sites.  

 

The lack of knowledge on the properties of binding sites poses a challenge in drug 

design and delivery. Tripathi and Kellogg (2010) presented their work on the 

development of a tool for facilitation of drug design. Known as VICE (Vectorial 

Identification of Cavity Extents) the method uses a grid-based solution and excludes 

grid points falling within the van der Waals radii of atoms. The accepted points are 

then scored based on a concept similar to the degree of burial. Information such as 

cavity volume, surface area, list of atoms and residues associated with the identified 

site are returned by the program.  It can be observed that many programs prioritise 

shape complementarity as one of the key criteria for identification of potential dock 

sites. A site not only has to satisfy chemical and electrostatic properties, but it also 

needs to be sufficiently large and deep for the fitting of a substrate. In a study by 

Chen and Weng (2003) the notion of Pairwise Shape Complementarity (PSC) was 

proposed which computes the “total number of receptor-ligand atom pairs within a 

distance cutoff”. The method is simple and is unaffected by different orientations of 

the protein. Another depth-based algorithm is PocketDepth (Kalidas and Chandra, 

2008) which clusters units based on neighbourhood information. The units are first 

assigned depth factors before being clustered. Depth is an important factor that has 

been found to correlate with molecular, residue and atomic properties, such as 

“average protein domain size, protein stability, free energy of formation of protein 

complexes, amino acid type, hydrophobicity, residue conservation and 

hydrogen/deuterium amide proton exchange rates”. A prediction is accepted if a 10% 

overlap between the dock site and the ligand was observed in PocketDepth. 

 

Experimentally proven complexes act as references to newly discovered proteins that 

have yet to be annotated. One such system storing co-crystallised bound structures 
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is DOCKGROUND (Douguet et al, 2006) which serves as a publicly available 

resource used for the validation of output generated by newly developed approaches 

for protein interactions studies. The system is updated quarterly and will include 

unbound structures in the future. SitesBase (Gold and Jackson, 2006) stores 

information on the structural similarities of known binding sites and provides fast 

retrieval to users. An all-atom representation was used therefore preserving the 

details of each site which may be useful for binding sites investigations and 

experimental studies.  

 

One of the core challenges in protein docking studies is the selection or scoring of 

true positives from a pool of candidate solutions. One way to identify the correct 

conformations is by measuring the “tightness of fit of the two docked proteins” 

(Gottschalk, Neuvirth and Schreiber, 2004). In a test carried out on 21 complexes, 

the success rate was recorded at 77%. The algorithm has no dependencies on side-

chain constellations and is unaffected by backbone structure inaccuracies. 

Measurement of the similarity between sites was investigated in a study 

(Kellenberger, Schalon and Rognan, 2008) and many aspects need to be considered 

including computational and biological attributes. The authors proposed several 

points of consideration including coordinates sensitivity, the computational time of the 

methods and the choice of algorithm for comparison of the regions, i.e. local patterns 

to use graphs, global comparisons to employ superimpositions. Characterisation of 

known binding sites aids in the estimation of druggability for new potential sites when 

a protein has yet to be functionally annotated. SiteMap (Halgren, 2009) was 

developed for the analysis of identified sites and was reported to correctly identify 

known regions as the best hit in 86% of 538 complexes. It also provided insights into 

the acceptability of a potential site as a ligand-binding region.  
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2.5 PROTEIN SURFACE ANALYSIS 

There are many ways in which a molecular surface can be represented ranging from 

parametric representations to generalised forms. The resolution of the protein is 

decreased in the latter for use in large-scale processes but retains most of the 

essential features (Duncan and Olson, 1993). Research works carried out for the 

study of protein surface comparisons has increased in the last decade with emphasis 

placed on the design of the evaluation procedures. According to Jackson and 

Sternberg (1993), “the definition of the surface area is critical in describing the 

energetics of association in solution”. Baldacci et al (2006) reported that in general 

there are three types of representations used for describing surfaces namely mesh-

based, atom-based and patch-based. An example of the first category is the Connolly 

algorithm, the range of solvent exposed atoms for the second type and the third, a 

segmentation of the protein surface into homogenous regions. Many of the studies 

carried out are closely related to the study of dock sites and surface properties.  

 

Leicester, Finney and Bywater (1988) applied Fourier descriptors for describing the 

molecular surface. Proven 2-dimensionally, the authors extended the method to 

describe the 3-dimensional protein surface using spherical harmonics. Fourier 

descriptors are products of Fourier transforms and the level of details is dependent 

on the number of descriptors generated. However the authors noted that the 3D 

descriptor is global by nature and does not provide information on local shape 

features. Similarly, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and the Fourier correlation theory 

were also applied in a study on the modeling of protein docking (Gabb, Jackson and 

Sternberg, 1997). However the authors included the factor of electrostatic attraction 

and concluded that surface complementarity alone is insufficient to determine true 

positives. In an implementation of a geometric recognition algorithm for the 

identification of molecular surface complementarity, Fourier transform was used to 

determine the degree of surface overlap and penetration (Katchalski-Katzir et al, 
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1992). The algorithm was tested on a total of five complexes and correct predictions 

were achieved with the exception of a failure for the trypsin-inhibitor pair. It was 

reported that the algorithm performed best in the event of minimal conformational 

changes. Similar to Fourier descriptors, 3D Zernike descriptors have been used to 

map physicochemical features on protein surfaces (Sael et al, 2008). The method 

compares both the global and local properties and is capable of grouping proteins 

into functionally relevant groups. 3D-SURFER (La et al, 2009) is a similar web-based 

implementation (based on 3D Zernike descriptors) which carries out comparisons on 

an input protein in a matter of seconds. Future enhancements to the program include 

the addition of electrostatic potentials, hydrophobicity as well as conservation to 

improve site definitions. 

 

Geometric hashing has also been employed for protein surface representation 

(Rosen et al, 1998). The authors investigated the effect of including residue labels in 

surfaces comparisons with matching carried out globally (whole surfaces) as well as 

locally (specific regions). The findings revealed that similarities in surface motifs 

usually suggest similar biological features whereas local similarities across different 

proteins indicate alikeness in biological functions. SCREEN (Surface Cavity 

REcognition and EvaluatioN) applied random forests for the development of a 

classifier for the characterisation of surface cavities (Nayal and Honig, 2006). A 

spherical probe the size of a small ligand was first used to roll over the protein 

surface and cavities are “represented by the patch of the molecular surface forming 

the cavity floor and the corresponding region of envelope surface forming a cavity 

ceiling”. In a computer vision inspired technique, Fisher et al (1993) used only the 

spatial coordinates of proteins for comparisons. The method was able to detect 

geometrical similarities in sites of interest and predict the proper docking orientation 

of a ligand to a binding site. However due to the use of the coordinate system only 

rigid docking is applicable.  
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The use of graphs has been shown to reduce the complexity of the problem. In 

SURFCOMP (Hofbauer, Lohninger and Aszodi, 2004) maximal common subgraphs 

were used together with harmonic shape image matching for the identification of 

similar surface regions between two molecules. The approach is designed only for 

rigid docking.  Alpha shapes which produce an entire group of shapes with varying 

levels of details were used in APROPOS (Peters, Fauck and Frommel, 1996). The 

algorithm identifies sites of interest using spatial coordinates. A protein is covered in 

two layers of representation – the first gives detailed descriptions of the sites and the 

second returns a global representation of the protein. Higher-valued differences 

between these two layers indicate potential docking sites. However the algorithm was 

not able to determine all atoms involved in the binding region.   

 

Certain works carried out for the analysis of protein surfaces made use of energy 

patches or otherwise termed as hot spots. An example is the Optimal Docking Area 

(ODA) program which identifies favourable energy regions (Fernandez-Recio et al, 

2005). Known as ‘ODA hot spots’ these areas were successfully identified in 80% of 

unbound cases. A higher amount of information such as topographical properties, 

electrostatic potential, lipophilicity/hydrophilicity and hydrogen bond density were 

included in the patches as depicted in a work by Exner, Keil and Brickmann (2002).  

The authors introduced the concepts of fuzzy sets for classification of the surface 

patches and the results showed good representation of similarity and 

complementarity motifs. In an earlier work (Jones and Thornton, 1997b) these 

patches were analysed based on solvation potential, residue interface propensity, 

hydrophobicity, planarity, protrusion and accessible surface area with an 

achievement of 66% in a dataset of 59 complexes. Patches that were either too large 

or too small lead to prediction failures. A connection was made between the use of 

fuzzy sets and fractal dimensions which have been employed in several studies of 

protein structures and surfaces (Pedrycz and Bargiela, 2003). The authors reported 
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that higher local fractal dimensions indicate increases in the number of allocated 

fuzzy sets. The self similarity of surfaces was also examined through the use of 

fractal dimensions (Goetze and Brickmann, 1992) and the authors showed that self 

similarity is evident in an initial analysis of the lysozome molecule. The study was 

further performed on 53 other proteins with the conclusion that fractal dimension 

values are linear to the size of the molecules.  

 

Other studies carried out focus on protein surface properties. A study conducted 

reported that hydrophobic regions contribute greatly to intra and intermolecular 

processes (Eisenhaber and Argos, 1996). A method was therefore developed for the 

quick identification and assessment of hydrophobic areas on surfaces. In another 

study, potential binding sites are labeled as “sticky” when they exhibit high affinities 

with molecular fragments that are used to coat the surface (Ruppert, Welch and Jain, 

1997). It was concluded that potential binding regions tend to be more hydrophobic 

compared to other areas of the surface. Goodford (1985) carried out a study on the 

energy regions on surfaces by applying a series of probes to proteins. These probes 

included water, methyl group, amine nitrogen, carboxy oxygen and hydroxyl. Energy 

contours were obtained and negative levels (wherein attraction between the protein 

and probe is positive) indicate potential binding sites. SURFNET (Laskowski, 1995) 

visualises molecular surfaces as well as the existing gaps between surfaces which 

corresponds to internal cavities, surface grooves or the void between two or more 

molecules, providing a platform for the visual analysis of proteins. Chavent et al 

(2008) developed a program based on a GPU accelerated ray-casting algorithm for 

the visualisation of the Molecular Skin Surface of molecules. Termed MetaMol, it has 

additional features of smoothness as well as decomposability and produces high 

quality images with no information loss. 
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There exist a number of repositories storing descriptions of regions of interactivity of 

non-redundant proteins. The Dictionary of Interfaces in Proteins (DIP) allows a user 

to retrieve records based on “geometric features, atomic composition, type of 

secondary structure, contacts etc” (Preiβner, Goede and Frommel, 1998; 1999). The 

system uses a 3D superposition procedure in the search for similar patches without 

the use of sequences. It was reported that a large number of interfaces displaying 

similarities up to 30 atoms was located in unrelated proteins. This suggests that such 

proteins display tendencies in binding to similar ligands or they may reveal structural 

constraints on protein surfaces. PIBASE (Davis and Sali, 2005) contains a repository 

of structurally defined interfaces annotated using geometrical, physicochemical and 

topological properties. Its completeness supports studies of protein interactions and 

acts as benchmarking references for docking analysis.  

 

In a work by Naumann and Matter (2002) descriptors were generated for the sites of 

interest using GRID molecular interaction fields. Without having to rely on sequences, 

the method implements principal component analysis (PCA) and consenses PCA 

(CPCA) for the identification of subfamilies having similar binding interactions in a 

test set of 26 eukaryotic protein kinases. The findings showed that selectivity exists 

within proteins of the same family and therefore it is imperative for drugs to be 

characteristically choosy for binding to the targeted proteins. The SURFACE 

(SUrface Residues and Functions Annotated, Compared and Evaluated) database 

stores protein surface patches each of which is annotated with functional information 

gathered from sequence and structural analysis (Ferre et al, 2004). The increasing 

number of functional annotations leads to the discovery of previously unknown 

similarities.  

 

Although details are important in the description of protein surfaces, however low 

resolution representations have been reported to be sufficient for describing 
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significant regions. The MSMS program (Sanner and Olson, 1996) uses a reduced 

surface for computing both the solvent accessible and solvent excluded surfaces. 

The compact representation resulted in efficient computation while retaining vital 

information. It was shown to work very well with large molecules. SiteEngine 

(Shulman-Peleg, Nussinov and Wolfson, 2004) is another such system which uses 

“chemically important surface points” for definition of surfaces and was successful in 

identifying proteins with similar binding sites. The program is highly efficient, 

processing large proteins in seconds. In a work by Stout et al (2008) a recursive 

convex hull (RCH) assignment was introduced to predict protein residues. It was 

found that RCH complements other measures including solvent accessibility, residue 

depth as well as residue exposure. The RCH was shown to have better predictability 

compared to other methods. Although algorithmically simple, the RCH can be 

mathematically rigorous. Ryu et al (2007) made use of Voronoi diagrams to construct 

beta-shapes for the definition of the molecular surface of a protein. Each beta shape 

is computed by using the Euclidean distances and an appropriate sized probe. The 

authors admitted however that the computation of “the intersection between a target 

link patch and the non-adjacent probes is too expensive” and may be further 

improved upon. There is a trade-off to be made between data specificity and 

computational complexity – over-generalisation of the molecule may reduce 

processing time but result in information loss, with the opposite holding true as well. 

A balance needs to be achieved such that gains in efficiency can be obtained while 

ensuring that there is minimal loss in significant information.  

 

2.6 MULTI-RESOLUTION MODELING 

The representation of many real-world objects in the virtual world calls for algorithms 

capable of reconstructing objects using mathematical techniques which preserve as 

much as possible all significant features. Methods for dealing with fast analysis of 

data sourced from large repositories are highly researched into so that novel and 
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better solutions may be developed. The modeling of large molecules introduces 

computational load and one may reduce the complexity of the problem by using 

higher abstractions of the model. A generalisation leads to reduction in data accuracy 

but gains in performance, whereas information refinement results in better accuracy 

but consequently places much more processing load on computing systems. For 

most, the optimal solution is to achieve a balance between performance and results –

therefore resulting in the conceptualisation of multi-resolution modeling (Flores et al, 

2010). 

 

Multi-resolution modeling (MRM) has been applied in many fields. Liu and Huang 

(2005) presented a concept termed Multi-resolution model Family (MF) defined as 

the set of different resolution models of the same entity. By coupling this concept with 

DEVS (Discrete Event System Specification) formalism, a new system specification 

termed MRMS (Multi-Resolution Model System) was proposed. Distributed 

simulation is one of the main applications of MRMS and has been used in many 

implementations, proving “especially useful in command and control modeling and 

simulation”. DEVS is based on system theory and MF includes three sections – 

various resolution models, the resolution to each model and the inter-relationships 

between models of different resolutions. MRMS is capable of expressing dynamic 

changes in the resolutions of models but the concept is described as being only a 

coarse representation of multi-resolution modeling and requires adaptation to the 

context of the problem at hand. 

 

One such implementation of multi-resolution modeling using the DEVS formalism is 

presented in a work carried out by Hu and Ntaimo (2006). A model was developed 

for the simulation of forest fires in which units closer to the fire were more discretely 

represented while those further away were coarsely projected. DEVS provides the 

advantage of recalculations in the event of state changes and synchronisation is 
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inherent. The applied modeling is based on a top-down approach that initiates a site 

with large cells followed by subdivision of these cells into smaller ones to simulate 

the fire ignition process. Scopigno and Zorin (2004) conducted investigations into 

surface representations of models and proposed the use of frequency domains. In 

the Laplacian domain a shape may be described using two sets of details – the high 

frequencies bands give the specific details whereas those of low frequencies define 

the general outline of the object. The authors suggested a special isotropic 

remeshing method which helped improve the efficiency of multi-resolution modeling 

by “effectively remov(ing) degenerate triangles and result(ing) in a very regular 

tessellation consisting of almost equilateral faces” making it a robust solution. The 

Laplacian domain was also used in a work by Chacon and Wriggers (2002) for the 

fitting of high resolution atomic subunits into generalized (low-resolution) structures. 

Contour information was introduced to the structures therefore leading to better 

differentiation between potential entries. A Laplacian filter was used with Fast Fourier 

Transform in a 6-dimensional search to accommodate the degrees of freedom of 

rigid bodies.  

 

The enabling factor that facilitated such multi-resolution modelling was the 

formalisation of the information transfer between the various levels of system 

approximation. The seminal work in this regard was done by Zadeh (1997) and was 

developed into a Granular Computing framework by Bargiela and Pedrycz (2002). 

The term Level Of Details (LOD) has been widely used in an interesting range of 

applications. Lluch, Camahort and Vivo (2004) proposed a method for the realistic 

multi-resolution real-time rendering of trees using L-Systems. As of the publication 

date of the authors’ work, computer graphics for the generation of trees involves a 

high number of polygons and consumes much processing power. The authors 

separated the processing of the trunks/branches and the leaves, with trees of further 

viewer distance coarsely represented while those nearest finely rendered with higher 
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LOD. Different images were used to represent different levels of the trees therefore 

reducing the processing required to render each leave and branch in detail.  

 

Lee (2004) developed an algorithm for the representation of solid models based on 

the effective volumes of features using models of different LOD. The LOD varies 

according to case-based requirements with the right amount of details generated for 

studies therefore reducing and/or avoiding over-processing. The proposed method is 

largely designed for engineering tasks and therefore the introduction of the volumes 

of features provided additional attributes which are then integrated into LOD for the 

measurement of changes in solids. The method showed promise and will be further 

investigated for implementation in more complex engineering tasks. Regardless of 

which domain LOD has been applied to, a study carried out on modeling techniques 

such as direct shape manipulation, physics-based modeling, freeform deformations, 

implicit surface modeling and multi-resolution modeling by Hahmann and Elber (2005) 

lead to the conclusion that the possibility of editing on many LOD levels – in which 

modification of the model at any scale – is implementable while ensuring the finer 

details are preserved. This is a very attractive feature of multi-resolution modeling.  

 

Research has been carried out on the role of multi-resolution modeling in various 

fields, including the domain of proteins. Clementi (2008) investigated the use of 

coarse-grained models for representing protein structures. Such models provided 

glimpses of the overall protein landscape, and information lost in higher-level 

representations can be reintroduced in models of finer resolutions. The simplified 

models have been used as practical solutions for studies on molecular structures. 

The flexibility of molecules was measured using the Flexibility Tree which provided 

multi-resolution and hierarchical encoding (Zhao, Stoffler and Sanner, 2006). This 

allowed a broader study spectrum of subspaces in the conformational space of a 
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protein (Yong et al, 2006). A single-level tree indicates the worst case scenario in 

which conformational changes are non-decomposable.  

 

Shape complementarity has been found to play a major role in protein docking. 

Zhang et al (2009) carried out investigations on the effects of using low resolution 

surfaces on a test set of 66 protein-protein complexes, with each complex 

represented by a series of multi-resolution blurred surfaces. A Gaussian fall-off 

coefficient was employed to obtain the smoothing effects. Complementarity was 

analysed based on a comparison of the histograms of the shortest distances 

between vertices of the surfaces. It was found that enzyme-inhibitor complexes have 

higher shape complementarities as opposed to antibody-antigen complexes. The 

authors suggested that such low resolution surfaces be used in the initial stages of 

docking studies for selection of potential solutions as shape complementarity alone is 

not sufficient to determine the best solutions.  

 

A technique for the improvement of data matching was proposed by Birmanns and 

Wriggers (2007) which minimises compact forms of 3D objects into simpler feature 

point representations. Although noise is inevitable in the generalised data, however 

the authors proved that the method still effectively delivers quality results. Their 

implementation was targeted at the identification of components of large assemblies 

and the involvement of smaller entities would require a segmentation process 

followed by reclustering of the finer segments. A research work on the use of fractal 

image compression techniques for multi-resolution modeling was presented by 

Belmonte et al (2010). The method focuses on the modeling of polygonal meshes 

whereby successive executions of the iterated function system (IFS) leads to 

consecutively decompressed versions of a model. Simplification or decimation 

algorithms were not required in describing the details of the polygons. 
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Multi-resolution modeling has been applied to the analysis of material flow systems 

(Dangelmaier and Mueck, 2004). Material flow is often simulated using virtual reality 

and the lack of fast calculation in interactive environments lead to difficulties in 

analysis. The authors proposed a method which shifts the focus of computation 

towards parts accessed by the user, although a compromise needs to be made due 

to the obtainment of less accurate results. MRM has also been applied to the 

modeling of large scale data. An improved method for large-scale information sets 

processing through the use of a compressed representation was introduced that 

when combined with approximated querying returns fairly accurate data (Baldwin, 

Abdulla and Critchlow, 2003). The wavelet modeling is employed wherein significant 

attributes of a dataset are collected. The concept has been applied to multivariate 

data and it was discovered that the use of wavelets for the reconstruction, 

compression and decomposition of data returns significant information. 

 

A multi-resolution model is required for the representation of various levels of details 

of an object. As proposed by Garland (1999) in a study on surface representations, 

the amount of rendering required in the projection of 3D objects can be reduced 

through the use of “a surface representation which supports the reconstruction of 

various approximations which can accommodate a wide range of viewing contexts”. 

The removal of all interior polygons with focus placed only on the construction of 

surface details greatly reduces the processing required. However this still induces 

some difficulties in the sampling of viewpoints as the object may lose significant 

attributes when viewed at certain angles. Two of the most common methodologies 

used for surface approximations are refinement and decimation, of which the former 

iteratively adds details whilst the latter introduces higher level abstractions. 
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2.7 GRID-BASED APPROACHES 

The grid-based approach was one of the earliest methods to be used for the 

sampling and representation of objects. In the context of bioinformatics, the grid 

system was used for the study of dock sites detection. De Jonge et al (2007) 

presented a novel method for the docking of proteins and ligands. Ab initio grids are 

applied to the test subjects and each protein is analysed based on the electron 

densities of the sites contained within the grids. Similarly a tetrahedral grid model of 

proteins for the study of rigid-body protein docking has been presented with the 

authors claiming that the simplicity of cubic grid models often lead to imprecision in 

the obtained output (Wieczorek and Zielenkiewicz, 2007). Experiments were 

conducted based purely on geometrical attributes without the inclusion of other 

binding factors.  

 

Fidanova (2010) targeted the protein folding problem and introduced a hybrid method 

that combines de novo modeling and fragmentation assembling. The model can be 

used for protein structure prediction from a given sequence as well as prediction of 

changes in the fold of the protein in the event of mutation within several amino acids. 

An adaptive grid-based approach was developed for the computation of a series of 

relevant molecular surfaces (Bajaj and Siddavanahalli, 2006).  The authors computed 

various properties of an input protein including area, volume, surface atoms etc using 

the imposed grid. Their aim was the development of improved representations for 

use in other research areas and showed that “smooth approximations with no self 

intersections” can be obtained from a grid-based approach.  

 

An automatic procedure for the derivation of pharmacophore models using 3-

dimensional structural information was developed for the definition of interactions 

between biomolecules (Ortuso, Langer and Alcaro, 2006). Using a combination of 

generated 3D maps from the GRID program and clustering algorithms, interactions 
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are exported as pharmacophore models which may prove useful for drug 

development and studies. 

 

The use of grid spaces combined with gas distribution computation for improvements 

of gas management in coal mines helped with the evaluation of coal mines 

environments to ensure the safety of the workers (Karacan, Ren and Balusu, 2008). 

Such simulation models were implemented by NIOSH in the U.S. and CSIRO in 

Australia. The authors suggested that “grid-based numerical modeling techniques are 

‘non-classical’ alternatives to network-based models” and improvements have been 

observed for gob gas flow patterns with the distribution of gases constrained by 

various parameters. This knowledge can be used to improve future work conditions. 

 

Natarajan et al (2007) presented a grid-based approach for data mining through a 

decomposition of the data mining kernel in a joint effort project with scientists from 

IBM’s research centers. The concept was motivated by challenges and requirements 

encountered during the development of solutions to enterprise-scale applications. As 

a result, systems performance can be improved leading to capability in handling 

higher workloads. 

 

2.8 LATTICE-BASED MODELING 

The lattice-based model proved to be a popular approach in the modeling of 

molecular structures and nanoparticles. An attempt was made to predict protein 

structures from sequences in which each polypeptide chain of the protein is given a 

simplified representation such that “all possible backbone conformations of a protein 

can be enumerated” (Hinds and Levitt, 1992). The simple lattice representation 

allows all possible folds evaluation for small proteins – a process which consumes 

much processing power if the original set of information was used. As such lattice 

models serve as lower resolution alternatives.  
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Nunes et al (1996) introduced a new Monte Carlo-inspired lattice model for the study 

of heteropolymer chains folding. The authors introduced additional flexibility by using 

triangular lattice models and allowing chains to select their own moves. Earlier 

studies made use of simple lattice models for representing amino acids of a protein. 

Structures of the CASP4 experiment on protein structure prediction were used by 

Skolnick et al (2001) in their studies comprising of sequence comparisons, threading, 

lattice and off-lattice Monte Carlo simulations. Sampling was carried out on high-

coordination lattice models with application of the Replica Exchange Monte Carlo 

(REMC) scheme for optimisation. In one of the studies (Kolinski and Skolnick, 1994) 

the protein backbone was modeled in different levels of resolution used for the study 

of folding in which a very fast Monte Carlo lattice dynamics was applied. C-alpha 

traces were maintained as reference points for locating side chains and for hydrogen 

bonds. Two stages of modeling were implemented – the coarser stage was used for 

overall folding prediction whereas a finer stage was later used to simulate more 

refined levels of folding. The flexibility of multi-resolution modeling through lattice 

representations was found to return relatively accurate results. Similarly, a high 

resolution reduced lattice model was proposed which uses “800 possible 

conformations of the virtual alpha carbon-alpha carbon bonds” for structure prediction 

(Kolinski, 2004). Sampling was also carried out using REMC and it was found that 

this implementation proved to be more accurate than past lattice models from 

observation of several tests. Also using the REMC is an implementation by 

Pokarowski et al (2003) with the inclusion of a multihistogram analysis. The authors 

implemented a simple model for proteins by restricting the object to a face-centered 

cubic lattice with polypeptide amino acid units expressed as chain beads. The idea 

was to minimally model distinct features of globular proteins for studies with each 

amino acid assigned the properties of hydrophobicity and secondary structure 

propensity. In a study carried out on cotranslation and its influence on protein folding, 

Morrissey et al (2004) projected a protein of study into a cubic lattice in which lattice 
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sites are occupied by residues. The authors proved that cotranslation speeds up the 

folding process and concluded the possibility of inducing the folding outcome of a 

protein sequence to different native states just by activating or deactivating 

cotranslation.  

 

A protein represented in a simple lattice model usually has its amino acids 

represented by beads and the bonds by lines. Koehl and Delarue (1998) proposed a 

self-consistent mean field (SCMF) procedure for the study of proteins on lattices. The 

SCMF does not result in a single protein conformation for its output but gives an 

overall representation of the conformational space available under given constraints. 

This can be likened to an abstraction of the actual (and technically more complex) 

data in the form of simpler representations. It was shown that generation of models 

could mostly be solved through limitation of the conformation space. Generally low 

resolution lattice models were produced for the creation of compact backbone 

conformations for small proteins. Combined with the use of actual sequences, Hinds 

and Levitt (1994) discovered that even with the use of high abstraction models many 

native features were retained. Each comparison of the generalised model to the 

native structure was done by calculating the number of common contacts and by the 

ratio of the native contacts to the total contacts. The conformational space annealing 

(CSA) method was applied to the global optimisation of a 2-dimensional protein 

Hydrophobic-Polar (HP) lattice model (Lee, 2004). The HP model is defined as a 

protein having amino acids “modeled as a point with hydrophobic inter-residue 

energy”. The author managed to obtain lower energy conformations of the protein 

compared to an exact enumeration of compact conformations, although it was noted 

that one cannot use the global minimum energy generated as true and exact values. 

A 3D HP lattice model combined with the use of evolutionary algorithms was used as 

well for the prediction of protein structure with each amino acid being classified as 

either hydrophobic or polar (the H and P respectively) (Wong et al, 2010). The 
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authors introduced mutations and a performance metric to tackle the challenge and 

found that the approach can be more effective than state-of-the-art methods.  

 

Olson et al (2007) attempted to challenge the regard that the simplicity of lattice 

models is insufficient for the representation of complex models by revisiting a coarse-

grained lattice simulation model and proving that the use of a multi-resolution 

approach is capable of solving sequence-structure modifications of the ricin A-chain 

(RTA) protein fold. The resolutions for the obtained potential energy functions were 

found to be sufficient for resolving changes in the RTA fold leading to protein stability. 

A hybrid method for the protein backbone structure prediction problem was 

presented consisting of the homology model and the folding approach (Wang et al, 

2008). A multi-resolution approach was employed through the use of both coarse and 

fine lattices and optimisation was carried out using the ant colony algorithm. The 

initial filtering of coarse models excluded templates that were deemed unsuitable, 

although it was clarified by the authors that whether the unsuitable candidates affect 

the final results still remains a problem. Measurement of matches was carried out 

using RMSD with focus on the properties of hydrophobicity and disulfide bonds. 

Kachalo et al (2005) used a lattice model to study the folding dynamics of proteins 

from sequences.  The authors found that the physical move set correlates well with 

folding rates instead of thermodynamic properties.  

 

The modeling of proteins using coarse lattices was investigated in a work by Reva et 

al (1997). A coarse representation generally leads to faster exploration of the 

conformational space although increases in energy errors are unavoidable. The 

authors attempted to reduce the errors through determination of the optimum 

performance settings and by introduction of adapted potentials. It was found that both 

lattice-derived and lattice-adjusted potentials were applicable for the coarsest of 

models. Also, a protein structure was found to be better recognised using a series of 
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models instead of just a single case as the increase in the number of test cases 

statistically improves the chances.  

 

Lattice modeling is a flexible approach and has been used in other fields as well. Liu 

and Liang (2009) used lattice models for the representation of material structures for 

the realistic simulation of fractures in concrete. It was found that the applied quasi-

static method induces lower computational demands. A “coarse-grained lattice gas 

approach” was employed for the modeling of nanoparticles (Kletenik-Edelman et al, 

2009).  The model provided insight into the self-assembly nature of nanoparticles and 

the authors concluded several factors which can be used in the tuning of a desired 

superstructure.   

 

In view of the many methods available for proteins studies and especially in the area 

of protein surface analysis, an approach of reasonable computational complexity 

which delivers competitive results appears to be the most feasible choice. 

Mathematical models typically boast higher complexities, and solutions employing 

over-generalised models of proteins may overlook essential features. Voxels seem to 

be one potential answer which produces comparably good results through the use of 

a simple grid environment. The limitations however lie in the rigidity of the 

experimental space but this may be countered by applying realignment measures 

onto the subject of concerned. Past studies have shown that voxels are capable of 

producing quality results, thus this approach has been selected as the tool and 

environment of choice for the investigation and extraction of protein surface atoms.    
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3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 
There exist today many approaches directed at solving challenges in the domain of 

proteomics. Protein studies may be divided into several major categories – Chapter 2 

reviews computational methods related to these challenges including the search for 

common patterns among sequences, alignment of structures in determining 

conserved motifs, protein folding prediction, analysis of surfaces in the search for 

potential binding sites, protein docking methods as well as the classification of 

annotated structures. 

 

The availability of prediction software for docking enables the process of virtual 

screening which speeds up the design of drug substrates. Without such programs 

substrates are designed using laboratory approaches which can be both laborious 

and time consuming. One first needs to identify the regions in which bindings may 

take place before the docking of ligands can be carried out. Many algorithms are 

available ranging from the calculation of energy patches to methods which employ 

geometrical approaches for the identification of such sites.  

 

Each binding site is made up of residues and on a more specific level, atoms 

associated to the residues. The arrangements of these atoms and residues define 

the functionalities of the site as well as the type and size of accepted ligands. The 

positioning of the atoms is a contributing factor to both electronegativity and 

hydrophobicity of the region; therefore it is imperative that good extractions of the 

atoms be obtained. Most probe-based methods are capable of returning detailed 

information with listings of surface atoms whereas other functions or geometrical-

based methods often result in certain degrees of data losses. Few methods focus on 

quality extractions of molecular surface atoms and this aspect is one of the objectives 

of this research. The availability of complete listings of surface atoms not only allows 
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one to easily reconstruct the protein surface but also reduces computational time by 

excluding unused internal entries in the analyses.   

 

A ligand – be it a drug or another substrate, may bind specifically to a selected family 

of proteins or it may bind to proteins originating from different ancestors. There have 

to exist common features among the binding sites of proteins from various origins for 

them to react to the same ligand. If analysis is carried out on these binding sites, it is 

highly possible that one may locate similar signatures or motifs.  

 

The main problem encountered when using 3-dimensional voxel units relates to the 

orientation of the protein in the experimental space. Any arbitrary rotation within the 

grid space leads to a different set of voxels being chosen post-tessellation. At one 

particular orientation an atom may be entirely contained within one voxel while at 

another orientation the same atom may take up two or more voxels. Figure 3-1 

provides an illustration. As a consequence, a deterministic identification of surface 

atoms for one orientation of a protein typically returns results that are quite different 

from those obtained for another orientation. Hence, in this work, the notion of 

deterministic identification of surface atoms is relaxed by introducing an alternative 

notion of statistical identification. This requires several orientations of the protein (for 

the building of appropriate statistics) and the optimisation of the threshold value that 

determines when an atom can be considered as belonging to a specific voxel. 

Selection of a representative set of orientations of a protein requires a compromise 

between the computational effort and the quality of the accumulated statistics. At the 

same time, another study was conducted which reinforces constraints onto both 

voxels and atoms to maximise the extractions of surface atoms in the event where a 

single orientation of the protein is used.  

 

With voxels or grid units being the main tool for the study of input proteins, selected 
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Figure 3-1. Different selection of voxels due to different orientations of the same protein. (a) 
Protein at its original position. (b) Protein rotated 30˚ in the Z-axis. 

 

datasets are first represented in a 3-dimensional grid environment followed by a 

shortlisting of all voxels occupied by each protein. These units provide cube-based 

descriptions of the proteins as well as information such as the estimated volume, 

surface and overall shape. The representation is generalised and one needs only to 

process the voxels of concerned and exclude processing for all other units which are 

not part of the protein within the test environment. The capability of voxels in 

extracting surface atoms was investigated as well in the research followed by an 

attempt at identification of dock sites using the available units. Constraints and 

measures were introduced to the voxels and a statistical study was carried out. This 

research poses a thesis that a suitably adapted, voxel-based space approximation 

method can be effective in describing the shape of proteins in general as well as 

protein surface features. The methodological approach to proving this thesis is 

described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents the results obtained from the 

experiments and the output showed the implementation to be promising and 

competitive against other published methods.  
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4 METHODOLOGY  
 

This chapter covers the questions raised in the research and provides justifications 

on the selection of the methods used in achieving the objectives. This chapter is 

divided into 4 subsections, the first of which discusses the context of the problem at 

hand, the second presents the data collection process, the third covers all 

approaches taken during preliminary studies and finally complete descriptions of the 

methods applied are given in the last subsection.  

 

4.1  RESEARCH DESIGN AND CONTEXT 

One of the core challenges encountered in protein studies is determining the active 

sites on proteins and how they react to binding substrates. As most binding activities 

take place on surfaces it is therefore essential to carry out analysis on the exterior 

regions. Questions raised when undertaking this research include – how do binding 

sites get identified? What are the factors contributing to selective behaviour of 

binding sites? What are the computational complexities of currently available 

algorithms? What components do potential docking regions constitute of? Is it 

possible to represent the problem domain in simpler terms yet retain sufficient 

information for analysis? And if so, are voxels capable of delivering good results 

despite the rigidity imposed by the topology? This research attempts to answer, 

through extensive simulation studies, some of the questions raised by applying 

voxels for protein surface studies and binding sites identification.  

 

Algorithms for partitioning a space into voxels of equal sizes are simple to implement 

and generally time efficient. One of the most commonly used algorithms is the bi-

partitioning method which takes a voxel and splits the unit along the X, Y and Z axes 

into halves, therefore giving a total of 8 smaller voxels. The algorithm terminates 

when the smallest possible voxel size has been attained, a size which is specified by 
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the user. Selection of the optimum voxel size is a research challenge in itself. 

Questions pertaining to whether the chosen size generates the best results are often 

raised. There is no a-priori answer to this and it is only through experimentations that 

a decision can be drawn with regards to the suitable size to be used in studies. By 

selecting a large value for the units many features will be lost due to over-

generalisation of the object. Tessellation of the voxels into finer units on the other 

hand leads to increases in both computational and time-cost, but gains considerably 

in the details of the object. Tessellation may be carried out on the test space until the 

smallest possible unit is achieved, and the number of tessellations carried out can be 

potentially infinite. Any unit smaller than the minimum-sized component in the object 

may not be of significant contribution to the study, i.e. units smaller than the atoms of 

a protein are unnecessarily detailed if the task at hand is to identify the surface atoms. 

A trade-off often has to be made in the selection of the optimum unit size to ensure 

optimality in both efficiency and information completeness. 

 

Despite the low-resolution representations, there are a number of advantages 

associated to voxels. Firstly, due to its fixed size and shape, voxels can be 

constructed without much difficulty. A 3-dimensional object can be represented by 

the number of units that make up the object as well as definitions of the volume and 

total surface area. What makes voxels appealing is the ease of construction and 

computation. Compared to multi-faceted polygons and spheres, functions derived 

from squares and voxels are generally simpler, a point which makes the computation 

of voxels faster than other representations. It has to be noted however that 

computational efficiency is dependent on algorithm design. Proteins may be 

positioned in 3D space in a variety of orientations and the voxel representations of 

the proteins may differ from one orientation to another. Although this introduces the 

voxels-selection issue, experiments showed that methods such as statistical studies 

and applied measures effectively minimise the impact of the problem.  
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Atoms located in targeted binding areas can be extracted easily by shortlisting the 

voxels associated to the site. These voxels should contain one or more partial/full 

atoms from the protein. A shape construction or clustering algorithm can be duly 

applied to generate binding-site clusters. Clustering algorithms require good initial 

selections of ‘seeds’ in order for the clusters to ‘grow’. On the other hand a shape 

construction method recreates a region from a specified starting point. There are 

uncertainties pertaining to when or where the construction algorithm should terminate 

– over-construction may include unnecessary information whereas under-

construction results in information loss. An uncharacterised shape contains an infinite 

number of real points or coordinates for sampling. The complexity of the problem can 

be reduced through the use of voxels – information becomes generalised and 

analysis simplified. There can be a maximum total of 6 neighbouring units attached 

fully to each of the faces of the voxels, and up to 12 neighbours along the edges. The 

8 vertices of a voxel contribute another 8 units. In sum each single unit of voxel can 

have up to 26 neighbours wherein each neighbour is connected based on one of the 

3 neighbourhood types. There are two main processes in multi-resolution modelling 

namely the top-down and bottom-up approaches. In the former the experimental 

space is tessellated from its original dimensions to sub-units of smaller sizes and 

members usually bear the same properties. The latter involves an initial test space of 

finely constructed unit voxels which can be composed into larger and coarser 

granules. Figure 4-1 illustrates the approaches. 

 

Figure 4-1. (a) Illustration of a top-down approach – space is partitioned from the largest unit 
to smaller units. (b) Illustration of bottom-up approach. Units are merged from the smallest to 
form larger ones. 
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A surface atom can be defined as an atom lying on the outermost layer of a molecule 

and is exposed to the external environment. An atom may or may not be 

completely/partially occluded by neighbouring atoms, with the probability of the atom 

in participating in interactions dependent on its externally exposed area. A fully 

exposed atom is a definite surface entry; an occluded atom is considered as internal 

with low or almost no chances of contributing to binding activity. However a partially 

occluded atom has equal chances of being accepted or rejected – the acceptance 

condition being that the exposed area must be sufficiently large for interaction with an 

external atom or for a probe to produce contact with in probe-based studies. Deanda 

and Pearlman (2002) stated that a surface entry “must not only be exposed at the 

van der Waals surface…but must also be exposed at the so-called SAS of the 

macromolecule”. 

 

Although a voxel-based representation of an object provides basic details, i.e. 

estimated volume, total surface area etc, however such information do not provide 

sufficient qualities for differentiation of the object from others possessing similar 

features. Consistent scalar data independent of orientation derived from the voxels 

are required for describing the protein such as the distances between voxels, the 

maximum and minimum cross sectional distances as well as the estimated width, 

height and depth of the object. Combination of such details leads to better description 

of the object although occurrences of other objects with similar information may still 

exist. To provide more identification properties each voxel may be furbished with 

information derived from the object itself. For example, if a voxel contains part 

of/entire atom(s) from the protein then the voxel may link details such as the element 

types of the atoms, residue strains etc to itself.  

 

This research explores the capability of voxels in the context of protein studies, 

specifically in defining proteins, the extraction of surface atoms as well as in the 
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locating of potential binding regions. A method based on the use of derived scalar 

properties was developed for dealing with the orientation issue associated with grid 

environments. The algorithms are duly presented in the following sections beginning 

with an introduction to the data collection process and ending with a section on 

procedures employed in the research.  

 

4.2  DATA COLLECTION 

All experimental files are first obtained from the RCSB Protein Data Bank 

(http://www.rcsb.org) in PDB format. Each protein file contains crystallographic 

information of the atoms compiled from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

experiments and includes details such as the spatial coordinates of each atom, the 

atom type, the associated residues etc. Figure 4-2 shows a print screen of an excerpt 

from a sample protein file. Only 4 items of data are required for use in the algorithm – 

the X, Y, Z coordinates as well as the van der Waals radius for each of the atom 

which is separately introduced. The VDW radius gives an estimation of the size of the 

entire atom, which corresponds well to the objective of approximated analysis and 

modelling. 

 

The research involves two major groups of studies – the first group consists of 

preliminary studies whereby algorithms were designed to investigate the properties of 

both the test space and proteins. The second group involves full experiments using 

well-tested datasets and includes algorithms from the first group. Different sets of 

proteins were used in the studies and they are listed in Table 4-1. 

 

Each protein file first undergoes pre-processing for extraction and compilation of the 

required information. All spatial coordinates are translated to the all-positive domain 

and each coordinate number is scaled to a larger value. For example, an atom with a 

point of (-8.371, 23.633, 40.487) in the PDB file obtains new values of (139.35, 
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Figure 4-2. Screen shot of a PDB file excerpt from protein 1YAT. 

Table 4-1. Protein listings for all studies and experiments carried out. 

Group Study Proteins 

Preliminary Section 4.3.2. 
Protein realignment and the grid-
induced orientation issue. 

PDB [300D] 

Preliminary Section 4.3.3. 
Space-partitioning and protein 
representation in 2D. 

PDB [300D] 

Preliminary Section 4.3.4. 
Multi-resolution modelling of 
potential binding regions. 

PDB [300D] 

Full Study Section 4.4.1. 
Determining the optimum voxel 
size. 

PDB [300D] 

Full Study Section 4.4.2. 
Extraction of surface voxels and 
surface atoms. 

BOG-Bound Proteins. PDB [1AUA, 
1B4W, 1ECZ, 1ILD, 1JGJ] 

Full Study Section 4.4.3. 
Statistical compilation of extracted 
surface atoms. 

BOG-Bound Proteins. PDB [1AUA, 
1B4W, 1ECZ, 1ILD, 1JGJ] 

Full Study Section 4.4.4.  
Constraints-based evaluation of 
extracted surface atoms. 

Set 1. FK506-Binding Proteins 
PDB [1YAT, 1BKF, 1FKF] 
 
Set 2. (Deanda & Pearlman, 2002) 
PDB [6CHA, 1RA2, 3FXN, 7TLN, 
1TIM, 3RTA] 
 
Set 3. (Kim et al, 2011) 
PDB [2PLT, 1A19, 1Q3Y, 1QBS, 
1EA1] 
 

Full Study Section 4.4.5 
Prediction of ligand-binding sites 
using a computer vision-inspired 
integrated voxel method. 

Set 1. FK506-Binding Proteins 
PDB [1YAT, 1BKF, 1FKF, 3VAW, 
3UF8, 1C9H] 
 
Set 2. Heme-Bound Proteins 
PDB [4HHB, 4MBN, 4FWX, 3TGA, 
4DY9, 1B7V] 
 

Full Study Section 4.4.6 
Prediction of ligand-binding sites 
using voxel clusters with applied 
approximated measures. 

Refer Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2. List of 32 bound/unbound complexes used in the study. 

Bound Unbound Description Ligand 
1BID 3TMS Thymidylate Synthase UMP 

1DWD 1HXF Alpha-Trombin MID 

1HEW 1HEL Hen Egg White Lysozome NAG 

1HYT 1NPC Thermolysin BZS 

1INC IESA Porcine Pancreatic Elastase ICL 

1RBP 1BRQ Plasma Retinol-Binding Protein Precursor RTL 

1ROB 8RAT Ribonuclease A C2P 

1ULB 1ULA Purine Nucleoside Phosphorylase  GUN 

2IFB 1IFB Intestinal Fatty Acid Binding Protein PLM 

3PTB 3PTN Beta-Trypsin BEN 

4PHV 3PHV HIV-1 Protease VAC 

1A6W 1A6U B1-8 FV (Light Chain) NIP 

1APU 3APP Penicillopepsin MAN 

1HFC 1CGE Fibroblast Collagenase PLH 

1IDA 1HSI Protease OPO 

1MRG 1AHC Alpha-Momorcharin ADN 

1MTW 2TGA Trypsin DX9 

1OKM 4CA2 Carbonic Anhydrase II SAB 

1PSO 1PSN Pepsin 3A IVA, STA 

1QPE 3LCK LCK Kinase PP2 

1RNE 1BBS Renin C60, NGA 

1SNC 1STN Thermonuclease Precursor THP 

1SRF 1PTS Streptavidin MTB 

2CTC 2CTB Carboxypeptidase A HFA 

2H4N 2CBA Carbonic Anhydrase II AZM 

2PK4 1KRN Human Plasminogen Kringle 4 ACA 

2SIM 2SIL Sialidase DAN 

2TMN 1L3F Thermolysin 0FA 

3GCH 1CHG Gamma-Chymotrypsin OAC 

3MTH 6INS Methylparaben Insulin MPB 

5P2P 3P2P Phospholipase A2 DHG 

6RSA 7RAT Ribonuclease A UVC 

 
310.78, 541.72) after processing. Scaling up the values makes visual analysis easier 

while at the same time it also ensures that important specifics of the protein such as 

small or tight crevices get picked up. The van der Waals radii for the elements range 

between ~1 Å and 2 Å therefore the diameter range is 2 Å to 4 Å. This procedure for 

atoms processing is consistently maintained throughout all experiments.  

 

4.3  PRELIMINARY STUDIES 

4.3.1 The Experimental Environment 
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Cubic grids offer an efficient means for protein analysis and are the underlying 

structures derived from the partitioning algorithm. In the algorithm a given 

experimental space is tessellated into subunits of smaller spaces, whereby the size 

of the subunits is dependent on the type of partitioning algorithm applied. In this 

research the bi-partitioning method is employed. The technique is fast and executes 

in log2(n) time. For example, a test space with grid size 80 will be subdivided into 

units of size 40, followed by units of size 20 and so on. The algorithm terminates 

when the minimum threshold has been reached. The result is a multi-resolution 

environment whereby objects may be represented in terms of different levels of 

details.  

 

The multi-resolution voxels representation was applied only to the initial sets of 

experiments in the Preliminary group. Studies were then carried out to determine the 

optimum voxel size for proteins analysis of which the established size is duly applied 

to all further implementations. The use of voxels introduces a range of properties 

which are employed for the research and these have proved to be very efficient in 

producing the required results. Although voxels are simple by nature and the use of 

grid environments is common, however understanding of the associated properties 

enables one to make full use of them to develop competitive methods capable of 

rivaling existing algorithms such as MSMS and LIGSITEcsc (Sanner and Olson, 1996; 

Huang and Schroeder, 2006). The grid environment is maintained throughout the 

research and applied to each of the different investigations carried out. Further 

details of the methods are given in the following subsections.   

 

4.3.2 Protein Realignment and the Grid-Induced Orientation Issue 

The use of a grid environment introduces rigidity which poses a problem when the 

protein experiences orientation changes resulting in different sets of associated 

voxels. However there are ways to minimise the impact of the issue. A method 
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invariant to rotation and translation has been implemented that is capable of 

realigning the protein based on derived secondary features. Information presented in 

Section 4.2 is used as input to the algorithm.  

 

The first step is the calculation of the maximum-valued cross sectional cord between 

all atoms in the protein. The calculation is carried out in 3D space whereby the cord 

length D is given by Equation (1) and the illustration given in Figure 4-3.  

 

2
21

2
21

2
21 )()()( zzyyxxD   (1) 

 

Once this value has been obtained, the algorithm proceeds to align the cord such 

that it is parallel with the X-axis in 3D space. The maximum cord value maintains the 

same regardless of the positioning of the protein. Affine transformations are used and 

the matrices given in Equations (2) – (4).  

 

In affine transformation all the spatial coordinates of the object are first translated 

with relation to the origin. Subsequent rotations about the Z and Y axes are then 

carried out. The final step involves moving the object back into the original space. 

Equation (2) shows matrices for translation to the origin and back to experimental 

space. In the solution, one of the points of the maximum cord is selected as the point 

of reference for translation to origin. All atoms are translated with relation to this point. 

Following that the protein is first rotated about the Z-axis followed by a rotation about 

the Y-axis. Equations (3) and (4) are the corresponding transformations. The angles 

for each of the matrices are illustrated in Figure 4-4. Applying the above rotations will 

ensure that the maximum cord gets aligned with the X-axis, resulting in a value of 0 

for both Y and Z axes for all points on the cord. However this does not completely 

resolve the misalignment of the protein. A rotation about the X-axis to a position that 

ensures reproducible positioning of the protein needs to be carried out. 
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Figure 4-3. Illustration of the maximum-valued cross sectional cord. 

 
 

Figure 4-4. Angles of rotation about Y-axis and Z-axis. 
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Figure 4-5. Results of PDB300D after realignment. Originals (from left) are rotated 60˚ about 
Z; 120˚ about Z, 10˚ about X, 20˚ about Y; 30˚ about Z and 30˚ about Y, Z. 

 
 
 

The approach is to identify an atom that is furthest away from the cord and to align 

the orthogonal projection from this point onto the cord with the Y-axis. The matrix 

representation for rotation about X-axis is given in Equation (5). Therefore, the 

complete affine transformation of the protein involves translation to the origin, 

carrying out the rotations about all the axes, and translating the protein back into the 

experimental space by a fixed amount. This processing has been tried on different 

inputs and the results were consistent regardless of the initial positioning of the 

protein. Figure 4-5 shows some of the output generated in 2D graphics. 

 

4.3.3 Space-Partitioning and Protein Representation in 2D 

The realigned datasets are sent for generating 2-dimensional templates in the form of 

images. One of the dimensions is selected for unit slicing, which in the experiments 

was the Z-dimension. This is conceptually similar to the Z-buffer in 3D graphics. The 

number of images obtained is equivalent to the number of segments occupied in the 

chosen axis. Take for example a protein that has atoms occupying units 30 Å to 50 Å 

in Z-dimension and the smallest unit space used is 2 Å. Unit slicing will proceed to 

generate an image for every 2 Å interval within the occupied range. The output 

images are then visualised using data from the other 2 dimensions following space-

partitioning – in total there would be 11 images for the above case. Figure 4-6 

provides an illustration of the slicing process carried out. The images begin at 32 Å 

and follow in intervals of 2 Å (which is the smallest unit value in this example). Each 
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layer displays atoms corresponding to the range between the current layer and the 

next layer. Figure 4-7 shows sample output of different layers with bi-partitioning 

applied. The images contain different shades of boxes which are results of the 

partitioning algorithm. The darker gray regions on the left of the images are output 

from the first run of the algorithm. As no part of the protein occupies these spaces, 

hence they are shaded. Partitioning begins from the whole of the experimental space 

and continues executing until the smallest unit is reached. The smallest unit is 

chosen based on an analysis of the sizes of atoms in proteins. There is no merit in 

subdividing the units beyond this size as this would induce higher processing while 

decreasing the efficiency of the algorithm without contributing any significant 

information about the topology of the binding sites. The objective is to keep the 

voxels sizes just small enough such that information on the protein is not lost. 

 

The space-partitioning method attempts to predict dock sites on a multi-resolution 

level. The first few runs executed at coarse resolution generally do not inform the 

user where the dock sites are, but they do limit the experimental space to where the  

Figure 4-6. Implementation of the concept of ‘plane-slicing’. 
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Figure 4-7. Slicing of protein PDB300D with partitioning applied. Each image shows a 
different layer of the protein.  

. 

 

Figure 4-8. How the bi-partitioning algorithm works. 

 

Table 4-3. Pseudocode for the bi-partitioning algorithm. 
 
PartitionSize = The Test Space Dimension 
 
FOR 0 to Test Space Dimension 
 FOR each PartitionSize 
 
   Check if partition contains atom 
   IF YES 
        Leave partition unshaded 
   ELSE 
        Shade partition based on current 
        partition color 
   
  END OF CHECK 
 END FOR 
 
 Decrease PartitionSize by half 
 
END FOR 
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protein resides. Further runs of the algorithm with increasing resolution begin to 

indicate to the user the potential regions and the final run with the highest resolution 

gives clear definitions of the binding areas by lining the edges of the dock sites with 

boxes of the smallest unit. Figure 4-8 shows how the bi-partitioning algorithm works. 

The numbers in the grids correspond to the runs, i.e. 1 is Run 1, 2 for Run 2 and so 

on. 

 

There are some techniques of image processing employed to increase the speed of 

the space-partitioning algorithm. First of all an imprint of the protein is created on a 

temporary image in a solid colour. Then the pixels of a partitioned space from the 

temporary image are checked and verified if the unit is occupied by any atom. If 

found empty, then the partition is assigned a colour or shade on another new image. 

If however, an atom partially occupies a partition, then a constraint is applied to 

decide if the protein should be given the partition or if the partial occupancy should 

be excluded. This is a method of estimation which maintains comparably meaningful 

information while discarding insignificant ones (Lee and Bargiela, 2009).  

 

The checking for the images is carried out for each ‘slice’ and the unit information for 

two of the smallest partitions are exported to files for use in modelling of the dock 

sites. By applying images comparisons, the amount of time used is decreased as the 

process involves only pixels comparisons. The pseudocode for the bi-partitioning and 

shading algorithm is given in Table 4-3. 

 

4.3.4 Multi-resolution Modeling of Potential Binding Regions 

Potential regions where binding activities may take place are shortlisted through the 

use of multi-resolution modelling. The algorithm does not provide spot-on predictions, 

but rather returns a range of estimations suggesting potential regions of high 

interactivity.  A series of processing is then carried out to extract and compose a 
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range of data which can be analysed on different levels. The information granules 

gathered may be clustered together such that a more generalised representation is 

obtained. Alternatively the granules may also be broken down for refined data 

analysis. Multi-resolution modelling makes use of these granules and displays the 

potential dock sites of proteins in both coarse and detailed representations.   

 

A volume that is approximated with progressively smaller-sized voxels, increases the 

ratio of the exposed surface of the voxels to the total volume of the constituent voxels. 

Allowing for the partial occupation of voxels by surface atoms, this may be 

characterised by a fuzzy fractal dimension of the voxel approximation (Pedrycz and 

Bargiela, 2003). In this study, an alternative measure of the complexity of the volume 

produced by voxels of different sizes has been introduced. It is termed a 

compactness factor and is defined below. A list of datasets is first generated after 

application of the space-partitioning algorithm in the experiments. Here the Java3D 

package is used as the modelling and visualisation tool. In the program output there 

is a universe showing groups of unit voxels which fill the potential dock sites and a 

control panel for users to update the compactness factor which will be duly explained 

in the following paragraph. This factor characterises individual voxels and enables 

control over granulation of voxels within dock sites. The images in Figure 4-9 and  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4-9. Voxels of unit 1 Å, with total compactness factors of (a) 60 and (b) 55 
respectively. The higher the compactness factor, the more highly connected the voxels 
are. In (a) the shown voxels are highly connected entries, which are also found in (b) 
alongside moderately connected voxels.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4-10. Voxels of unit 2 Å, with compactness factors of (a) 60 and (b) 50 respectively. 
 

 

4-10 show the outputs from different levels of compactness factors. Higher 

compactness factor implies display of only the voxels that are highly connected 

between themselves and lower compactness factor permits display of less strongly-

connected voxels.  

 

The compactness factor is largely dependent on voxels connectivity. By using the 

information from the datasets generated from space-partitioning, a list is constructed 

to store unique entries of the points of cubes for each partition group. At the same 

time, the number of times each point is assessed is also stored into memory. A 

standalone cube has each of its corners given a value of 0 as none of the points are 

interconnected with other cubes. The sum of the points determines the total weight 

for that cube, which in this case is 0, making the cube a least significant voxel. This 

weight is interpreted as a determinant to the compactness factor of the dock site. A 

higher total weight indicates that the cube is strongly connected to other cubes, 

suggesting that it contributes more to the group of voxels which collectively form the 

complementary cluster for a potential dock site. By allowing the user to select which 

compactness factor should be used for visualisations, the program can be made into 

an analysis tool for revealing potential crevices in the protein. Figure 4-11 and 4-12 

shows clearer depictions of the voxels connectivity. 
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Figure 4-11. Illustration of a single corner on a voxel connected to another voxel. Therefore 

the total weight is 1. 
 

 
Figure 4-12. Illustration of a moderately connected voxel with total weight 10. 

 
 

In Figure 4-11 a single point connectivity between the main subject and a 

neighbouring voxel is shown. The total weight for the voxel is 1. In Figure 4-12 the 

main voxel has 4 neighbouring cubes. Three of its corners are each shared with two 

other cubes and four corners are each shared with one cube; thus making the total 

weight for this cube 10. Such sharing does not violate the uniqueness of the points, 

but rather contributes to the total weight of the voxel concerned and defines the level 

of significance of the voxel within a cluster. The higher the total weight, the heavier 

the role of the voxel in a particular dock site group. The maximum sum any corner of 

a voxel can achieve is 7, which is a full neighbourhood connectivity, making the 

maximum total weight for a single voxel 56.  

 

Controls are added to the visualisation program for users to update the compactness 

factor of the dock sites. Users are given the opportunity to increase or decrease the 

2
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weights while observing how differences in the values affect the voxels in the 3-

dimension experimental universe. The compactness factor is measured as the sum 

of all the weights of the points. As the factor value decreases, voxels with lesser 

neighbourhood cubes are gradually introduced. The higher the factor value, the more 

compact and smaller a cluster becomes. However it should be noted that an optimum 

threshold exists for the clusters. Failure to meet this threshold may lead to 

overclustering of the involved voxels, leading to a less accurate output. Likewise an 

extremely high compactness value may also lead to underclustering.  

 

4.4  EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND ALGORITHMS 

4.4.1 Determining the Optimum Voxel Size  

Cubic grid representations of proteins have been used in the past due to the ease of 

implementation and manipulation of the 3D structures. This representation is adopted 

for the research with attempts taken to overcome the inherent limitations of this 

topological construct. In Preliminary Studies, a multi-resolution approach was 

implemented for the visualisation of potential binding sites associated to the input 

protein. However the use of many levels of details increases processing load and it 

was decided that an optimum unit size is to be consistently applied for all future 

studies. 

 

With this objective in mind experiments have been carried out to determine the 

optimum unit size value. An input protein was analysed at voxel units of different 

sizes beginning with a size of 8 Å. At this level the protein was found to be coarsely 

described giving only an estimated representation of its overall structure. At unit size 

4 Å, the structure became more defined with a good number of voxels capturing the 

shape. Cavities and protruding regions on the protein were visible compared to the 

description of size 8 Å. At the lowest unit size of 2 Å, the exterior of the protein 

became well characterised. However a problem surfaced here in that small empty 
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regions of low significance within the protein were classified as empty spaces which 

may be mistakenly suggested as potential binding spots.  

 

An analysis of the van der Waals radii of protein atoms showed that most atoms have 

radii ranging between ~1 Å to 2 Å (diameter of ~2 Å to 4 Å) with the exception of a 

few elements. With this understanding a voxel size of 8 Å does not produce 

informative contributions whereas a voxel size of 2 Å – a unit size equivalent to the 

lower bound of the atomic diameter – leads to finer representations but also 

increases computational cost. By taking the upper bound of the atomic diameter (4 Å) 

it can be assured that both large and small atoms are well accommodated within 

voxels. In cases of ligand binding, a space of 2 Å is not sufficiently large for atoms of 

substrates to bind effectively. Therefore single-unit empty spaces of 2 Å detected 

within the protein can be omitted. The use of a 4 Å unit size is capable of eliminating 

such non-meaningful spaces while ensuring that large-enough regions get picked up 

as potential docking areas. 

 

Based on the analysis a unit size of 4 Å has been decided as the voxel value to be 

applied for all experiments carried out. Each grid environment is tessellated into units 

of 4 Å and the value is maintained for all other studies. 

 

4.4.2 Extraction of Surface Voxels and Surface Atoms 

In a cluster of voxels representing the protein (Figure 4-14(a)) the outermost units not 

only form the boundary of the cluster but they also hold within them the surface 

atoms of the protein as well. Extracting the surface voxels produces a range of atoms 

on or close to the surface of the protein of which a number are the outermost atoms. 

The basic algorithm for extracting surface voxels of a protein can be summarised as 

follows: 
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1. Pre-process the protein and compile the required information in a new file. 

2. Project the protein into the experimental cubic grid space using the compiled 

data. 

3. Tessellate the experimental space into voxels of size 4 Å. 

4. Select all voxels containing the presence of any of the atoms within the 

protein. This stage also includes checking for the occupancy percentage of 

each voxel. For example, a 20%-100% value means that voxels with more 

than 20% of its space occupied by an atom/groups of atoms will be selected. 

5. Filter all voxels having 1 or more faces fully exposed. These are categorised 

as the surface voxels (Figure 4-13). 

 

By default a voxel is selected as long as a single pixel belonging to the protein is 

detected. This is not feasible as only certain atoms get shortlisted (Figure 4-14(b)). 

Therefore the condition of voxel occupancy is introduced, a constraint for the 

selection of voxels containing the optimum number of atoms. The formula for 

calculation of voxel occupancy is given in Equation 6. The total count of protein atom 

pixels is compared against the total number of pixels in a voxel. The ratio is then 

taken and calculated as a percentage. This constraint is later applied in a statistical 

study which compiles extracted surface atoms of high consistencies. The voxel 

exposure value ensured that only units on the boundaries are chosen due to the 

exposure of their faces to the external environment. Cases wherein empty units 

occur within the protein while their neighbouring voxels are labeled as surface entries 

suggest the possibility of an internal binding area or part of a cavity extended inwards. 

 

 

voxelinpixelsofnumbertotal

pixelsatomofnumber

_____

___
 x 100% 

 

(6) 
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Figure 4-13. The illustration shows three surface voxels surrounding an inner voxel. A voxel 
is defined as being ‘surface’ when one or more of its faces is/are externally exposed. 
However due to the use of the slicing algorithm and projection into 2D images, the front and 
back of the voxels are excluded from consideration. 

 
 

 
Figure 4-14. Application of a 0%-100% voxel occupancy criteria in the highlighting of protein 
occupied voxels. (a) Layer 400 of protein 1FKF, with all atoms visible. (b) Layer 400 of protein 
1FKF, with only surface voxels selected and surface atoms visible. The circled areas show 
the regions where surface atoms have been missed out. 
 

 

Due to the slicing of the z-axis, the faces of each voxel perpendicular to the Z-plane 

are not taken into consideration. Therefore only 4 faces of each voxel are used for 

checking if a voxel is categorised as a surface entity. Referring to Figure 4-15, the 

edges of each voxel are parallel vectors. This is an important point as each voxel 

may be connected to several other voxels. The vectors provide fixed definitions for 

the faces shared between voxels. Each face is assigned a reference key of its own 

and the order of the points forming the face has to conform to a fixed direction. In 

Figure 4-15, the four accepted faces are defined as ABDC, EFHG,  
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Figure 4-15. A voxel with labeled points and parallel edges together with their corresponding 

keys. 
 

BCFG and ADEH with emphasis placed on the order of the points taken. By 

constructing a table for storing of voxels faces for each image layer, we are then able 

to filter the voxels with one or more surface areas exposed. A fully connected voxel 

(with the exception of faces ABEF and DCHG which are perpendicular to the Z-axis) 

has no empty surfaces. Therefore any voxel with at least an accepted face exposed 

indicates its position on the outer boundary of the voxel set, which also consequently 

holds the surface atoms of the protein. 

 

Once the surface voxels have been identified the next step is to extract the surface 

atoms of the protein. The atoms are directly correlated with the voxels. The algorithm 

iterates through the list of atoms for the layer concerned and calculates the atoms 

that are contained within the obtained surface voxels. In this way the surface atoms 

of the protein are successfully delineated although extractions from a single test may 

possibly be influenced by the protein positioning in the voxel space. To counteract 

that measures were taken in the form of statistical analysis of atoms extractions. 

Each test case is converted into a number of sub-cases of surface atoms extraction 

for different orientation instances of the protein. Atoms that are consistently identified 

as potential surface atoms in a pre-specified number of sub-cases are considered to 

be true surface entries.  
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4.4.3 Statistical Compilation of Extracted Surface Atoms  

Each input protein is first rotated based on a set of defined rotations in all X, Y and Z 

axes. The selected range of angles includes 20˚, 30˚, 45˚, 60˚ in all dimensions. 

These angles were chosen based on the understanding that an object will experience 

the largest change of orientation at the aforementioned angles within a grid-based 

environment. The affine transform is implemented for the rotation of the protein. 

Detailed explanation of the matrices involved has been presented in Section 4.3.2. A 

reference point is first taken from the protein for use in the affine transform whereby 

all atoms are translated to the origin based on this reference point, rotated and re-

translated back into the test space. However it should be noted that some post-

rotation atoms may occupy voxels in the negative regions. Another round of checking 

is carried out to ensure that all the atoms are translated to the positive domain.  

 

The transformed protein with all positive spatial coordinate values is then checked for 

its confinement within the experimental space. The space tessellation algorithm is 

carried out to slice the experimental space into cubes of equal sizes with the smallest 

unit being 4 Å. A significant filtering step is introduced to cater to the process of voxel 

occupancy checking. By default any voxel containing the presence of any atom – 

regardless of the percentage of occupancy of the atom within that voxel – is 

shortlisted. For the purpose of extracting the surface voxels, a series of voxel 

occupancy percentages is introduced ranging from >0% to 100% in progressive 

increments of 5%, therefore giving a total of 21 cases. Table 4-4 gives the list of 

experimental rotational conditions.  

 

By multiplying the 21 voxel occupancy cases with the list of 13 rotations there are 

thus a total of 273 experiments to be performed. In each iteration, the algorithm 

checks for the percentage occupancy of voxels resided by protein atoms. All voxels 

meeting the specified threshold value are marked and stored for subsequent analysis.  
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Table 4-4. Various rotations used for protein experiments for each voxel occupancy. 

Rotation Angles (x, y, z) 

Original (0, 0, 0) 

(20, 0, 0) (0, 20, 0) (0, 0, 20) 

(30, 0, 0) (0, 30, 0) (0, 0, 30) 

(45, 0, 0) (0, 45, 0) (0, 0, 45) 

(60, 0, 0) (0, 60, 0) (0, 0, 60) 

 
 

To extract the surface atoms voxels are checked for exposed surfaces as previously 

described. If any of the surfaces of a voxel is not connected to any other voxel (and is 

exposed to the external environment) then it is categorised as a surface voxel. 

 

Surface atoms are then extracted by reference to the surface voxels identified in the 

previous step. The surface atoms information is stored for the final stage of statistics 

compilation. Upon complete execution of all the experimental procedures a post-

processing stage is carried out which collects all the generated output for analysis. 

The main challenge lies in ensuring the consistency of the extracted surface atoms 

across all different orientations. Common atoms shared by all rotation sets based on 

the number of occurrences are shortlisted and the extraction accuracy is then 

calculated. The findings and results obtained are presented in the next chapter.  

 

To prove that the selection of angles does not affect the statistical-based extraction 

of surface atoms, an experiment was conducted for cases of arbitrary angles with the 

values of the angles given in Tables 4-5 and 4-7. The numbers of atoms fulfilling 

defined consistencies are presented in separate tables (Tables 4-6 and 4-8). In the 

first set of studies (Table 4-5), the same angle was repeated for X, Y and Z axes 

whereas in the other set of studies arbitrary values were assigned to all axes. A total 

of 15 sets of experiments were devised for each study, whereby each experiment 

contains 13 different orientations. This is to coincide with the number of orientations 

used in the previous investigation. 
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(A) Sets of 13 Cases 
 
 

Table 4-5. Listing of arbitrary angles used in the study for protein 1AUA. The angles were 
repeated for X, Y and Z axes. A total of 15 rounds of experiments were carried out, with each 

round of experiment having 13 different orientations. 
 

Orientation Cases for Protein 1AUA 
Set Original X1 X2 X3 X4 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4
1 0 15 20 50 65 15 20 50 65 15 20 50 65 
2 0 55 221 329 208 55 221 329 208 55 221 329 208 
3 0 19 219 145 156 19 219 145 156 19 219 145 156 
4 0 56 105 314 185 56 105 314 185 56 105 314 185 
5 0 40 1 264 287 40 1 264 287 40 1 264 287 
6 0 265 160 86 9 265 160 86 9 265 160 86 9 
7 0 19 357 221 152 19 357 221 152 19 357 221 152 
8 0 194 336 231 8 194 336 231 8 194 336 231 8 
9 0 104 325 297 282 104 325 297 282 104 325 297 282 
10 0 124 214 34 205 124 214 34 205 124 214 34 205 
11 0 225 10 225 214 225 10 225 214 225 10 225 214 
12 0 263 117 150 296 263 117 150 296 263 117 150 296 
13 0 116 60 105 81 116 60 105 81 116 60 105 81 
14 0 272 240 178 107 272 240 178 107 272 240 178 107 
15 0 34 133 242 257 34 133 242 257 34 133 242 257 
 
* Original – the protein in its given orientation 
* All X orientations experience changes only in the X axis with Y and Z axes remaining at 0. 
* All Y orientations experience changes only in the Y axis with X and Z axes remaining at 0. 
* All Z orientations experience changes only in the Z axis with X and Y axes remaining at 0. 
† The rules maintain the same for all subsequent studies. 

 
 
 

Table 4-6. Numbers of potential surface atoms identified for 15 cases from Table 4-5 (x out of 
13 coinciding entries) for protein 1AUA.  

 
Consistency of Extracted Surface Atoms for Protein 1AUA 

Set 13/13 (≥12)/13 (≥11)/13 (≥10)/13 (≥9)/13 
1 186 241 258 266 269 
2 195 246 266 268 269 
3 189 243 265 267 269 
4 173 238 265 267 269 
5 190 246 259 262 263 
6 204 237 263 267 269 
7 200 246 258 264 268 
8 196 251 262 266 268 
9 187 226 250 267 268 
10 189 246 259 264 266 
11 214 246 258 269 270 
12 185 230 254 266 269 
13 164 231 261 266 288 
14 188 242 257 265 267 
15 186 236 261 270 270 

 
Average (+-σ) 190 (+-12) 240 (+-7) 260 (+-4) 267 (+-2) 269 (+-5) 
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Table 4-7. Listing of arbitrary angles used in the study for protein 1AUA. The angles were 
entirely random for X, Y and Z axes. A total of 15 rounds of experiments were carried out, 

with each round of experiment having 13 different orientations. 
 

Orientation Cases for Protein 1AUA 
Set Original X1 X2 X3 X4 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4
1 0 136 227 83 228 38 215 27 118 4 44 81 328 
2 0 323 357 235 281 281 28 252 105 185 54 327 177 
3 0 172 268 302 179 73 37 279 326 119 161 171 212 
4 0 158 226 161 210 301 272 147 256 302 328 314 254 
5 0 257 245 73 51 25 8 245 267 22 178 352 176 
6 0 336 227 130 207 130 266 214 37 94 136 150 27 
7 0 214 289 327 180 124 127 160 196 74 198 202 154 
8 0 148 25 232 324 64 2 208 57 23 345 13 19 
9 0 75 51 209 351 68 120 249 12 193 68 356 117 
10 0 223 293 80 99 146 304 134 84 136 43 294 25 
11 0 29 90 323 132 77 84 133 266 104 158 286 155 
12 0 113 39 215 220 334 121 262 240 49 112 54 328 
13 0 9 175 115 219 263 20 183 322 155 73 135 56 
14 0 212 80 64 52 268 270 322 188 307 137 198 313 
15 0 151 87 195 169 174 45 98 112 26 265 325 47 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4-8. Numbers of potential surface atoms identified for 15 cases from Table 4-7 (x out of 
13 coinciding entries) for Protein 1AUA. 

 
Consistency of Extracted Surface Atoms for Protein 1AUA 

Set 13/13 (≥12)/13 (≥11)/13 (≥10)/13 (≥9)/13 
1 201 249 255 266 269 
2 173 240 261 266 268 
3 188 246 263 265 267 
4 191 248 261 269 270 
5 200 242 260 265 265 
6 185 247 262 265 269 
7 192 242 261 265 268 
8 187 249 266 269 269 
9 177 246 262 266 266 
10 183 238 260 268 270 
11 184 236 250 261 268 
12 191 247 262 268 270 
13 194 249 260 268 270 
14 202 240 256 267 270 
15 200 249 263 265 269 

 
Average (+-σ) 190 (+-9) 244 (+-5) 260 (+-4) 266 (+-2) 268 (+-2) 
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(B) Sets of 10 Cases 
 
 

Table 4-9. Listing of arbitrary angles used in the study for protein 1AUA. The angles were 
repeated for X, Y and Z axes. A total of 15 rounds of experiments were carried out, with each 

round of experiment having 10 different orientations. The rightmost three columns give the 
numbers of potential surface atoms identified for all 10 cases (x out of 10 coinciding entries). 

 
 

Orientation Cases for Protein 1AUA 
Consistency of 

Extracted Surface 
Atoms 

  
Set Original X1 X2 X3 Y1 Y2 Y3 Z1 Z2 Z3 10/10 (≥9)/10 (≥8)/10
1 0 15 25 50 15 25 50 15 25 50 199 244 263 
2 0 271 37 165 271 37 165 271 37 165 212 254 262 
3 0 231 311 96 231 311 96 231 311 96 183 249 266 
4 0 315 66 218 315 66 218 315 66 218 195 253 265 
5 0 67 236 27 67 236 27 67 236 27 198 245 266 
6 0 18 45 80 18 45 80 18 45 80 207 250 260 
7 0 12 211 309 12 211 309 12 211 309 196 251 263 
8 0 288 21 136 288 21 136 288 21 136 185 245 263 
9 0 56 226 131 56 226 131 56 226 131 200 258 264 
10 0 342 253 112 342 253 112 342 253 112 203 256 268 
11 0 48 32 253 48 32 253 48 32 253 215 253 264 
12 0 146 80 44 146 80 44 146 80 44 207 256 266 
13 0 25 209 59 25 209 59 25 209 59 206 243 264 
14 0 304 5 58 304 5 58 304 5 58 194 257 265 
15 0 129 316 3 129 316 3 129 316 3 202 245 260 

Average (+- σ) 200 
(+-9) 

250 
(+-5) 

264 
(+-2) 

 
 
 

Table 4-10. Listing of arbitrary angles used in the study for protein 1AUA. The angles were 
entirely random for X, Y and Z axes. A total of 15 rounds of experiments were carried out, 

with each round of experiment having 10 different orientations. The rightmost three columns 
give the numbers of potential surface atoms identified for all 10 cases (x out of 10 coinciding 

entries). 
 

 
Orientation Cases for Protein 1AUA 

Consistency of 
Extracted Surface 

Atoms 
  

Set Original X1 X2 X3 Y1 Y2 Y3 Z1 Z2 Z3 10/10 (≥9)/10 (≥8)/10
1 0 215 211 204 21 94 196 330 151 139 214 253 265 
2 0 15 7 246 258 13 132 340 119 139 202 250 266 
3 0 297 135 160 20 111 106 236 144 203 197 246 262 
4 0 67 141 202 291 159 264 225 6 122 198 253 263 
5 0 60 80 89 299 148 316 201 313 303 208 248 263 
6 0 137 313 44 87 343 342 256 231 342 209 244 262 
7 0 211 273 86 46 310 73 318 248 207 188 250 264 
8 0 143 219 198 116 3 144 91 12 35 205 255 264 
9 0 234 313 220 48 69 8 68 137 132 200 249 264 
10 0 215 194 50 351 88 13 227 142 217 201 246 264 
11 0 92 87 295 281 116 16 105 205 293 190 252 264 
12 0 243 3 134 94 2 103 175 238 113 202 254 263 
13 0 51 286 173 64 33 8 306 53 205 206 251 265 
14 0 310 136 235 7 37 331 218 339 85 201 248 260 
15 0 11 137 196 179 239 302 280 332 202 215 259 262 

Average (+- σ) 202 
(+-8) 

251 
(+-4) 

263 
(+-2) 
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(C) Sets of 7 Cases 
 
 

Table 4-11. Listing of arbitrary angles used in the study for protein 1AUA. The angles were 
repeated for X, Y and Z axes. A total of 15 rounds of experiments were carried out, with each 

round of experiment having 7 different orientations. The rightmost four columns give the 
numbers of potential surface atoms identified for all 7 cases (x out of 7 coinciding entries). 

 

Orientation Cases for Protein 1AUA 
Consistency of Extracted 

Surface Atoms 
 

Set Original X1 X2 Y1 Y2 Z1 Z2 7/7 (≥6)/7 (≥5)/7 (≥4)/7
1 0 130 252 130 252 130 252 209 261 269 279 
2 0 232 104 232 104 232 104 196 259 270 280 
3 0 71 211 71 211 71 211 216 259 266 276 
4 0 166 42 166 42 166 42 226 261 265 278 
5 0 21 293 21 293 21 293 206 260 268 277 
6 0 301 282 301 282 301 282 207 249 265 275 
7 0 111 186 111 186 111 186 221 263 268 277 
8 0 2 235 2 235 2 235 233 259 264 267 
9 0 85 21 85 21 85 21 216 262 267 276 
10 0 169 80 169 80 169 80 221 259 267 273 
11 0 245 45 245 45 245 45 221 262 268 279 
12 0 167 332 167 332 167 332 232 260 262 276 
13 0 147 345 147 345 147 345 230 260 268 274 
14 0 316 52 316 52 316 52 212 257 268 280 
15 0 33 342 33 342 33 342 230 258 266 273 

Average (+- σ) 218
(+-11)

259 
(+-3) 

267 
(+-2) 

276 
(+-3) 

 
(D) Sets of 4 Cases 

 
 

Table 4-12. Listing of arbitrary angles used in the study for protein 1AUA. The angles were 
repeated for X, Y and Z axes. A total of 15 rounds of experiments were carried out, with each 

round of experiment having 4 different orientations. The rightmost four columns give the 
numbers of potential surface atoms identified for all 4 cases (x out of 4 coinciding entries). 

 

Orientation Cases for Protein 1AUA 
Consistency of Extracted 

Surface Atoms 
 

Set Original X Y Z 4/4 (≥3)/4 (≥2)/4 (≥1)/4
1 0 358 358 358 255 260 265 277 
2 0 114 114 114 221 264 280 280 
3 0 94 94 94 229 264 279 280 
4 0 37 37 37 240 268 278 280 
5 0 188 188 188 248 268 278 280 
6 0 208 208 208 233 265 279 280 
7 0 75 75 75 228 267 280 280 
8 0 2 2 2 256 260 264 271 
9 0 44 44 44 244 268 280 280 
10 0 104 104 104 223 263 280 280 
11 0 129 129 129 226 266 279 280 
12 0 273 273 273 231 263 280 280 
13 0 190 190 190 249 269 276 280 
14 0 225 225 225 244 267 279 280 
15 0 161 161 161 241 267 279 280 

Average (+- σ) 238
(+-11)

265 
(+-3) 

277 
(+-5) 

279 
(+-2) 
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Table 4-13. Compiled statistics for the studies of different cases carried out (protein 1AUA). 

 Exact and Approximated Atoms Count at Different Levels of Consistencies (%) 

Cases 100% ≥90% ≥80% ≥70% ≥60% 

13 190 (+-2) ~253 (+-8) ~270 (+-3) NA NA 

10 200 (+-9)  250 (+-5)  264 (+-2) NA NA 

7 218 (+-11) ~247 (+-5) ~262 (+-3) ~266 (+-2) ~278 (+-3) 

4 238 (+-11) ~249 (+-8) ~260 (+-5) ~267 (+-3) ~272 (+-4) 

* The approximated values are projected from available data from previous tables. 

 

From the compiled data in Table 4-6, the average number of consistent atoms is 

observed to be approaching a number around 270 as the increases in between 

extracts applied with different consistencies gradually became smaller. The standard 

deviation is smallest at a consistency of 10 and above out of 13. The same 

characteristic is observed in the study carried out using arbitrary angles for all axes 

(Table 4-8). This suggests the fact that the choice of angles is not critical.  

 

To determine if the set of 13 orientations provides the optimum number of cases to 

ensure statistical validity of protein surface atoms extraction, other 3 sets of studies 

were carried out using 10, 7 and 4 cases respectively. In 10 cases, 3 different 

orientations were applied to each of the axes which when combined with the original 

positioning of the protein gives 10 cases. For 7 cases 2 different orientations were 

applied to each axis and in 4 cases the protein is given a rotation in each axis. All 

sets include the original orientation of the protein. In the study using sets of 10 cases, 

two experiments were conducted – the first with arbitrary angles repetitively applied 

to each axis and the second with arbitrary angles applied to all axes. This is similar to 

the study using 13 cases. Again it was found that the choice of angles does not affect 

the outcome of the results. As such for the studies of 7 and 4 cases, only the 

experiment of using repetitive arbitrary angles was carried out. 

 

Table 4-13 shows the compiled exact and approximated atoms count for different 

levels of consistencies (in percentage) for extractions in all the test cases. The test 
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set of 4 cases displays a high number of 100% consistent atoms compared to the 

test set of 13 cases – however the standard deviation value is large as well. As the 

consistency is relaxed from 100% occurrences to 80% and above, the set of 13 

cases shows a gradual increase in the number of high consistency atoms, and the 

standard deviation is reasonably small. The test set of 10 cases looks promising as 

well, however it is expected that the consistency percentage needs to be lowered in 

order for the set of 10 cases to achieve an extraction value of about 270. This in turn 

may include a potentially larger number of internal atoms in the extracts. Therefore 

this study has confirmed that a selection of 13 angles for a statistical-based 

compilation of extracted surface atoms is sufficient as a good choice that generates 

satisfactory results. The use of 16 cases or above may lead to slight improvements in 

the extracts; however the computational load subsequently increases while the gain 

in extraction accuracy shows little improvements.  

 

4.4.4 Constraints-based Evaluation of Extracted Surface Atoms  

Probe-based methods for the study of molecular surfaces are among the earliest 

implementations. A probe sphere – usually the size of a water molecule – is used to 

inspect molecular surfaces. Concepts such as Solvent Excluded Surface (SES) 

(Conolly, 1983a) and Solvent Accessible Surface (SAS) (Lee and Richards, 1971) 

are manifestations of the probe technique. Sanner (Sanner and Olson, 1996) 

introduced a program called MSMS which integrates a reduced surface version of 

both SES and SAS for the fast examination of proteins. Users are given options to 

change the probe size as well as commands for generating different types of output 

files. The Surface Racer (Tsodikov, Record and Sergeev, 2002) program executes 

calculations for the exact accessible surface area, molecular surface area as well as 

the average curvature of molecular surface. Users are allowed to specify the size of 

the probe used and the algorithms they would like executed.  
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A good surface atoms extraction algorithm is capable of providing full atoms listings 

for the study of binding sites located on surfaces. When used in computer-assisted 

drug design (CADD) programs the exclusion of internal atoms lead to reduced 

processing time. In a recent study Kim et al (2011) presented a real-time method for 

locating boundary surface atoms using a GPU. A previous implementation identified 

surface entries based on computed atomic contribution to the SAS area (Deanda and 

Pearlman, 2002). In an attempt to investigate if voxels are capable of extracting 

surface atoms and producing competitive results, a method is proposed wherein 

constraints are introduced for units and atoms filtering. Using only a combination of 

spatial coordinates, atom type information and van der Waals radii the study shows 

that voxel properties and experimentally-derived constraints are capable of delivering 

promising results. 

 

By accessing the pre-processed information the protein is first projected into a 3D 

grid environment. The size of the units is fixed at 4 Å as previously presented. To 

reduce processing time only the space enclosing the protein is targeted and the rest 

of the space is discarded. This optimal area is determined by locating the maximum 

and minimum coordinates of the protein for all axes and then identifying the upper 

and lower bound values. For example, a min-X of 6.8 Å and max-X of 18.9 Å leads to 

a lower bound of 4 Å and upper bound of 20 Å. These values are dependent on the 

size of the units, i.e. 4 Å. The process is repeated for all axes until an enclosing 

space has been created around the protein. 

 

The next stage is to identify units occupied by the protein in the test space. As the 3-

dimensional grid environment induces high processing complexities, the ‘slicing’ 

process presented in Preliminary Studies is used to split one of the three axes into a 

series of images. Surface voxels are then selected using both the voxel occupancy  
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Figure 4-16. (a) Visualisation of the SES atoms from the MSMS program for Z-layer 480. (b) 
Visualisation of the original set of atoms from the PDB file for Z-layer 480. (c) Visualisation of 
the SAS atoms from the MSMS program for Z-layer 480. (d) Overlaying of SES atoms over 
original dataset. Some of the internal atoms have been included in the SES extraction. (e) 
Overlaying of experimentally extracted atoms over original dataset. Most surface atoms have 
been extracted. (f) Overlaying of SAS atoms over original dataset. Some of the internal atoms 
have been included in the SAS extraction. 
 

constraint of 40%-100% (presented in Section 5.2) and the voxel exposure value 

resulting in an optimum list of extracted potential surface atoms. However because of 

proteins folding it is still possible for some internal atoms to occupy part of the 

surface voxels and consequently be extracted together with the true surface entries. 

A visual inspection may aid in eliminating these internal entries but it is infeasible to 

carry out such checking on a large set of proteins. An approximated and fast method 

capable of improving the extractions is required.  

 

A notion of the degree of belonging of an atom to a voxel is therefore introduced in 

this study. A threshold for the degree of belonging of 5% and above for each atom 

was found to be most effective in filtering out internal entries. When applied to the 

extracts improvements were shown (Figure 4-17). Circled areas show the locations 

where internal atoms have been removed. The >5% degree of belonging value does  

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
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Figure 4-17. (a) The original extracts from the protein. (b) Circled areas show where the 

atoms have been removed post-application of a >5% degree of belonging setting. 
 

 

not eliminate all internal entries – increasing the value was found to remove some 

surface atoms as well. An additional checking is therefore introduced to determine 

the acceptability of each atom within the surface voxels. Internal entries with less 

exposure to the external environment are consequently ‘peeled’ off. 

 

Secondary information derived from the surface atoms are used for the ‘peeling’ 

method. The algorithm first checks for the atom furthest from the averaged center of 

the protein within the domain of each host surface voxel. Consecutive iterations 

check for the exposure of each atom (in the host surface voxel and excluding the 

identified furthest atom) to the external environment. The atom is marked if external 

exposure was found to be higher than internal exposure. The implementation is given 

as follows. 

 

1. Identify all surface voxels using a voxel occupancy of 40%-100%. Store the 

extracted atoms in lists such that voxel  list of atoms. 

2. Determine the averaged center of the protein and ‘color-fill’ the internal 

environment in grey. 
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3. Identify all furthest atoms from the averaged center within the contexts of 

their voxels. The atoms are stored in a new list (hereon referred to as List Xc) 

in which the entries are unique. 

4. Check for all other atoms within each surface voxel on consecutive iterations. 

Comparisons are made based on the following rules :- 

I. If the atom overlaps with entries from List Xc the overlapping portion is 

flagged. This flagged area is used for checking in case Condition II fails 

– the flagged area > internal area occupied. 

II. The complement of the atom in a voxel boundary is checked for 

external/internal environment overlap. An atom is considered a surface 

entry if the total overlap of the complement area to the external 

environment is larger than a quarter of the white area in Figure 4-18. 

 
Figure 4-18. Illustration of an atom contained in a voxel. The white area of the voxel is 

complementary to the atom occupied area. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 4-19. Different degree of belonging values applied to atoms on layer 240 of protein 
1FKF. (a) Degree of belonging of 5%-100%. (b) Degree of belonging of 10%-100%. (c) 
Degree of belonging of 15%-100% (d) Degree of belonging of 20%-100%. The higher the 
degree of belonging value, the less number of potential surface atoms gets picked up. A 5%-
100% value means that at least 5% of the atom of concerned is contained within a surface 
voxel.  
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After the final stage of ‘peeling’ the remaining atoms are visualised in images and 

compared against extractions from other available methods. The proteins used in this 

study are given in Table 4-1 and the results presented in Chapter 5. 

 

4.4.5 Prediction of Ligand-Binding Sites using A Computer Vision-Inspired 
Integrated Voxel Method  

 

The interaction between proteins and their binding agents take place on surfaces and 

involve factors such as shape and chemical complementarity. It was shown in past 

studies that protein-protein interactions take place on flatter regions whereas protein-

ligand bindings are associated with crevices (Jones and Thornton, 1997a; Fuller, 

Burgoyne and Jackson, 2009). An integrated method based on the use of voxels and 

computer-vision was designed for the search of ligand-binding areas. Each identified 

site is modeled and analysed in 2D with the corresponding residues listed out. 

Investigations affirm that a crevice has to be sufficiently large to accommodate a 

ligand for interaction to take place (Weisel et al, 2009).  

 

The surface of a protein is an interesting landscape of concave and convex areas. 

Every protein has its own set of defined functionalities. The use of grid spaces or 

voxels in protein studies is no longer a new paradigm as demonstrated in programs 

like POCKET and LIGSITE. The grid space offers a fast and robust solution to many 

applications. As in previous studies, a grid experimental environment is first 

constructed large enough to contain within it the entire protein. All input proteins are 

first projected into the 3D grid environment and tessellation of the space is carried 

out with image slices generated. This is followed by an identification of the surface 

voxels (Lee and Bargiela, 2010) as presented in the previous section.  

 

As each protein is encapsulated in a grid space, one is only able to obtain 6 views of 

the protein based on the characteristics of the cube. In a visual sense, crevices on 
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the protein can be discerned through a sense of depth and clarity. Potential dock 

sites are identified based on the depth attribute. A cuboid is first grown within the 

protein until it hits plateaus in each of the 6 faces. The surfaces of the cuboid define 

the starting planes of visual projections executed from within to the surface. A depth 

count is then carried out and any area in which the count is smaller than the average 

depth of the highest and lowest points on the surface or a user-specified threshold is 

defined as a potential dock site. Finally all associated atoms and residues are 

projected for the sites. 

 

The human vision is capable of perceiving areas protruding from the protein and 

‘valleys’ wherein binding agents of matching shape and chemical configurations may 

bind to. However to translate this into a simulated system is computationally 

challenging. Most algorithms seek to minimise complexities and represent the 

problem in simpler domains. By translating the human view to the 6 faces of the grid 

space (since the grid space is made up of voxels and each voxel has only 6 faces) 

one can then obtain 6 views of the protein. 

 

For each of these 6 faces, the algorithm proceeds to locate the crevices within the 

viewing boundary of each face. The ‘starting plane’ for each face is defined based on 

the internal cuboid as previously presented. The internal cuboid growing algorithm 

terminates when a perfect plane (one in which the plane is fully occupied by voxels) 

in any axis is no longer encountered. A 2D visualisation of this approach is given in 

Figure 4-20. The surfaces of this inner cuboid become the ‘starting planes’ for all 

analyses working outwards beginning from the voxels situated on the plane. Each 

higher level of the voxels builds upon the previous level, therefore rendering some 

voxels on the lower levels hidden to the external environment. Such a move is 

capable of determining potential sites in cases of deeper clefts which are externally  
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Figure 4-20. The construction of a cuboid beginning from the center of the protein. The 

algorithm terminates when the largest fully-filled cuboid has been obtained. 
 

 

exposed. Due to the inside-out numbering of the levels deeper binding sites have 

smaller depth-level values and outermost regions have larger numbers. 

 

A breakdown of the cuboid-growing process is given below. 

1. All identified surface voxels and surface atoms are first loaded and stored 

into memory. 

2. The full list of voxels defining the protein – including both internal and surface 

voxels – is accessed. 

3. Identify the largest possible cuboid constructed from voxels from the center 

of the protein. The process begins with the initiation of an ‘infant cube’ in the 

form of an equilateral cuboid. The rule is such that the cuboid must not 

contain any parts devoid of voxels. 

4. Once the ‘infant cube’ has been created, the method then proceeds to 

stretch all sides of the cube until the largest possible cuboid is attained that is 

completely filled with voxels. 

 

Following that a color grid map is created with different levels of voxels distinctly 

color-marked based on the depth level. A matrix is instantiated alongside this grid 

map for the checking of potential sites. A rule-based 3x3 window is designed for 

scanning the matrix based on the rules given in Figure 4-21 and the process  
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Rule 1: 
If any neighbouring voxel of X is found to be of value ‘0’, and X 
is valued at ‘1’, then X is set to ‘-1’. This implies that the current 
voxel is located at the outermost edge of the protein.  
 
Rule 2: 
If at least a neighbour voxel has value >0 while all other 
neighbours are valued at either ‘-1’ or >0, and X is valued at ‘1’, 
then X is shortlisted into the dock site cluster. 
 

Figure 4-21. The 3x3 filtering window and the implemented rules. 
 

 

 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 0 

1 2 2 1 2 0 

1 2 3 2 1 0 

0 1 2 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Rule 1 : True, Rule 2 : False 

 
(1) 

 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 -1 -1 -1 1 0 

1 2 2 1 2 0 

1 2 3 2 1 0 

0 1 2 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Rule 1 : True, Rule 2 : False 

 
(2) 

 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 

1 2 2 1 2 0 

1 2 3 2 1 0 

0 1 2 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Rule 1 : False, Rule 2 : True 

 
(3) 

 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 

1 2 2 1 2 0 

1 2 3 2 -1 0 

0 -1 2 -1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
The selected dock site voxels. 

 
(4) 

Figure 4-22. The above illustration shows the process of applying the filter and rules from 
Figure 4-21. The end result is a selected group of 3 voxels which suggests the location of a 
potential binding site. This is the deepest non-edge region detected on one of the six surfaces 
of a voxel-enclosed protein using the depth factor. Once the voxels have been identified, the 
next procedure is to extract all associated atoms and residues and compare the results to 
available benchmarks.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4-23. (a) The cuboid acting as a starting plane for internal-to-external visualisation of 
the voxels for all faces. (b) The color-map projection of the tessellated protein from the view 
specified by the arrow in (a). Different colors indicate different depth levels.  

 

 

Figure 4-24. The resulting matrix for the color-map presented in Figure 4-23(b). 
 

illustrated in Figure 4-22. Figure 4-23(a) shows how the internal cuboid provides a 

‘starting plane’ for internal-to-external voxel layering with the color map for the arrow-

designated face presented in Figure 4-23(b). The matrix for the color map is given in 
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Figure 4-24 – all 0s represent blank spaces, 1 for the deepest levels, 2 for a level 

higher and so on. 

 

The 3x3 window is then used to filter the matrix for the sites. The purpose of this 

matrix is to reduce the computation time of processing an image face from the voxel. 

Scanning of each color-map takes longer time as each voxel has 1600 pixels (40x40) 

and there are many voxels in a face. With the use of a matrix the computation time is 

effectively reduced – only an integer array of NxN dimensions is involved. This is 

many times faster than processing of the color-map. For example, an image 

consisting of 100 voxels has a matrix of 100 integers, but a total pixel count of 

160,000 (100x1600). Checking of the integers from the matrix is 1600 times faster in 

comparison to pixel-by-pixel checking of the image. The filter-window is dependent 

on the threshold value defined by the user. In most cases a value equivalent to the 

average of all depth levels suffices. However the threshold value may be adjusted to 

provide a larger or smaller model of the dock site.  

 

Well-tested proteins have been chosen for the study. The first set consists of FK506-

bound proteins [PDB: 1FKF, 1BKF, 1YAT] which are molecules having a single 

active binding site each for one substrate. The protein 1FKF has been experimentally 

determined through a wet lab approach (Van Duyne et al, 1993) and attempted as 

well using a geometrically-based search coupled with geometric hashing (Peters, 

Fauck and Frommel, 1996). With proven results this protein serves as a good test 

subject. The second set consists of heme-bound proteins [PDB: 4HHB, 4MBN]. The 

final step in the process is to check all surface atoms against the selected range of 

dock site voxels. The atoms are shortlisted if they are found to be partially or wholly 

contained within the voxels. A list of residues associated with the identified atoms is 

compiled and compared against visualisations from the RCSB PDB and for the case 
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of protein 1FKF, comparisons are made against both the documented wet lab and 

geometric hashing results.  

 

4.4.6 Prediction of Ligand-Binding Sites using Voxel Clusters with Applied 
Approximated Measures 

 

The study presented in Section 4.4.5 implemented an internal-to-external method of 

predicting potential binding sites. This section presents a reverse (external-to-internal) 

approach for the same purpose with the same grid environment used. The 

differences are in the design of the algorithms. As in the previous study, the protein is 

first placed in a cubic grid-space with tessellations and ‘slicing’ is carried out. Surface 

voxels are identified, clustered and checked for their potential as being part of 

binding regions.  

 

The algorithm is demonstrated on a selected group of 32 bound/unbound structures 

from the original set of 48 pairs used in LIGSITEcsc and PocketPicker. The list of 

ligand-receptor complexes as well as their unbound forms is given in Table 4-2. The 

algorithm developed for this study was designed for proteins of small file sizes and as 

such only proteins of <300kb in size were chosen. Regardless of the file size 

limitation the residues count for the selected proteins ranges from 64 (smallest in 

dataset) to 501 (largest in dataset) and therefore indicates a good varied sampling 

set.  

 

As each input protein is encapsulated in a grid-space and represented by voxels, 

properties such as voxels count and cluster size may be used to represent the 

protein. Attempts are taken to identify potential dock sites based on the depth 

attribute. Firstly the averaged center of the protein, CP, is calculated using the spatial 

values of all extracted surface voxels. Based on this average point, the distances of 

all atoms to CP are obtained followed by averaging the sum of all the distances. This  
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Figure 4-25. Two-level voxels boundary. The iterated unit is highlighted in grey. 

 

average distance, hereon referred to as DA – is used to create a ‘bubble’ around the 

protein. The ‘bubble’ divides all extracted surface atoms into two regions – the outer 

group and the inner group. Outer group atoms are mostly associated with protruding 

regions whereas the deeper parts of crevices are categorised in the latter. Although 

the ‘bubble’ is spherical in nature and proteins tend to be asymmetrical, however the 

average distance of the ‘bubble’ is a midpoint function between the deepest crevice 

and the furthest protrusion. Therefore deep regions are essentially captured within 

the ‘bubble’. One needs only to place focus on the processing of the atoms inside the 

‘bubble’. Once a site is located one may reconstruct the identified area using the 

associated range of surface atoms and voxels.  

 

To determine a binding site based on depth attribute alone is insufficient. One of the 

criteria for a dock site is that it has to be sufficiently large to accommodate the ligand. 

Two filtering conditions are introduced for the cluster selection process. All surface 

voxels are first sorted from units closest to CP to the furthest. The list is then iterated 

and a cluster constructed about each voxel. A two-level voxels boundary about each 

iterated unit is created which includes a counter for the second level of boundary 

(Figure 4-25). The surface voxels are then checked and shortlisted if any entry is 

found to exist within the two-level boundary. The cluster is checked for acceptability 

by the following criteria:  

 

I. Each cluster must contain 5 or more voxels 
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II. The count of voxels in the second level of boundary must not be zero 

 

Thereafter the average point of all the voxels within the cluster is obtained (CA). A 

value of 1/(distance between CP and CA) is then calculated for all clusters and the 

cluster returning the largest value is selected along with its atoms/residues. The 

combination of filtering rules and distance measurement ensured the selection of the 

cluster such that the potential site is sufficiently large and deep.  
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5 RESULTS  
 

The results obtained from the studies carried out using methodological approaches 

described in Chapter 4 are presented in the following subsections.  

 

Section 5.1 – Presents the surface voxels and surface atoms extractions from 

the algorithm of Section 4.4.2. 

 

Section 5.2 – Results and findings for all statistical analyses in determining 

extracted surface atoms of high consistencies are presented here. The 

implementation follows the method described in Section 4.4.3. 

 

Section 5.3 – Results from application of a constraints-based evaluation of 

surface atoms extractions are reported in this section. The implementation is 

based on the approach presented in Section 4.4.4. 

 

Section 5.4 – Reports the results for predicted ligand-binding sites from using a 

computer vision-inspired integrated voxel method. Approach as described in 

Section 4.4.5. 

 

Section 5.5 – Presents the results for predicted ligand-binding sites from using 

voxel clusters with applied approximated measures. The algorithm was described 

in Section 4.4.6. 

 

5.1  EXTRACTION OF SURFACE VOXELS AND SURFACE ATOMS 

This section presents the results obtained from a series of experiments carried out to 

determine the best voxel occupancy to be applied to the voxels for obtaining the 

optimum atoms extractions. The study begins with analyses conducted onto 5 
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proteins, namely 1AUA, 1B4W, 1ECZ, 1ILD, and 1JGJ, all of which are BOG-bound 

proteins. Tables for the results are attached in Appendix I and a summary of the 

results is given in Table 5-1. There are 13 tables for each protein in Appendix I. The 

tables correspond respectively to the 13 orientations proposed in Section 4.4.3. Each 

table has 5 columns, the first column defines the voxel occupancy percentage 

applied which begins at 5%-100% and ends at 95%-100%. The second column 

shows the total number of atoms manually extracted based on visual inspection. This 

extraction is not affected by the voxel occupancy constraint. The third column gives 

the total atoms count from using the voxel-based automated extraction applied with  

 

 
 

(a) 

 
 

(b) 

 
 

(c) 

 
 

(d) 
 

Figure 5-1. The images show screenshots of the voxels applied with different voxel 
occupancies. (a) 5%-100% occupancy. (b) 25%-100% occupancy. (c) 60%-100% occupancy. 
(d) 85%-100% occupancy. 
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the constraint in column one. The final two columns show the common atoms 

extracted between the manual and automated approaches, with the number of 

matches calculated as percentages. Figure 5-1 and 5-2 show the results of applying 

different voxel occupancies to a sample protein. The images displayed show that a 

higher voxel occupancy value results in empty spaces within the protein whereas a 

lower value leads to generalisation of the protein exterior. At a value near to the 

median of the two extremes, better exterior definition of the protein shape is obtained. 

 

Based on the results obtained from all orientation test cases, it was found that the 

best extractions are obtained for voxel occupancy from 40%-100% to 55%-100%.  

 

 
 

(a) 

 
 

(b) 

 
 

(c) 

 
 

(d) 
 

Figure 5-2. The images show screenshots of the voxels applied with different voxel 
occupancies with only the surface/edge voxels highlighted. (a) 5%-100% occupancy. (b) 25%-
100% occupancy. (c) 60%-100% occupancy. (d) 85%-100% occupancy. 
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Table 5-1. Average of all highest extraction percentages for the proteins (all 13 cases). 

PROTEIN CODE 1AUA 1B4W 1ECZ 1ILD 1JGJ 

Orientation (x, y, z) Accuracy of Automated Extractions compared against  
Visual-Based Manual Extractions (%) 

(0, 0, 0) 95.94 97.57 97.84 96.04 93.71 

(20, 0, 0) 97.08 95.25 94.12 93.96 91.09 

(30, 0, 0) 96.47 94.13 93.51 94.59 92.12 

(45, 0, 0) 95.85 92.86 90.58 94.10 93.43 

(60, 0, 0) 96.29 92.59 90.19 91.74 94.00 

(0, 20, 0) 97.44 93.94 94.12 91.26 87.24 

(0, 30, 0) 95.67 92.78 93.35 89.38 83.77 

(0, 45, 0) 95.85 93.01 91.80 88.69 81.43 

(0, 60, 0) 94.61 90.00 91.46 87.99 84.80 

(0, 0, 20) 96.20 95.18 95.62 93.41 93.25 

(0, 0, 30) 97.00 95.37 96.01 93.62 90.81 

(0, 0, 45) 96.73 96.18 95.57 92.71 94.00 

(0, 0, 60) 96.82 95.41 95.23 92.64 90.90 

Average of 
Percentages (%) 

96.30 94.17 93.80 92.32 90.04 

 

Table 5-1 gives the average of all highest extraction percentages (compared to 

manual extractions) for each of the tested proteins. The total average of the correct 

extractions for all orientations based on Table 5-1 is valued at 93.33% - a very high 

percentage for a grid-based approach. A special program was written for manual 

extractions of surface atoms via visual inspection (Figure 5-3).  Visual-based 

selections are often highly accurate compared to program implementations. A 100% 

accurate extraction equals to a perfect listing of surface atoms with no interferences 

from internal atoms. Due to the use of voxels (unit size 4.0 Å, to ensure 

environmental consistency) the inclusion of a small number of internal atoms is 

unavoidable. Careful considerations were made during the manual selection of 

surface voxels(and atoms) to ensure that inclusion of internal atoms is kept to a  
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Figure 5-3. A print screen of the program for manual selection of protein surface atoms. The 
program provides users with the option to load a ‘sliced’ image and users may click on the 
voxels to select the units perceived as surface entries. After all selections have been made, 
clicking the ‘Done’ button produces a complete listing of all atoms associated to the selected 
voxels. The green voxels indicate a highly generalised shape of the protein, the red voxels 
give a more refined description while the black voxels show the units that have been selected 

 

minimum in the final listings. 

 

5.2  COMPILATION OF SURFACE ATOMS USING A STATISTICAL 

APPROACH  

 
273 rounds of iterations were executed to generate output sets for all experimental 

cases. Each voxel occupancy percentage contains 13 sets of results – one for every 

rotation in all X, Y and Z dimensions as well as for the original non-rotated file.  

 

For each occupancy percentage, atoms common across all 13 orientations were first 

extracted. The common atoms were then compared to the total number of extracted 

surface atoms for each rotation and the percentage calculated. Figure 5-4 gives the 

plot of percentage of common atoms versus the occupancy percentage of voxels. 

There are 13 lines altogether in the graph – each line represents each of the different 
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orientations. The horizontal axis begins with 0% and reaches 100% voxel occupancy. 

Extracted common atoms were found to peak at about 50%. Table 5-2 gives a list of 

all the rotation cases with their corresponding peak percentages. 

 

From the graph and the given table it can be concluded that at 50%-100% voxel 

occupancy the extraction of the protein surface atoms reaches its optimum. At the 

same time, the voxels processed are fewer in number compared to the number of 

voxels associated with lower occupancy values. Hence this increases the processing 

speed. The experiment shows that a compromise is reached at 50%-100% for the 

minimum number of voxels used while retaining the best surface atoms extractions. 

However there were still some surface atoms that were left out due to differences in 

the orientations. The condition for clustering of the surface atoms was consequently 

relaxed and atoms existing across 11 or more out of 13 cases were taken into 

consideration as being surface atoms with high probabilities and consequently 

playing significant roles. Atoms that have been marked as existing across all 13 

cases were classified as definite entries. The given graphs and tables show as well 

the output obtained for two relaxed scenarios. 

 

Comparing the graph in Figure 5-4 to the graph in Figure 5-5, the shape of graph for 

atoms existing across both 13 and 12 cases becomes gradually smoother. The 

relaxation of the condition leads to a higher number of atoms being classified as 

surface atoms. From the tables it can be gathered that the best extractions for all 

rotation cases exist between 40%-100% and 50%-100% of voxel occupancy. This 

corresponds well to the strict filtering of the atoms existing across all 13 cases 

whereby the optimum surface atom extractions are obtained for voxel occupancy 

percentage of 40% or more. Again it can be observed in Figure 5-6 that the graph 

turns smoother with the optimum peak becoming less prominent due to the relaxation 
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Figure 5-4. Plots for each rotation giving % of atoms identified in 13 out of 13 orientations. 

 
 

Table 5-2. List of all rotation cases with their optimum voxel occupancy percentages and 
extraction percentages for atoms existing in 13 out of 13 orientations 

Rotation Case 
(x, y, z) 

Voxel Occupancy Percentage 
at which Extractions Peak 

(%) 

Extraction Percentage 
of Surface Atoms* 

(%) 

(0, 0, 0) 40 87.06 

(20, 0, 0) 50 83.55 

(30, 0, 0) 50 83.96 

(45, 0, 0) 50 84.52 

(60, 0, 0) 50 84.84 

(0, 20, 0) 50 83.55 

(0, 30, 0) 50 83.89 

(0, 45, 0) 50 84.00 

(0, 60, 0) 50 84.24 

(0, 0, 20) 50 83.45 

(0, 0, 30) 50 83.72 

(0, 0, 45) 50 84.03 

(0, 0, 60) 50 84.84 
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Figure 5-5. Plots for each rotation giving % of common atoms identified in 13 and 12 out of 

13 orientations.   
 

Table 5-3. List of all rotation cases with their optimum voxel occupancy percentages and 
extraction percentages for atoms existing in 13 and 12 out of 13 orientations 

Rotation Case 
(x, y, z) 

Voxel Occupancy Percentage 
at which Extractions Peak 

(%) 

Extraction Percentage 
of Surface Atoms* 

(%) 

(0, 0, 0) 40 97.02 

(20, 0, 0) 45 95.16 

(30, 0, 0) 50 95.11 

(45, 0, 0) 50 95.41 

(60, 0, 0) 50 95.80 

(0, 20, 0) 50 94.72 

(0, 30, 0) 45 95.93 

(0, 45, 0) 50 95.39 

(0, 60, 0) 50 95.17 

(0, 0, 20) 45 94.85 

(0, 0, 30) 50 95.28 

(0, 0, 45) 50 95.76 

(0, 0, 60) 50 96.18 
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Figure 5-6. Plots for each rotation giving % of common atoms identified in 13, 12 and 11 out 

of 13 orientations.   
 

Table 5-4. List of all rotation cases with their optimum voxel occupancy percentages and 
extraction percentages for atoms existing in 13, 12 and 11 out of 13 orientations. 

Rotation Case 
(x, y, z) 

Voxel Occupancy Percentage 
at which Extractions Peak 

(%) 

Extraction Percentage 
of Surface Atoms* 

(%) 

(0, 0, 0) 40 99.05 

(20, 0, 0) 45 97.99 

(30, 0, 0) 45 97.67 

(45, 0, 0) 50 97.90 

(60, 0, 0) 50 98.38 

(0, 20, 0) 45 97.71 

(0, 30, 0) 45 98.38 

(0, 45, 0) 45 98.04 

(0, 60, 0) 45 97.88 

(0, 0, 20) 45 97.87 

(0, 0, 30) 45 98.16 

(0, 0, 45) 45 98.65 

(0, 0, 60) 45 98.68 
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in the filtering condition (atoms with consistencies of 11, 12 and 13 out of 13 cases). 

The optimum voxel percentage remains the same at 40% and above. 

 

The experiment was repeated with the inclusion of atoms having consistencies of 13, 

12, 11, 10 and 9 out of 13 cases and the optimum voxel occupancy percentage for 

the best extractions remains within the range of 40%-100% to 50%-100%. The 

relaxation of the condition leads to a higher number of atoms being extracted with the 

list of atoms gradually approaching 100% accuracy as more and more atoms are 

included. It can be concluded from the studies that a voxel occupancy percentage of 

40% and above is most suitable for optimum surface atoms extraction.  

 
 
5.3  CONSTRAINTS-BASED EVALUATION OF EXTRACTED SURFACE 
 ATOMS 
 
Referring to Table 4-1, there are a total of 3 experimental sets used in this study. The 

first set consists of 3 FK506-binding proteins, the second set is a list of proteins used 

in a previous study by Deanda and Pearlman (2002) and the third consists of entries 

used by Kim et al (2011). This section is further subdivided into 3 parts – each part 

presents the results based on the experimental sets used.   

 

5.3.1 Experiment Set I 

Visual comparisons of the output obtained from the implemented voxel-based 

method and results from one of the test programs (MSMS) (Sanner and Olson, 1996) 

is presented in Figure 5-7. The images illustrate the differences in the output for 

various stages of the algorithm as well as the output obtained from the benchmark 

program for all three proteins of 1YAT, 1BKF and 1FKF. Note that the MSMS 

program uses a reduced surface method for both SES and SAS areas. For 

comparison purposes both the results for SES and SAS were merged together. The 

Surface Racer program returns output for SAS and molecular surface (MS) areas. 

These too were merged into a single list for each protein. In Figure 5-7 the first 
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column shows cross sectional images of the proteins using 40%-100% voxel 

occupancy with only surface voxels and their associated atoms shown. The second 

column gives the post-peeling extracts (including application of the constraints of 

voxel occupancy and the degree of belonging of the atoms). Images in the third 

column give the merged output from the MSMS program using a probe radius of 2.0 

Å (diameter 4.0) to ensure consistency with the voxel size and the last column shows 

visualisations from a visual-based manual extraction. Statistics for the extracts 

compared against MSMS and Surface Racer are presented in Tables 5-5 and 5-6.  

 

The visual-based manual extractions were carried out in similar environments (grid 

units of 4.0 Å) but with a notable difference in the applied constraint. Instead of a 

40%-100% voxel occupancy the value was set at 0%-100% so that all protein-related 

voxels are available for selection. The voxels containing the outermost atoms of the 

protein were inspected and picked (units colored in black). In comparison to the 

original extracts (circled areas) in the first column only a small number of internal 

atoms were included in the manual approach. These can be successfully removed 

through the use of the degree of belonging constraint and the peeling algorithm as 

proven in the second column wherein the constraints were applied to the extracts 

from the first column with considerable improvements shown in the results.  

Evaluation of the MSMS results (which employs a reduced surface approach) proves 

that the voxel-based method (which also processes the protein in lower resolution) 

delivers competitive results. Although the application of a 40%-100% voxel 

occupancy may lead to the exclusion of several outermost atoms but this may be 

considered negligible as it does not affect the extraction of all other atoms. 
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Figure 5-7. The figure shows comparisons between the original extracts with voxel 
occupancy of 40%-100% against the results obtained from the MSMS program. Also 
presented are the results with constraints and ‘peeling’ applied. The probe radius for the 
MSMS program was set to 2.0 Å (diameter of 4.0 Å to ensure consistency in experimental 
environments). The manual extractions are included in the last column for evaluation of the 
results obtained from the other methods. From the images, the original extracts contain a 
number of internal atoms as shown in the circled areas. Application of the degree of 
belonging constraint and the internal ‘peeling’ algorithm successfully reduced the unwanted 
entries.  
 
 
 
Table 5-5. Comparison of extractions from the voxel-based method and the merged output of 

MSMS program against results obtained from manual extractions. 

Protein TA 
Manual 
Extracts 

Identified  
Surface Atoms 

Matching Number of 
Atoms to Manual Extracts 

   Voxel MSMS Voxel MSMS 
1YAT 849 602 569 475 479 373 
1BKF 827 587 514 489 448 366 
1FKF 832 566 529 495 453 435 

 
† TA – total number of atoms in the protein. All following tables are similarly defined.   
†† The identified surface atoms for voxel are based on the final count after the filtering and 

‘peeling’ processes were applied. All following tables are similarly defined.   
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Table 5-6. Comparison of extractions from the voxel-based method and the merged output of 
Surface Racer (SR) program 

Protein TA 
Manual 
Extracts 

Identified  
Surface Atoms 

Matching Number of 
Atoms to Manual Extracts 

   Voxel SR Voxel SR 
1YAT 849 602 569 485 479 434 
1BKF 827 587 514 495 448 429 
1FKF 832 566 529 498 453 433 

 

 

5.3.2 Experiment Set II 

The second experiment consists of 6 proteins obtained from the study by Deanda 

and Pearlman (2002) namely (in PDB codes) 6CHA, 1RA2, 3FXN, 7TLN, 1TIM and 

3RTA. The results are not replicated in this study due to differences detected in the 

total atom count for the proteins. 4 out of 6 proteins display total atom values that are 

different from the total count obtained from RCSB PDB downloaded files. The exact 

factor is unknown although it could be due to updates carried out onto the PDB files. 

Comparisons were only carried out between the implemented method, the 

MSMS/SurfaceRacer programs and the visual-based manual extractions. A probe 

radius of 1.4 Å (diameter 2.8 Å) was used for the programs, while the unit sizes were 

retained at 4.0 Å. 

 

Table 5-7. Comparison of extractions from the voxel-based method and the merged output of 
MSMS program 

Protein TA 
Manual 
Extracts 

Identified  
Surface Atoms 

Matching Number of 
Atoms to Manual Extracts 

   Voxel MSMS Voxel MSMS 
6CHA 3472 1892 1814 1519 1418 1062 
1RA2 1268 925 881 677 766 499 
3FXN 1073 644 623 584 502 495 
7TLN 2432 1332 1302 1003 1026 768 
1TIM 3740 2090 2015 1853 1549 1409 
3TRA 1362 1206 1145 1116 1042 826 
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Table 5-8. Comparison of extractions from the voxel-based method and the merged output of 
Surface Racer (SR) program 

Protein TA 
Manual 
Extracts 

Identified  
Surface Atoms 

Matching Number of 
Atoms to Manual Extracts 

   Voxel SR Voxel SR 
6CHA 3472 1892 1814 1842 1418 1379 
1RA2 1268 925 881 730 766 673 
3FXN 1073 644 623 584 502 498 
7TLN 2432 1332 1302 1117 1026 953 
1TIM 3740 2090 2015 1841 1549 1469 
3TRA 1362 1206 1145 1052 1042 962 

 

 

5.3.3 Experiment Set III 

The third experiment consists of 5 proteins collected from the study carried out by 

Kim et al (2011) which (in PDB codes) are 2PLT, 1A19, 1O3Y, 1QB5, and 1EA1. The 

surface extracts are first compared (as in the previous two sections) followed by a 

comparison to the results reported by the authors. Probe radius was maintained at 

1.4 Å (diameter 2.8 Å) for the programs, while the unit sizes were retained at 4.0 Å.  

 
 

Table 5-9. Comparison of extractions from the voxel-based method and the merged output of 
MSMS program 

Protein TA 
Manual 
Extracts 

Identified  
Surface Atoms 

Matching Number of 
Atoms to Manual Extracts 

   Voxel MSMS Voxel MSMS 
2PLT 727 472 406 387 324 293 
1A19 1438 978 911 774 759 660 
1O3Y 2662 1637 1603 1277 1269 912 
1QB5 3750 2038 2009 1595 1533 1143 
1EAI 4540 2642 2854 2190 2175 1703 

 
 
 

Table 5-10. Comparison of extractions from the voxel-based method and the merged output 
of Surface Racer (SR) program 

Protein TA 
Manual 
Extracts 

Identified  
Surface Atoms 

Matching Number of 
Atoms to Manual Extracts 

   Voxel SR Voxel SR 
2PLT 727 472 406 373 324 338 
1A19 1438 978 911 758 759 670 
1O3Y 2662 1637 1603 1398 1269 1233 
1QB5 3750 2038 2009 - 1533 - 
1EAI 4540 2642 2854 2296 2175 1903 
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Table 5-11. Comparison of extractions from the voxel-based method and the reported output 
by the authors 

Protein 
Total Number of Atoms  

in Protein 
Identified Surface Atoms 

  Reported Voxel 
2PLT 727 338 406 
1A19 1438 681 911 
1O3Y 2664 1261 1603 
1QB5 3750 1482 2009 
1EAI 4540 2151 2854 

 

Analysis of all tabulated data in Experiments I, II and III lead to the conclusion that 

the voxel-based method returns higher extractions of potential surface atoms. 

Manual extractions were used as benchmarking datasets as the selections have 

been visually validated. The settings of 4.0 Å for voxel size often result in the 

inclusion of internal atoms during the manual selection process therefore justifying 

the higher number of atoms associated with manual extractions in comparison to the 

automated voxel-based solution. Both the probe-based methods of MSMS and 

Surface Racer return relatively lower extractions count although the latter produces 

output which are closer to the implemented method. 

 

Based on the obtained data as well as image comparisons of several sample 

proteins, the voxel-based method with applied constraints was shown to deliver 

promising results in spite of the use of a lower resolution experimental space. 

 

 
5.4  PREDICTION OF LIGAND-BINDING SITES USING A COMPUTER VISION-

INSPIRED INTEGRATED VOXEL METHOD 
 
The results obtained for this study are divided into two sections. The first section 

presents the output for the FK506-bound proteins, with extra comparisons carried out 

for the protein 1FKF to published results, and the second section gives the output for 

the heme-bound proteins. The identified sites of each protein is presented in image-

form and compared to screenshots from the RCSB PDB. Note that all screen shots 

from the PDB include solvent molecules whereas these molecules have been omitted 
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in the implementation. This is due to the finding that binding regions tend to be 

hydrophobic (Eisenhaber and Argos, 1996; Chung, Wang and Bourne, 2006) with 

past implementations such as Surface Racer (Tsodikov, Record and Sergeev, 2002) 

and Q-SiteFinder (Laurie and Jackson, 2005) omitting solvent molecules from 

consideration as well. 

 

5.4.1 FK506-Bound Proteins  

 
Table 5-12. Comparison of extracted residues from a wet lab experimentation, a geometric 

hashing-based approach and the implemented method for protein 1FKF. 

 Residue WL* GH** Voxel 

1 TYR26 Y Y Y 

2 PHE36 Y Y Y 

3 PHE46 Y Y Y 

4 VAL55 Y Y Y 

5 ILE56 Y Y Y 

6 ARG57 - Y Y 

7 TRP59 Y Y Y 

8 ALA81 Y Y Y 

9 TYR82 Y Y Y 

10 PHE99 Y Y Y 

11 ASP37 Y - Y 

12 ARG42 Y - Y 

13 GLU54 Y - Y 

14 HIS87 Y - Y 

15 ILE91 Y - Y 

* WH – Wet Lab 
** GH – Geometric Hashing 

 

Based on the results from Table 5-12 the voxel-based method integrated with 

computer-vision methods correctly extracts all the residues involved in the binding 

site. However the number of excess residues obtained is high as there are bound to 

be atoms from unconcerned residues contained within the identified dock site voxels. 

The use of a 4.0 Å size for units often result in the inclusion of atoms of non-

interacting residues in the voxels, as illustrated in Figure 5-14. Atoms of participating 

residues A and B are coloured red and orange respectively. Atoms of other residues 
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PROTEIN 1FKF 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-8. Protein 1FKF. (a) Visualisation from RCSB PDB. (b) Dock site identification from 
voxel-based integrated approach. 
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PROTEIN 1BKF 

 

(a) 

 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 5-9. Protein 1BKF. (a) Visualisation from RCSB PDB. (b) Dock site identification from 
voxel-based integrated approach. 
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PROTEIN 1YAT 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 5-10. Protein 1YAT. (a) Visualisation from RCSB PDB. (b) Dock site identification from 
voxel-based integrated approach. 
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PROTEIN 1C9H 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 5-11. Protein 1C9H. (a) Visualisation from RCSB PDB. (b) Dock site identification from 
voxel-based integrated approach. 
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PROTEIN 3VAW 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 5-12. Protein 3VAW. (a) Visualisation from RCSB PDB. (b) Dock site identification 
from voxel-based integrated approach. 
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PROTEIN 3UF8 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 5-13. Protein 3UF8. (a) Visualisation from RCSB PDB. (b) Dock site identification from 
voxel-based integrated approach. 
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 not involved in binding are coloured in blue but are seen extracted due to their 

presence in the specified binding site voxel cluster which are marked as bold-yellow 

boxes. This is a compromise that has to be made due to the use of a lower level 

representation of the protein in voxel units. The excess residues are listed as ILE90, 

TYR80, PRO45, ASP79, ARG40, GLN53, PRO78, ASP41, PHE48, ASN43, GLY58, 

SER39, GLY83, LYS44, PRO88, HIS25 and LYS47. The high number of excess 

entries does not necessarily impact the quality of the identified dock-site. In fact they 

may actually contribute to suggesting the region wherein the binding site resides in. 

This is useful in the event of searches for potential activity areas on proteins before 

pinpointing exact locations of the sites. 

 

 

Figure 5-14.  Illustration of atoms from non-binding residues being extracted alongside atoms 
of binding residues due to their presence in the voxel cluster (outlined in yellow). 
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5.4.2 Heme-Bound Proteins  

PROTEIN 4HHB (I) 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 5-15. Protein 4HHB. (a) Visualisations from RCSB PDB. (b) Dock site identification 
from voxel-based integrated approach. 
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PROTEIN 4HHB (II)  
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 5-16. Protein 4HHB. (a) Visualisations from RCSB PDB. (b) Dock site identification 
from voxel-based integrated approach. 
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PROTEIN 4MBN  
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 5-17. Protein 4MBN. (a) Visualisations from RCSB PDB. (b) Dock site 
identification from voxel-based integrated approach  
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PROTEIN 4FWX  
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 5-18. Protein 4FWX. (a) Visualisations from RCSB PDB. (b) Dock site 
identification from voxel-based integrated approach  
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PROTEIN 4DY9  
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 5-19. Protein 4DY9. (a) Visualisations from RCSB PDB. (b) Dock site 
identification from voxel-based integrated approach  
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PROTEIN 3TGA  
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 5-20. Protein 3TGA. (a) Visualisations from RCSB PDB. (b) Dock site 
identification from voxel-based integrated approach  
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PROTEIN 1B7V  
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 5-21. Protein 1B7V. (a) Visualisations from RCSB PDB. (b) Dock site 
identification from voxel-based integrated approach  
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5.5  PREDICTION OF LIGAND-BINDING SITES USING VOXEL CLUSTERS 
WITH APPLIED APPROXIMATED MEASURES 

 
The results for the selected 32 bound/unbound complexes are given in Table 5-13 

and 5-14. Similar to previous implementations, the experiments were carried out on 

all unbound structures with the identified sites compared to the bound structures. For 

each located cluster returning >5 matching residues via visual comparisons to RCSB 

PDB the cluster is accepted. The identified residues are listed along with the total 

number of other non-binding residues detected in the cluster. Several entries were 

found to return a higher count of the latter but the cluster is equally accepted. An 

analysis of the predicted cluster returns active regions associated with the detected 

residues and in turn provide suggestions and clues to the binding area.  

 

In Table 5-15 a comparison of the output from the implemented method to those of 

PocketPicker, LIGSITEcsc  and LIGSITE is given (Hendlich, Rippmann and Barnickel, 

1997; Huang and Schroeder, 2006; Weisel, Proschak and Schneider, 2007). These 

benchmarks are chosen as they have proven to return good results. The evaluation 

procedures applied by the benchmark programs are similar – the distance from the 

center point of an identified site to the nearest ligand atom is calculated and must be 

<= 4 Å. Both the bound and unbound structures are aligned and compared. In this 

study the structures were visually aligned using projections from the Jmol Viewer in 

RCSB PDB. The dock site in the bound structure is located with its residues checked 

against the unbound structure and the program listing. Each matching residue is 

marked. Results from the other methods are included in the comparison for the sake 

of completeness and to demonstrate the performance of the algorithm. As the 

implementation returns only the best matches, therefore only the best hits (i.e. values 

of ‘1’) are used in the calculation of percentages for all methods. A ‘0’ indicates one 

of the following: (i) no hits were found for the complexes (ii) findings which are not 

ranked among the top hits.  
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Table 5-13. List of 32 bound/unbound complexes and the detected residues for identified 
sites. 

Bound Unbound Binding 
Residues1 

Other  
Residues2 

Total  
Residues3 

1BID 3TMS 9 11 264 

1DWD 1HXF 9 11 64 

1HEW 1HEL 15 33 129 

1HYT 1NPC 6 24 317 

1INC 1ESA 8 5 255 

1RBP 1BRQ 13 22 175 

1ROB 8RAT 7 12 124 

1ULB 1ULA 10 20 289 

2IFB 1IFB 13 34 131 

3PTB 3PTN - - 245 

4PHV 3PHV 12 12 99 

1A6W 1A6U - - 420 

1APU 3APP 6 16 323 

1HFC 1CGE 14 7 263 

1IDA 1HSI 14 9 99 

1MRG 1AHC 10 11 246 

1MTW 2TGA 10 18 245 

1OKM 4CA2 - - 260 

1PSO 1PSN 15 16 326 

1QPE 3LCK - - 501 

1RNE 1BBS - - 326 

1SNC 1STN 6 8 141 

1SRF 1PTS - - 133 

2CTC 2CTB 9 3 307 

2H4N 2CBA 11 8 261 

2PK4 1KRN 9 20 143 

2SIM 2SIL - - 382 

2TMN 1L3F 10 15 316 

3GCH 1CHG 8 16 245 

3MTH 6INS 13 14 100 

5P2P 3P2P - - 124 

6RSA 7RAT 6 10 124 

 
1 Number of matching residues in detected binding site to the list of manually inspected 

residues. 
2 Number of other residues in detected binding site not found in the list of manually inspected 

residues. 
3 Total number of residues in the protein. The values are shown here to illustrate the 

performance of the algorithm and its capability in identifying selected regions (out of a large 
number of residues) as potential binding sites.  
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Table 5-14. Lists of 32 bound/unbound complexes and the identified residues 
corresponding to the binding sites for all complexes. 

Bound Unbound Others* Detected Residues 

1BID 3TMS 11 ALA179, ASN177, GLY173, ILE55, ILE79, LEU172, 
LEU174, PHE176, PRO175 

1DWD 1HXF 11 ASN95, ASN98, GLU192, GLU97, HIS57, LEU41, 
LEU99, TRP96, TYR60 

1HEW 1HEL 33 ALA107, ARG61, ASN103, ASN59, ASP101, ASP52, 
GLN57, GLY102, ILE58, ILE98, LEU56, TRP108, 
TRP62, TRP63, VAL109 

1HYT 1NPC 24 ARG204, ASP139, ASP192, LEU203, PHE115, 
TRP116 

1INC IESA 5 ALA59, CYS45, GLN200, GLY201, HIS43, HIS60, 
LEU156, THR44 

1RBP 1BRQ 22 ALA43, ALA55, ALA57, ARG121, ASP102, ILE41, 
LEU35, LEU37, MET73, PHE36, PHE45, TYR90, 
VAL61 

1ROB 8RAT 12 ALA122, ASP121, HIS119, LYS66, PHE120, VAL118, 
VAL43 

1ULB 1ULA 20 ALA116, ASN256, CYS31, GLY34, GLY36, HIS257, 
LEU35, MET219, PHE200, SER33 

2IFB 1IFB 34 ARG106, ASP74, GLY31, LEU38, LEU72, LYS27, 
MET18, MET21, TRP82, TYR14, TYR70, VAL49, 
VAL60 

3PTB 3PTN - - 

4PHV 3PHV 12 ALA28, ARG8, ASP25, ASP29, ASP30, GLY27, 
ILE84, LEU23, PRO81, THR26, THR31, VAL82 

1A6W 1A6U - - 

1APU 3APP 16 ASN31, ASP77, ILE73, LEU121, PHE112, TYR75 

1HFC 1CGE 7 ALA182, ARG214, ASN180, ASP198, GLU201, 
HIS228, LEU181, MET236, PHE174, PRO238, 
SER239, THR241, TYR210, TYR240 

1IDA 1HSI 9 ALA28, ARG8, ASP25, ASP29, ASP30, GLY27, 
ILE32, ILE50, ILE82, ILE84, LEU23, SER31, THR80, 
VAL47 

1MRG 1AHC 11 ARG163, GLU112, GLU160, GLU189, GLU85, 
GLU109, ILE155, LEU114, SER108, TYR70 

1MTW 2TGA 18 ASN97, CYS220, GLY216, LEU99, MET180, 
SER214, SER96, THR98, TRP215, TYR94 

1OKM 4CA2 - - 

1PSO 1PSN 16 ASP215, ASP32, GLU13, GLY34, GLY76, ILE120, 
MET12, MET289, PHE111, PHE117, SER35, 
THR218, THR77, TYR75, VAL30 

1QPE 3LCK - - 

1RNE 1BBS - - 

1SNC 1STN 8 ARG35, ARG87, LEU89, PRO42, THR22, THR41 

1SRF 1PTS - - 

2CTC 2CTB 3 GLU200, GLU72, HIS196, HIS69, LEU201, LEU203, 
SER197, SER199, TYR198 
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2H4N 2CBA 8 ALA142, ASP139, GLN28, GLU205, HIS64, ILE22, 
LEU203, LEU204, PRO202, TRP209, VAL143 

2PK4 1KRN 20 ARG116, ASP119, ASP121, GLY123, LYS100, 
PRO118, TRP125, TRP135, TYR137 

2SIM 2SIL - - 

2TMN 1L3F 15 ASP138, ASP170, GLU143, GLU166, HIS142, 
HIS146, HIS231, PHE114, TYR157, VAL139 

3GCH 1CHG 16 ASN100, ASN101, ASP194, GLY216, HIS57, ILE99, 
MET192, TRP215 

3MTH 6INS 14 ALA14, CYS11, CYS6, CYS7, GLU13, HIS10, LEU11, 
LEU16, LEU17, LEU6, SER12, SER9, VAL18 

5P2P 3P2P - - 

6RSA 7RAT 10 ASN44, ASP83, HIS12, LYS7, VAL118, VAL43 

* Non-binding residues detected in the cluster. 
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Table 5-15. Comparison of the voxel-based implementation against other approaches. Only 
the top hits are used in the percentage count to maintain consistency. 

Bound Unbound Voxel PocketPicker LIGSITEcsc LIGSITE 

1BID 3TMS 1 1 1 1 

1DWD 1HXF 1 1 1 1 

1HEW 1HEL 1 1 1 1 

1HYT 1NPC 1 1 1 1 

1INC IESA 1 0 1 0 

1RBP 1BRQ 1 1 1 1 

1ROB 8RAT 1 1 1 0 

1ULB 1ULA 1 0 0 0 

2IFB 1IFB 1 1 1 1 

3PTB 3PTN 0 0 0 0 

4PHV 3PHV 1 0 1 1 

1A6W 1A6U 0 0 0 0 

1APU 3APP 1 1 0 0 

1HFC 1CGE 1 1 1 1 

1IDA 1HSI 1 1 1 1 

1MRG 1AHC 1 0 1 1 

1MTW 2TGA 1 0 0 0 

1OKM 4CA2 0 1 1 1 

1PSO 1PSN 1 1 1 1 

1QPE 3LCK 0 1 0 0 

1RNE 1BBS 0 1 1 1 

1SNC 1STN 1 1 1 1 

1SRF 1PTS 0 1 1 1 

2CTC 2CTB 1 1 1 1 

2H4N 2CBA 1 1 0 0 

2PK4 1KRN 1 1 0 0 

2SIM 2SIL 0 0 0 0 

2TMN 1L3F 1 1 0 0 

3GCH 1CHG 1 0 0 0 

3MTH 6INS 1 0 0 0 

5P2P 3P2P 0 1 1 1 

6RSA 7RAT 1 1 0 0 

Percentage (%) 75.00 68.75 59.38 53.13 
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6 DISCUSSION  
 

6.1  EXTRACTION OF SURFACE VOXELS AND SURFACE ATOMS 

A total of 5 BOG-bound proteins were used for this study. For each protein 13 

different orientations each of which was projected into the cubic grid experimental 

space for tessellation and extraction purposes. The result sets obtained for every test 

case were compared to a list of manually selected atoms. Clarification has to be 

made that manual selection not only extracts the list of surface atoms but also a 

small number of atoms beneath the surface layer from the protein due to parts of the 

internal atoms sharing the same voxel with the surface atoms. The tessellation of the 

test space stops when each voxel unit has a size of 4 Å – a value derived from 

analysis and general averaging of all the diameters of the atoms. A program was 

separately created for the virtual selection of voxels containing the surface atoms. 

 

Referring to the tables in Appendix I, automated extractions generally produce higher 

number of atoms. The number of matching program-based extracted atoms 

compared to manual selections is extremely high although some internal atoms exist 

in the output. The condition for the selection of surface atoms is then consequently 

relaxed with atoms of frequencies 11 and above shortlisted. As expected, the number 

of atoms consistent across all 13 orientations is limited – therefore atoms existing 

across 12 and 11 cases of all orientations are taken into consideration. These are the 

atoms with high probabilities of being surface atoms.  

 

A fully accurate listing of surface atoms free from interference of internal entries 

(atoms located directly beneath the outermost layer) is difficult to attain using a voxel-

based approach which processes data of lower spatial resolutions. However on the 

positive side the probability of covering all surface atoms is high due to the selection 

of surface voxels which generally contain the outermost layer of atoms of the protein.  
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6.2  COMPILATION OF SURFACE ATOMS USING A STATISTICAL 
APPROACH  

 
The use of voxels in the extraction of protein surface atoms proves to be an effective 

and efficient method. Tessellation of the experimental space is computationally 

inexpensive and it is easy to determine whether a voxel contains any atom. Rotation 

was used to generate various orientations of the protein and this was chosen over 

translation due to the higher complexity posed in the form of the 6 degrees of 

freedom within the space (double that of a translational space). A rotation leads to 

changes in terms of both (x, y, z) and (θ, Φ, φ). In the translational environment 

however a shift involves only changes of (x, y, z). Affine transformations were 

employed for calculating the new positions of atoms when a protein has been rotated. 

The working hypothesis was that a rotational transform affects various sections of the 

protein to different degrees and this is largely dependent on the distance of atoms 

from the center of the protein.  

 

To determine the surface atoms one needs to identify surface voxels through the 

checking of all 6 faces of individual voxels which can be implemented very efficiently. 

It was found that the best extraction of voxels occurs with the voxel occupancy 

threshold set to between 40%-100% and 50%-100%. This value is deemed to be a 

function of the topology of the voxels, so long as one uses cubical voxels this 

threshold can be used in subsequent studies to produce the optimum surface atom 

extraction rates. 

 

As the filtering condition is relaxed more atoms are gradually included thus 

increasing the number of shortlisted surface atoms. The extraction percentages show 

consistency between different orientations. This correlates well with the relaxation of 

the condition. The algorithm executes fairly efficiently with each iteration taking less 

than 10 seconds. Generally the surface atoms of a protein can be determined in 

under 2 minutes on a 2Ghz single core PC when the optimum occupancy percentage 
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is used. The algorithm yields results of up to 97% accuracy when consistent atoms 

were shortlisted (11, 12 and 13 occurrences out of 13 cases). The atoms extracted 

are highly probable surface atoms although the possibility that an extracted atom 

may belong to the layer below the surface layer should not be discounted. However 

this does not pose any major problems to the analysis stage. The results are 

validated through visual inspections of the protein images since the PDB does not 

hold the surface atoms information. 

 

A good extraction of surface atoms aids greatly in the study of features and 

characteristics of proteins. By applying methods that determine relationships 

between the atoms, the motifs and key signatures can be identified based on 

compositions that contribute to the attributes of protein docking sites. Predictions can 

be made of proteins with similar motifs that they may bind to the same ligands or 

binding agents. Furthermore, a classification system can be constructed which 

clusters proteins with similar signatures into the same groups. Such a system is able 

to provide new discoveries and insights on the functions of proteins. 

Bioinformaticians will find this system useful in the development of new drugs as the 

system is able to indicate side effects on other proteins which may be caused by a 

particular drug.  

 

6.3  CONSTRAINTS-BASED EVALUATION OF EXTRACTED SURFACE 
ATOMS 

 
Based on Figure 5-1 the constraint filtering of atomic membership was shown to 

improve the extractions by removing unnecessary internal atoms. The ‘peeling’ 

method eliminated entries which bypassed the previous stage. In Figures 6-1 and 6-2 

comparisons are made between the post-peeling extracts and a series of probe-

based output from the MSMS program with different probe radii applied. The extracts 

from the MSMS program display good results from a radius of 1.6 Å and below. 

However the cross sectional images show the inclusion of some internal atoms as 
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targeted in the circled regions. Comparison of the images shows that the voxel-based 

method returned better results in the extraction of boundary atoms. 

 

Referring to the tables in Section 5.3 the voxel implementation classified a higher 

number of atoms as surface entries compared to both the MSMS and Surface Racer 

programs. However the higher count does not necessarily indicate that all atoms 

have been identified correctly as there may still be a small number of internal atoms 

present within the group. A series of image layers were generated to show the 

different atoms extracted and these are given in Figures 6-3 to 6-5. In Table 5-6 the 

entry 1QB5 has been highlighted due to the failure of Surface Racer in processing 

the protein. 

 

The images from Figure 6-3 to 6-5 show comparisons of the common atoms 

extracted between the voxel-based method and the compared programs. From the 

tables in Section 5.3 a number of unique atoms were identified for each of the 

method. These unique atoms are represented as patterned atoms in the images. For 

example, in the left column of Figure 6-3 – the first two images show extracts from 

the voxel- based method whereas the right two show atoms identified from the 

MSMS program – the MSMS program did not identify a number of atoms in the upper 

left and lower right sections of the protein which are picked up by the voxel-based 

method. The results produced by Surface Racer are more complete. Extracts from 

the voxel-based method displayed higher similarities to those of Surface Racer. 

 

Due to the size of the voxel used, a larger number of atoms are encapsulated within 

a single unit resulting in more atoms being selected for each voxel. Removal of these 

entries may require filters of higher complexities. Nevertheless the availability of 

these atoms may aid in the study and prediction of binding sites which consider both 

surface atoms and atoms close to the surface which contribute to the reactivity of the 
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Figure 6-1 Comparison between post-peeling extracts from the voxel-based method to the 
obtained range of output from applying different probe sizes in the MSMS program. The probe 
sizes range from 1.2 Å to 1.6 Å.  
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Figure 6-2 Comparison between post-peeling extracts from the voxel-based method to the 
obtained range of output from applying different probe sizes in the MSMS program. The probe 
sizes range from 1.8 Å to 2.2 Å. 
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site. Different parameters settings have been tested for the proteins with the findings 

that smaller voxel sizes often produce a higher number of internal atoms and an 

increase in execution time. Usage of a higher or lower voxel occupancy value  

 
Figure 6-3. Visualisations of the unique atoms found for each method for protein 1YAT. The 
four cells on the left show comparisons between the voxel-based method and the MSMS 
program. The four cells on the right show comparisons between the voxel-based method and 
the Surface Racer program. Two layers of cross-sectional projections are given for each 
comparison, i.e. layers 320 and 360. All identified common surface atoms are coloured in 
dark gray. Each image shows a number of atoms filled with patterns. These are the atoms 
unique to each of the method which are not identified in the compared method. From the 
images it can be concluded that the voxel-based method showed better performance 
compared to the MSMS program and is highly competitive against the Surface Racer program. 
 
 

 
Figure 6-4. Visualisations of the unique atoms found for each method for protein 7TLN. The 
four cells on the left show comparisons between the voxel-based method and the MSMS 
program. The four cells on the right show comparisons between the voxel-based method and 
the Surface Racer program. The cross-sectional projections of layers 320 and 360 are given 
for each comparison. All identified common surface atoms are coloured in dark gray. Each 
image shows a number of atoms filled with patterns. These are the atoms unique to each of 
the method which are not identified in the compared method. Again, the voxel-based method 
picked up areas which have been overlooked by the MSMS program and showed high 
similarities with the Surface Racer program. 
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Figure 6-5. Visualisations of the unique atoms found for each method for protein 1A19. The 
four cells on the left show comparisons between the voxel-based method and the MSMS 
program. The four cells on the right show comparisons between the voxel-based method and 
the Surface Racer program. The cross-sectional projections of layers 320 and 360 are given 
for each comparison. All identified common surface atoms are coloured in dark gray. Each 
image shows a number of atoms filled with patterns. These are the atoms unique to each of 
the method which are not identified in the compared method. Again, the voxel-based method 
picked up areas which have been overlooked by the MSMS program and showed high 
similarities with the Surface Racer program. 
 

 
 

resulted in varied sets of surface voxels being selected therefore affecting the quality 

and range of atoms classified as surface entries. Extraction quality was found to 

follow a Gaussian distribution wherein the highest number of surface atoms extracted 

corresponds to a 40%-100% voxel occupancy (Lee and Bargiela, 2010).  

 

6.4  PREDICTION OF LIGAND-BINDING SITES USING A COMPUTER 
VISION-INSPIRED INTEGRATED VOXEL METHOD 

 
The results reported in Section 5.4 show that a voxel-based approach integrated with 

computer vision techniques is capable of identifying potential dock sites on the 

surfaces of proteins. The algorithm correctly identifies the residues contributing to the 

dock sites, and is computationally reasonably efficient. A protein with ready datasets 

of surface voxels and atoms requires approximately 10 seconds of processing time 

on a standard PC to identify and output potential dock sties from all 6 viewing 

platforms, although the time is largely dependent on the size of the protein as well. 

The areas and depth of all 6 faces are contributing factors to the computational 
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complexity of the method. A larger and deeper area leads to a higher number of 

voxels involved in processing beginning with the identification and arrangement of 

the voxels in generating the levels and colour-map to the filtering of the 

corresponding matrix in the search for potential regions. As the matrix is composed 

of a set of numbers therefore filtering is executed row by row with the process having 

a complexity of O(n)2. 

 

However like most algorithms the proposed method has its limitations as well. The 

algorithm works well when potential binding sites are located parallel to any of the 6 

faces of the voxel. The contradiction comes in the form of a site located on edges 

and is split between any two (or more) faces. This would require re-running of the 

algorithm for the rotated protein.  

 

The proposed method is simple to implement and is effective in identifying potential 

dock sites. Due to the representations of the protein in voxels terms which effectively 

reduces the resolution of the subjects, the probability of each voxel containing atoms 

belonging to several residues is high. This justifies the excess residues obtained from 

the identified dock sites for the proteins, and are listed in comparison for protein 

1FKF. The excess residues are mostly neighbouring entries which help indicate the 

location of the site of interest although they may not contribute directly to the site.  

 

6.5  PREDICTION OF LIGAND-BINDING SITES USING VOXEL CLUSTERS 
WITH APPLIED APPROXIMATED MEASURES 

 
Although voxels and grid spaces may impose a degree of rigidity and inflexibility, 

however with proper rules and measures applied they can be used as tools for the 

study of subjects as depicted in this study. Good understanding of the nature of 

voxels as well as the introduction of definitions which take advantage of voxels 

properties contribute to the design of an effective solution. In the experiment the 

method of locating possible ligand-binding sites is an approximated approach but has 
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successfully proven to locate the regions of interest. It should be noted that due to 

the unit size used each voxel may carry one or more atoms from any residue within 

the protein. Therefore it is highly likely for neighbouring residues with little or no 

contribution to interactions to be consecutively extracted when any of their atoms is 

found contained in the two-level voxels boundary. This explains the additional 

residues extracted in Table 5-13. 

 

Experiments have demonstrated that most ligand-binding sites are found in deeper 

regions, thereby affirming the proposition that ligand-protein bindings often take place 

in crevices. In the event of the failed cases the sites were either located on 

comparably flat regions or in crevices insufficiently deep. A different version of the 

algorithm with different measures may be developed for the study of these cases. 
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CONCLUSION  
 

Since the introduction of proteomics, studies have been carried out on protein 

sequences and structures to determine the characteristics and properties of proteins. 

The number of protein entries deposited into the Protein Data Bank increases with 

time as more and more new structures are discovered. This leads to the 

development of repositories like SCOP and CATH which classify proteins based on 

hierarchical groupings. 

 

Each protein has its own specialised task and some proteins are capable of binding 

to one or more substrates. Investigations were often carried out to determine the 

factors contributing to the selection of particular ligands in protein-ligand docking. 

The surface atoms of a protein are largely involved in binding activities and one of 

the objectives of this research is to correctly extract these surface entries. A method 

is proposed for such extractions using a grid-based approach. Various orientations of 

proteins from a dataset are projected into the test space with the implemented 

algorithm carrying out tessellation until the smallest unit in the space is achieved. 

Voxels containing atoms from the protein are highlighted and shortlisted based on 

the indicated occupancy percentage. A condition is set such that voxels with one or 

more surfaces exposed are categorised as surface voxels. The surface atoms of 

proteins correlate to these voxels and are extracted alongside these marked voxels. 

 

Extracted surface atoms are then compared to a list of manually picked entries and it 

was found that the accuracy for automated extractions achieved an average value of 

93.33% - a very high percentage for a grid-based approach. The method employed 

for the extraction of protein surface atoms showed promise and is further applied to 

following studies.  
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A new approach for the identification and extraction of protein surface atoms is 

presented in which voxels are used as the main tool. A range of experimental 

conditions was used on different orientations of the protein. The occupancy 

percentages of the voxels were checked and it was found that the optimal extraction 

occurs between 40%-100% and 50%-100% of occupancy. A fairly high extraction 

percentage at about 84% was observed for the compiled output of only atoms 

existing across all 13 orientation cases. As the condition is relaxed and atoms 

existing across both 12 and 11 orientations are included it can be seen that the 

extraction percentages increased to about 95% and 97% respectively. This approach 

has proven to be efficient and is capable of producing good output through the use of 

voxels.  

 

The voxel-based method with applied constraints for extraction of protein surface 

atoms was implemented and compared against output from two programs – MSMS 

and Surface Racer. The investigation revealed that the use of experimentally 

determined filtering constraints lead to improvements in the extracts resulting in less 

interference of internal atoms. The results were shown to be promising with the 

voxel-based method achieving extracts that were not identified by the MSMS 

program while displaying high competitiveness against the Surface Racer program. 

This study proved that with proper constraints applied voxels can be a competitive 

tool for use in proteins analysis. 

 

An integrated approach based on a voxelisation method equipped with computer 

vision techniques is presented for the identification and modelling of potential dock 

sites on proteins. The experiment was carried out on 2 sets of proteins (FK506-

bound proteins and heme-bound proteins) and the dock sites were correctly identified. 

Compilation of the list of residues for the site of protein 1FKF showed successful 

extractions comparable to both the wet-lab and geometric hashing approaches. Dock 
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sites were identified using a ‘depth-level’ scanning with potential regions targeted at 

areas having lowest numbers. Once all site-related voxels have been identified, the 

algorithm lists all atoms and residues associated with the site. Although excess 

extractions were obtained, the method remains a promising solution based on the 

quality of the results obtained.  

 

A study on the use of approximated measures applied to voxels for the identification 

of ligand-binding sites achieved a success rate of 75% for 32 bound/unbound 

complexes with each site rated as being successful if >5 residue matches were found 

between the identified site and projections from the RCSB PDB. The study showed 

that the rigidity associated with grid units can be overcome through the use of filtering 

rules and constraints. It was also found that most ligand-protein binding regions are 

located in crevices, therefore reaffirming findings from past studies. Although the 

implementation is algorithmically simple, it has shown to be competitive against other 

established methods.  

 

In conclusion, this research has successfully proved voxels tessellations to be a 

potential tool for use in protein studies. Satisfactory results were obtained for 

extraction of surface atoms as well as in the identification of ligand-binding sites. 

Although simple, voxels are capable of delivering quality results when applied with 

the right constraints generated from good understanding of their features.  
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APPENDIX I  
 
The results obtained for the protein 1AUA with bound ligand BOG are presented as 
below.  
 
(1) Original File – no rotation 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1132 1369 994 87.81 

10 – 100 1132 1501 1038 91.70 

15 – 100 1132 1598 1053 93.02 

20 – 100 1132 1680 1065 94.08 

25 – 200 1132 1800 1079 95.32 

30 – 100 1132 1865 1084 95.76 

35 – 100 1132 1927 1085 95.85 

40 – 100 1132 2003 1086 95.94 

45 – 100 1132 2061 1086 95.94 

50 – 100 1132 2149 1086 95.94 

55 – 100 1132 2193 1086 95.94 

60 – 100 1132 2228 1071 94.61 

65 – 100 1132 2261 1053 93.02 

70 – 100 1132 2239 1013 89.49 

75 – 100 1132 2215 978 86.40 

80 – 100 1132 2121 903 79.77 

85 – 100 1132 1903 763 67.40 

90 – 100 1132 1602 602 53.18 

95 – 100 1132 1028 376 33.22 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >40% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(2) Rotation X-20, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1132 1333 989 87.37 

10 – 100 1132 1509 1041 91.96 

15 – 100 1132 1579 1060 93.64 

20 – 100 1132 1740 1075 94.96 

25 – 200 1132 1880 1084 95.76 

30 – 100 1132 1933 1090 96.29 

35 – 100 1132 2000 1096 96.82 

40 – 100 1132 2044 1096 96.82 

45 – 100 1132 2137 1099 97.08 

50 – 100 1132 2148 1099 97.08 

55 – 100 1132 2219 1099 97.08 

60 – 100 1132 2271 1088 96.11 

65 – 100 1132 2274 1044 92.23 

70 – 100 1132 2221 992 87.63 
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75 – 100 1132 2188 960 84.81 

80 – 100 1132 2070 873 77.12 

85 – 100 1132 1920 776 68.55 
90 – 100 1132 1646 660 58.30 
95 – 100 1132 970 395 34.89 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(3) Rotation X-30, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1132 1388 995 87.90 
10 – 100 1132 1539 1032 91.17 
15 – 100 1132 1643 1050 92.76 
20 – 100 1132 1740 1066 94.17 
25 – 200 1132 1808 1079 95.32 
30 – 100 1132 1844 1086 95.94 
35 – 100 1132 1926 1088 96.11 
40 – 100 1132 1984 1089 96.20 
45 – 100 1132 2020 1092 96.47 
50 – 100 1132 2082 1092 96.47 
55 – 100 1132 2145 1092 96.47 
60 – 100 1132 2180 1073 94.79 
65 – 100 1132 2227 1030 90.99 
70 – 100 1132 2212 992 87.63 
75 – 100 1132 2164 937 82.77 
80 – 100 1132 2069 862 76.15 
85 – 100 1132 1889 771 68.11 
90 – 100 1132 1532 614 54.24 
95 – 100 1132 923 338 29.86 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(4) Rotation X-45, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1132 1274 949 83.83 
10 – 100 1132 1482 1026 90.64 
15 – 100 1132 1626 1057 93.37 
20 – 100 1132 1744 1074 94.88 
25 – 200 1132 1834 1080 95.41 
30 – 100 1132 1871 1081 95.49 
35 – 100 1132 1965 1083 95.67 
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40 – 100 1132 2036 1085 95.85 
45 – 100 1132 2105 1085 95.85 
50 – 100 1132 2147 1085 95.85 
55 – 100 1132 2214 1085 95.85 
60 – 100 1132 2206 1048 92.58 
65 – 100 1132 2205 1007 88.96 
70 – 100 1132 2195 969 85.60 
75 – 100 1132 2156 926 81.80 
80 – 100 1132 2067 870 76.86 
85 – 100 1132 1864 749 66.17 
90 – 100 1132 1523 577 50.97 
95 – 100 1132 943 343 30.30 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >40% and 
>55%. 
 

(5) Rotation X-60, Y-0, Z-0 
Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1132 1361 963 85.07 
10 – 100 1132 1474 1002 88.52 
15 – 100 1132 1584 1033 91.25 
20 – 100 1132 1642 1038 91.70 
25 – 200 1132 1743 1061 93.73 
30 – 100 1132 1901 1075 94.96 
35 – 100 1132 1944 1083 95.67 
40 – 100 1132 2003 1088 96.11 
45 – 100 1132 2120 1090 96.29 
50 – 100 1132 2174 1090 96.29 
55 – 100 1132 2229 1090 96.29 
60 – 100 1132 2251 1069 94.43 
65 – 100 1132 2269 1046 92.40 
70 – 100 1132 2270 1021 90.19 
75 – 100 1132 2197 964 85.16 
80 – 100 1132 2086 887 78.36 
85 – 100 1132 1884 763 67.40 
90 – 100 1132 1534 581 51.33 
95 – 100 1132 1052 349 30.83 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(6) Rotation X-0, Y-20, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 
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5 – 100 1132 1421 1005 88.78 
10 – 100 1132 1525 1034 91.34 
15 – 100 1132 1656 1067 94.26 
20 – 100 1132 1792 1074 94.88 
25 – 200 1132 1865 1087 96.02 
30 – 100 1132 1902 1092 96.47 
35 – 100 1132 2010 1099 97.08 
40 – 100 1132 2085 1103 97.44 
45 – 100 1132 2122 1103 97.44 
50 – 100 1132 2172 1103 97.44 
55 – 100 1132 2181 1103 97.44 
60 – 100 1132 2230 1092 96.47 
65 – 100 1132 2238 1056 93.29 
70 – 100 1132 2232 1024 90.46 
75 – 100 1132 2193 981 86.66 
80 – 100 1132 2090 900 79.51 
85 – 100 1132 1911 781 68.99 
90 – 100 1132 1511 586 51.77 
95 – 100 1132 1022 377 33.30 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >40% and 
>55%. 
 

(7) Rotation X-0, Y-30, Z-0 
Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1132 1356 977 86.31 
10 – 100 1132 1521 1024 90.46 
15 – 100 1132 1652 1055 93.20 
20 – 100 1132 1760 1062 93.82 
25 – 200 1132 1815 1071 94.61 
30 – 100 1132 1856 1073 94.79 
35 – 100 1132 1920 1078 95.23 
40 – 100 1132 2002 1082 95.58 
45 – 100 1132 2069 1083 95.67 
50 – 100 1132 2117 1083 95.67 
55 – 100 1132 2210 1083 95.67 
60 – 100 1132 2276 1064 93.99 
65 – 100 1132 2281 1040 91.87 
70 – 100 1132 2252 1008 89.05 
75 – 100 1132 2176 944 83.39 
80 – 100 1132 2101 890 78.62 
85 – 100 1132 1895 774 68.37 
90 – 100 1132 1540 583 51.50 
95 – 100 1132 1013 357 31.54 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
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Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
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(8) Rotation X-0, Y-45, Z-0 
Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1132 1334 981 86.66 
10 – 100 1132 1497 1017 89.84 
15 – 100 1132 1617 1051 92.84 
20 – 100 1132 1652 1053 93.02 
25 – 200 1132 1746 1063 93.90 
30 – 100 1132 1810 1070 94.52 
35 – 100 1132 1865 1079 95.32 
40 – 100 1132 1979 1083 95.67 
45 – 100 1132 2067 1085 95.85 
50 – 100 1132 2095 1085 95.85 
55 – 100 1132 2171 1085 95.85 
60 – 100 1132 2238 1073 94.79 
65 – 100 1132 2264 1054 93.11 
70 – 100 1132 2269 1030 90.99 
75 – 100 1132 2217 977 86.31 
80 – 100 1132 2083 869 76.77 
85 – 100 1132 1951 773 68.29 
90 – 100 1132 1616 630 55.65 
95 – 100 1132 1334 981 86.66 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
(9) Rotation X-0, Y-60, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1132 1344 947 83.66 
10 – 100 1132 1458 983 86.84 
15 – 100 1132 1583 1003 88.6 
20 – 100 1132 1657 1022 90.28 
25 – 200 1132 1768 1031 91.08 
30 – 100 1132 1841 1045 92.31 
35 – 100 1132 1896 1056 93.29 
40 – 100 1132 1970 1067 94.26 
45 – 100 1132 2011 1071 94.61 
50 – 100 1132 2073 1071 94.61 
55 – 100 1132 2166 1071 94.61 
60 – 100 1132 2224 1055 93.2 
65 – 100 1132 2229 1029 90.9 
70 – 100 1132 2228 996 87.99 
75 – 100 1132 2175 934 82.51 
80 – 100 1132 2085 871 76.94 
85 – 100 1132 1949 798 70.49 
90 – 100 1132 1620 647 57.16 
95 – 100 1132 1048 417 36.84 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
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Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(10) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-20 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1132 1455 1018 89.93 
10 – 100 1132 1574 1039 91.78 
15 – 100 1132 1678 1065 94.08 
20 – 100 1132 1743 1075 94.96 
25 – 200 1132 1778 1080 95.41 
30 – 100 1132 1886 1083 95.67 
35 – 100 1132 1946 1084 95.76 
40 – 100 1132 2012 1088 96.11 
45 – 100 1132 2030 1089 96.20 
50 – 100 1132 2081 1089 96.20 
55 – 100 1132 2179 1089 96.20 
60 – 100 1132 2240 1072 94.70 
65 – 100 1132 2236 1041 91.96 
70 – 100 1132 2246 1018 89.93 
75 – 100 1132 2143 918 81.10 
80 – 100 1132 2096 888 78.45 
85 – 100 1132 1931 782 69.08 
90 – 100 1132 1618 624 55.12 
95 – 100 1132 1165 427 37.72 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(11) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-30 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1132 1270 983 86.84 
10 – 100 1132 1497 1042 92.05 
15 – 100 1132 1695 1063 93.90 
20 – 100 1132 1843 1082 95.58 
25 – 200 1132 1876 1085 95.85 
30 – 100 1132 1940 1091 96.38 
35 – 100 1132 1979 1091 96.38 
40 – 100 1132 2009 1094 96.64 
45 – 100 1132 2071 1098 97.00 
50 – 100 1132 2130 1098 97.00 
55 – 100 1132 2176 1098 97.00 
60 – 100 1132 2185 1077 95.14 
65 – 100 1132 2185 1049 92.67 
70 – 100 1132 2213 1016 89.75 
75 – 100 1132 2188 953 84.19 
80 – 100 1132 2064 858 75.80 
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85 – 100 1132 1905 765 67.58 
90 – 100 1132 1559 578 51.06 
95 – 100 1132 980 311 27.47 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(12) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-45 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1132 1385 984 86.93 
10 – 100 1132 1550 1050 92.76 
15 – 100 1132 1638 1064 93.99 
20 – 100 1132 1729 1079 95.32 
25 – 200 1132 1816 1086 95.94 
30 – 100 1132 1870 1087 96.02 
35 – 100 1132 1953 1090 96.29 
40 – 100 1132 2004 1095 96.73 
45 – 100 1132 2052 1095 96.73 
50 – 100 1132 2139 1095 96.73 
55 – 100 1132 2189 1095 96.73 
60 – 100 1132 2216 1083 95.67 
65 – 100 1132 2235 1062 93.82 
70 – 100 1132 2247 1039 91.78 
75 – 100 1132 2227 993 87.72 
80 – 100 1132 2102 899 79.42 
85 – 100 1132 1906 791 69.88 
90 – 100 1132 1620 634 56.01 
95 – 100 1132 1048 370 32.69 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >40% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(13) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-60 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1132 1340 999 88.25 
10 – 100 1132 1534 1057 93.37 
15 – 100 1132 1649 1078 95.23 
20 – 100 1132 1741 1086 95.94 
25 – 200 1132 1806 1088 96.11 
30 – 100 1132 1845 1090 96.29 
35 – 100 1132 1919 1091 96.38 
40 – 100 1132 1952 1091 96.38 
45 – 100 1132 2052 1096 96.82 
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50 – 100 1132 2130 1096 96.82 
55 – 100 1132 2157 1096 96.82 
60 – 100 1132 2187 1071 94.61 
65 – 100 1132 2215 1031 91.08 
70 – 100 1132 2240 1014 89.58 
75 – 100 1132 2181 962 84.98 
80 – 100 1132 2075 870 76.86 
85 – 100 1132 1947 793 70.05 
90 – 100 1132 1603 605 53.45 
95 – 100 1132 1017 352 31.10 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
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The results obtained for the protein 1B4W with bound ligand BOG are presented as 
below.  
 
(1) Original File – no rotation 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 2591 2216 2144 82.75 
10 – 100 2591 2472 2322 89.62 
15 – 100 2591 2636 2399 92.59 
20 – 100 2591 2839 2455 94.75 
25 – 200 2591 2959 2481 95.75 
30 – 100 2591 3067 2510 96.87 
35 – 100 2591 3126 2518 97.18 
40 – 100 2591 3209 2525 97.45 
45 – 100 2591 3302 2528 97.57 
50 – 100 2591 3396 2528 97.57 
55 – 100 2591 3458 2528 97.57 
60 – 100 2591 3552 2494 96.26 
65 – 100 2591 3612 2464 95.10 
70 – 100 2591 3573 2398 92.55 
75 – 100 2591 3497 2295 88.58 
80 – 100 2591 3373 2152 83.06 
85 – 100 2591 3115 1909 73.68 
90 – 100 2591 2686 1588 61.29 
95 – 100 2591 1888 1066 41.14 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(2) Rotation X-20, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 2591 2271 1941 74.91 
10 – 100 2591 2570 2118 81.74 
15 – 100 2591 2745 2202 84.99 
20 – 100 2591 2892 2293 88.5 
25 – 200 2591 3067 2371 91.51 
30 – 100 2591 3130 2394 92.40 
35 – 100 2591 3241 2432 93.86 
40 – 100 2591 3424 2463 95.06 
45 – 100 2591 3468 2468 95.25 
50 – 100 2591 3529 2468 95.25 
55 – 100 2591 3590 2468 95.25 
60 – 100 2591 3634 2447 94.44 
65 – 100 2591 3625 2398 92.55 
70 – 100 2591 3589 2340 90.31 
75 – 100 2591 3523 2248 86.76 
80 – 100 2591 3393 2126 82.05 
85 – 100 2591 3163 1948 75.18 
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90 – 100 2591 2626 1556 60.05 
95 – 100 2591 1786 1040 40.14 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(3) Rotation X-30, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 2591 2259 1934 74.64 
10 – 100 2591 2506 2092 80.74 
15 – 100 2591 2744 2195 84.72 
20 – 100 2591 2849 2235 86.26 
25 – 200 2591 2991 2297 88.65 
30 – 100 2591 3085 2345 90.51 
35 – 100 2591 3210 2381 91.90 
40 – 100 2591 3317 2421 93.44 
45 – 100 2591 3426 2439 94.13 
50 – 100 2591 3541 2439 94.13 
55 – 100 2591 3578 2439 94.13 
60 – 100 2591 3604 2426 93.63 
65 – 100 2591 3619 2370 91.47 
70 – 100 2591 3585 2313 89.27 
75 – 100 2591 3507 2225 85.87 
80 – 100 2591 3430 2120 81.82 
85 – 100 2591 3175 1928 74.41 
90 – 100 2591 2704 1584 61.13 
95 – 100 2591 1802 993 38.32 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(4) Rotation X-45, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 2591 2328 1929 74.45 
10 – 100 2591 2527 2033 78.46 
15 – 100 2591 2752 2142 82.67 
20 – 100 2591 2925 2236 86.30 
25 – 200 2591 3024 2277 87.88 
30 – 100 2591 3103 2304 88.92 
35 – 100 2591 3211 2340 90.31 
40 – 100 2591 3337 2388 92.17 
45 – 100 2591 3403 2406 92.86 
50 – 100 2591 3500 2406 92.86 
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55 – 100 2591 3561 2406 92.86 
60 – 100 2591 3621 2391 92.28 
65 – 100 2591 3638 2350 90.70 
70 – 100 2591 3611 2290 88.38 
75 – 100 2591 3582 2238 86.38 
80 – 100 2591 3467 2138 82.52 
85 – 100 2591 3266 1961 75.69 
90 – 100 2591 2809 1660 64.07 
95 – 100 2591 1841 1061 40.95 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(5) Rotation X-60, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 2591 2230 1830 70.63 
10 – 100 2591 2434 1961 75.69 
15 – 100 2591 2660 2056 79.35 
20 – 100 2591 2773 2125 82.01 
25 – 200 2591 2923 2202 84.99 
30 – 100 2591 3062 2278 87.92 
35 – 100 2591 3208 2353 90.81 
40 – 100 2591 3339 2386 92.09 
45 – 100 2591 3419 2399 92.59 
50 – 100 2591 3511 2399 92.59 
55 – 100 2591 3573 2399 92.59 
60 – 100 2591 3607 2376 91.70 
65 – 100 2591 3617 2350 90.70 
70 – 100 2591 3625 2313 89.27 
75 – 100 2591 3583 2241 86.49 
80 – 100 2591 3459 2122 81.90 
85 – 100 2591 3175 1911 73.76 
90 – 100 2591 2612 1508 58.20 
95 – 100 2591 1771 994 38.36 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(6) Rotation X-0, Y-20, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 2591 2241 1946 75.11 
10 – 100 2591 2382 2046 78.97 
15 – 100 2591 2587 2162 83.44 
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20 – 100 2591 2794 2267 87.50 
25 – 200 2591 2906 2320 89.54 
30 – 100 2591 3046 2363 91.20 
35 – 100 2591 3146 2391 92.28 
40 – 100 2591 3250 2418 93.32 
45 – 100 2591 3378 2434 93.94 
50 – 100 2591 3478 2434 93.94 
55 – 100 2591 3549 2434 93.94 
60 – 100 2591 3585 2410 93.01 
65 – 100 2591 3589 2354 90.85 
70 – 100 2591 3563 2285 88.19 
75 – 100 2591 3505 2204 85.06 
80 – 100 2591 3342 2068 79.81 
85 – 100 2591 3120 1904 73.49 
90 – 100 2591 2661 1612 62.22 
95 – 100 2591 1710 1012 39.06 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(7) Rotation X-0, Y-30, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 2591 2134 1830 70.63 
10 – 100 2591 2374 1983 76.53 
15 – 100 2591 2560 2104 81.20 
20 – 100 2591 2683 2182 84.21 
25 – 200 2591 2875 2283 88.11 
30 – 100 2591 2987 2323 89.66 
35 – 100 2591 3132 2366 91.32 
40 – 100 2591 3226 2386 92.09 
45 – 100 2591 3316 2404 92.78 
50 – 100 2591 3408 2404 92.78 
55 – 100 2591 3475 2404 92.78 
60 – 100 2591 3535 2371 91.51 
65 – 100 2591 3584 2331 89.97 
70 – 100 2591 3582 2261 87.26 
75 – 100 2591 3533 2178 84.06 
80 – 100 2591 3325 2000 77.19 
85 – 100 2591 3049 1799 69.43 
90 – 100 2591 2637 1524 58.82 
95 – 100 2591 1921 1093 42.18 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
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(8) Rotation X-0, Y-45, Z-0 
Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 2591 2016 1720 66.38 
10 – 100 2591 2261 1879 72.52 
15 – 100 2591 2565 2056 79.35 
20 – 100 2591 2769 2174 83.91 
25 – 200 2591 2931 2253 86.95 
30 – 100 2591 3029 2292 88.46 
35 – 100 2591 3176 2340 90.31 
40 – 100 2591 3299 2395 92.44 
45 – 100 2591 3392 2410 93.01 
50 – 100 2591 3478 2410 93.01 
55 – 100 2591 3513 2410 93.01 
60 – 100 2591 3600 2397 92.51 
65 – 100 2591 3620 2361 91.12 
70 – 100 2591 3626 2294 88.54 
75 – 100 2591 3547 2220 85.68 
80 – 100 2591 3414 2108 81.36 
85 – 100 2591 3119 1870 72.17 
90 – 100 2591 2622 1530 59.05 
95 – 100 2591 1936 1125 43.42 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
(9) Rotation X-0, Y-60, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 2591 2112 1738 67.08 
10 – 100 2591 2398 1943 74.99 
15 – 100 2591 2588 2061 79.54 
20 – 100 2591 2703 2119 81.78 
25 – 200 2591 2829 2184 84.29 
30 – 100 2591 2961 2254 86.99 
35 – 100 2591 3039 2291 88.42 
40 – 100 2591 3108 2302 88.85 
45 – 100 2591 3228 2332 90.00 
50 – 100 2591 3336 2332 90.00 
55 – 100 2591 3501 2332 90.00 
60 – 100 2591 3534 2305 88.96 
65 – 100 2591 3610 2264 87.38 
70 – 100 2591 3626 2229 86.03 
75 – 100 2591 3548 2143 82.71 
80 – 100 2591 3390 2007 77.46 
85 – 100 2591 3145 1823 70.36 
90 – 100 2591 2649 1477 57.01 
95 – 100 2591 1680 921 35.55 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
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Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(10) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-20 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 2591 2216 1942 74.95 
10 – 100 2591 2489 2120 81.82 
15 – 100 2591 2682 2256 87.07 
20 – 100 2591 2806 2317 89.42 
25 – 200 2591 2891 2361 91.12 
30 – 100 2591 3051 2392 92.32 
35 – 100 2591 3138 2419 93.36 
40 – 100 2591 3233 2442 94.25 
45 – 100 2591 3344 2466 95.18 
50 – 100 2591 3414 2466 95.18 
55 – 100 2591 3516 2466 95.18 
60 – 100 2591 3555 2454 94.71 
65 – 100 2591 3569 2419 93.36 
70 – 100 2591 3566 2356 90.93 
75 – 100 2591 3520 2260 87.23 
80 – 100 2591 3387 2128 82.13 
85 – 100 2591 3193 1945 75.07 
90 – 100 2591 2750 1601 61.79 
95 – 100 2591 2002 1073 41.41 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 

(11) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-30 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 2591 2237 1961 75.69 
10 – 100 2591 2480 2116 81.67 
15 – 100 2591 2660 2224 85.84 
20 – 100 2591 2827 2305 88.96 
25 – 200 2591 2915 2350 90.70 
30 – 100 2591 3028 2405 92.82 
35 – 100 2591 3136 2440 94.17 
40 – 100 2591 3219 2453 94.67 
45 – 100 2591 3362 2471 95.37 
50 – 100 2591 3429 2471 95.37 
55 – 100 2591 3489 2471 95.37 
60 – 100 2591 3530 2452 94.64 
65 – 100 2591 3568 2401 92.67 
70 – 100 2591 3558 2333 90.04 
75 – 100 2591 3524 2242 86.53 
80 – 100 2591 3384 2104 81.20 
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85 – 100 2591 3167 1910 73.72 
90 – 100 2591 2679 1557 60.09 
95 – 100 2591 1824 976 37.67 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(12) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-45 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 2591 2225 1944 75.03 
10 – 100 2591 2457 2107 81.32 
15 – 100 2591 2612 2205 85.10 
20 – 100 2591 2829 2302 88.85 
25 – 200 2591 2986 2371 91.51 
30 – 100 2591 3142 2440 94.17 
35 – 100 2591 3221 2466 95.18 
40 – 100 2591 3282 2479 95.68 
45 – 100 2591 3347 2492 96.18 
50 – 100 2591 3436 2492 96.18 
55 – 100 2591 3498 2492 96.18 
60 – 100 2591 3558 2470 95.33 
65 – 100 2591 3552 2412 93.09 
70 – 100 2591 3579 2377 91.74 
75 – 100 2591 3538 2284 88.15 
80 – 100 2591 3390 2121 81.86 
85 – 100 2591 3124 1904 73.49 
90 – 100 2591 2677 1581 61.02 
95 – 100 2591 1925 1068 41.22 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(13) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-60 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 2591 2231 1948 75.18 
10 – 100 2591 2471 2096 80.90 
15 – 100 2591 2696 2230 86.07 
20 – 100 2591 2844 2295 88.58 
25 – 200 2591 2973 2343 90.43 
30 – 100 2591 3118 2397 92.51 
35 – 100 2591 3209 2440 94.17 
40 – 100 2591 3268 2459 94.91 
45 – 100 2591 3385 2472 95.41 
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50 – 100 2591 3438 2472 95.41 
55 – 100 2591 3520 2472 95.41 
60 – 100 2591 3597 2461 94.98 
65 – 100 2591 3618 2427 93.67 
70 – 100 2591 3603 2365 91.28 
75 – 100 2591 3551 2284 88.15 
80 – 100 2591 3423 2148 82.90 
85 – 100 2591 3178 1935 74.68 
90 – 100 2591 2733 1609 62.10 
95 – 100 2591 1830 1013 39.10 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
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The results obtained for the protein 1ECZ with bound ligand BOG are presented as 
below.  
 
(1) Original File – no rotation 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1804 1520 1509 83.65 
10 – 100 1804 1597 1568 86.92 
15 – 100 1804 1680 1624 90.02 
20 – 100 1804 1785 1690 93.68 
25 – 200 1804 1838 1714 95.01 
30 – 100 1804 1909 1734 96.12 
35 – 100 1804 1963 1749 96.95 
40 – 100 1804 2009 1762 97.67 
45 – 100 1804 2047 1765 97.84 
50 – 100 1804 2087 1765 97.84 
55 – 100 1804 2108 1765 97.84 
60 – 100 1804 2097 1735 96.18 
65 – 100 1804 2127 1716 95.12 
70 – 100 1804 2115 1681 93.18 
75 – 100 1804 2045 1600 88.69 
80 – 100 1804 1949 1496 82.93 
85 – 100 1804 1725 1293 71.67 
90 – 100 1804 1323 959 53.16 
95 – 100 1804 785 571 31.65 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(2) Rotation X-20, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1804 1464 1354 75.06 
10 – 100 1804 1587 1450 80.38 
15 – 100 1804 1671 1502 83.26 
20 – 100 1804 1762 1566 86.81 
25 – 200 1804 1837 1615 89.52 
30 – 100 1804 1878 1642 91.02 
35 – 100 1804 1924 1659 91.96 
40 – 100 1804 1970 1684 93.35 
45 – 100 1804 2028 1698 94.12 
50 – 100 1804 2057 1698 94.12 
55 – 100 1804 2113 1698 94.12 
60 – 100 1804 2115 1678 93.02 
65 – 100 1804 2128 1663 92.18 
70 – 100 1804 2100 1617 89.63 
75 – 100 1804 2061 1566 86.81 
80 – 100 1804 1962 1468 81.37 
85 – 100 1804 1770 1295 71.78 
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90 – 100 1804 1503 1090 60.42 
95 – 100 1804 849 599 33.20 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(3) Rotation X-30, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1804 1397 1308 72.51 
10 – 100 1804 1493 1396 77.38 
15 – 100 1804 1596 1473 81.65 
20 – 100 1804 1732 1568 86.92 
25 – 200 1804 1823 1610 89.25 
30 – 100 1804 1878 1639 90.85 
35 – 100 1804 1948 1675 92.85 
40 – 100 1804 1960 1678 93.02 
45 – 100 1804 1989 1687 93.51 
50 – 100 1804 2021 1687 93.51 
55 – 100 1804 2062 1687 93.51 
60 – 100 1804 2087 1676 92.90 
65 – 100 1804 2129 1655 91.74 
70 – 100 1804 2124 1624 90.02 
75 – 100 1804 2072 1564 86.70 
80 – 100 1804 1959 1453 80.54 
85 – 100 1804 1807 1322 73.28 
90 – 100 1804 1488 1072 59.42 
95 – 100 1804 937 644 35.70 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(4) Rotation X-45, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1804 1374 1272 70.51 
10 – 100 1804 1474 1353 75.00 
15 – 100 1804 1605 1467 81.32 
20 – 100 1804 1662 1514 83.92 
25 – 200 1804 1726 1561 86.53 
30 – 100 1804 1773 1586 87.92 
35 – 100 1804 1844 1616 89.58 
40 – 100 1804 1892 1624 90.02 
45 – 100 1804 1940 1634 90.58 
50 – 100 1804 1979 1634 90.58 
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55 – 100 1804 1982 1634 90.58 
60 – 100 1804 2055 1616 89.58 
65 – 100 1804 2095 1577 87.42 
70 – 100 1804 2073 1519 84.20 
75 – 100 1804 2003 1448 80.27 
80 – 100 1804 1902 1354 75.06 
85 – 100 1804 1667 1164 64.52 
90 – 100 1804 1302 894 49.56 
95 – 100 1804 818 556 30.82 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(5) Rotation X-60, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1804 1328 1223 67.79 
10 – 100 1804 1433 1307 72.45 
15 – 100 1804 1534 1390 77.05 
20 – 100 1804 1658 1485 82.32 
25 – 200 1804 1701 1513 83.87 
30 – 100 1804 1790 1570 87.03 
35 – 100 1804 1822 1594 88.36 
40 – 100 1804 1890 1616 89.58 
45 – 100 1804 1934 1627 90.19 
50 – 100 1804 1960 1627 90.19 
55 – 100 1804 2008 1627 90.19 
60 – 100 1804 2071 1614 89.47 
65 – 100 1804 2105 1588 88.03 
70 – 100 1804 2076 1548 85.81 
75 – 100 1804 2021 1470 81.49 
80 – 100 1804 1925 1369 75.89 
85 – 100 1804 1735 1214 67.29 
90 – 100 1804 1425 975 54.05 
95 – 100 1804 748 518 28.71 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(6) Rotation X-0, Y-20, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1804 1506 1398 77.49 
10 – 100 1804 1624 1492 82.71 
15 – 100 1804 1741 1578 87.47 
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20 – 100 1804 1813 1625 90.08 
25 – 200 1804 1881 1655 91.74 
30 – 100 1804 1908 1670 92.57 
35 – 100 1804 1952 1688 93.57 
40 – 100 1804 2010 1698 94.12 
45 – 100 1804 2031 1698 94.12 
50 – 100 1804 2066 1698 94.12 
55 – 100 1804 2086 1698 94.12 
60 – 100 1804 2120 1679 93.07 
65 – 100 1804 2127 1648 91.35 
70 – 100 1804 2107 1617 89.63 
75 – 100 1804 2069 1576 87.36 
80 – 100 1804 1962 1476 81.82 
85 – 100 1804 1702 1257 69.68 
90 – 100 1804 1374 989 54.82 
95 – 100 1804 919 639 35.42 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >40% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(7) Rotation X-0, Y-30, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1804 1470 1351 74.89 
10 – 100 1804 1606 1447 80.21 
15 – 100 1804 1694 1507 83.54 
20 – 100 1804 1817 1586 87.92 
25 – 200 1804 1873 1632 90.47 
30 – 100 1804 1891 1643 91.08 
35 – 100 1804 1939 1670 92.57 
40 – 100 1804 1991 1684 93.35 
45 – 100 1804 2009 1684 93.35 
50 – 100 1804 2052 1684 93.35 
55 – 100 1804 2085 1684 93.35 
60 – 100 1804 2145 1670 92.57 
65 – 100 1804 2132 1650 91.46 
70 – 100 1804 2112 1605 88.97 
75 – 100 1804 2051 1534 85.03 
80 – 100 1804 1918 1408 78.05 
85 – 100 1804 1645 1194 66.19 
90 – 100 1804 1343 959 53.16 
95 – 100 1804 851 598 33.15 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >40% and 
>55%.  
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(8) Rotation X-0, Y-45, Z-0 
Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1804 1458 1300 72.06 
10 – 100 1804 1593 1414 78.38 
15 – 100 1804 1696 1486 82.37 
20 – 100 1804 1768 1540 85.37 
25 – 200 1804 1843 1602 88.80 
30 – 100 1804 1892 1627 90.19 
35 – 100 1804 1913 1639 90.85 
40 – 100 1804 1954 1652 91.57 
45 – 100 1804 1983 1656 91.80 
50 – 100 1804 2051 1656 91.80 
55 – 100 1804 2079 1656 91.80 
60 – 100 1804 2102 1648 91.35 
65 – 100 1804 2096 1605 88.97 
70 – 100 1804 2085 1566 86.81 
75 – 100 1804 2025 1503 83.31 
80 – 100 1804 1913 1395 77.33 
85 – 100 1804 1671 1196 66.30 
90 – 100 1804 1320 919 50.94 
95 – 100 1804 763 538 29.82 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
(9) Rotation X-0, Y-60, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1804 1360 1244 68.96 
10 – 100 1804 1534 1368 75.83 
15 – 100 1804 1612 1434 79.49 
20 – 100 1804 1706 1487 82.43 
25 – 200 1804 1799 1554 86.14 
30 – 100 1804 1863 1601 88.75 
35 – 100 1804 1922 1630 90.35 
40 – 100 1804 1948 1642 91.02 
45 – 100 1804 1969 1650 91.46 
50 – 100 1804 1987 1650 91.46 
55 – 100 1804 2065 1650 91.46 
60 – 100 1804 2074 1633 90.52 
65 – 100 1804 2100 1617 89.63 
70 – 100 1804 2081 1559 86.42 
75 – 100 1804 2024 1494 82.82 
80 – 100 1804 1904 1385 76.77 
85 – 100 1804 1727 1238 68.63 
90 – 100 1804 1405 967 53.60 
95 – 100 1804 817 534 29.60 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
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Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(10) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-20 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1804 1556 1441 79.88 
10 – 100 1804 1650 1515 83.98 
15 – 100 1804 1706 1556 86.25 
20 – 100 1804 1751 1592 88.25 
25 – 200 1804 1872 1655 91.74 
30 – 100 1804 1918 1678 93.02 
35 – 100 1804 1955 1692 93.79 
40 – 100 1804 2010 1721 95.40 
45 – 100 1804 2068 1725 95.62 
50 – 100 1804 2101 1725 95.62 
55 – 100 1804 2125 1725 95.62 
60 – 100 1804 2144 1715 95.07 
65 – 100 1804 2127 1680 93.13 
70 – 100 1804 2110 1631 90.41 
75 – 100 1804 2025 1566 86.81 
80 – 100 1804 1936 1491 82.65 
85 – 100 1804 1746 1325 73.45 
90 – 100 1804 1353 1003 55.60 
95 – 100 1804 807 577 31.98 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(11) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-30 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1804 1549 1447 80.21 
10 – 100 1804 1645 1521 84.31 
15 – 100 1804 1705 1559 86.42 
20 – 100 1804 1781 1620 89.80 
25 – 200 1804 1807 1636 90.69 
30 – 100 1804 1862 1667 92.41 
35 – 100 1804 1919 1693 93.85 
40 – 100 1804 1964 1721 95.40 
45 – 100 1804 2032 1732 96.01 
50 – 100 1804 2070 1732 96.01 
55 – 100 1804 2119 1732 96.01 
60 – 100 1804 2115 1712 94.90 
65 – 100 1804 2116 1684 93.35 
70 – 100 1804 2120 1649 91.41 
75 – 100 1804 2058 1581 87.64 
80 – 100 1804 1957 1483 82.21 
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85 – 100 1804 1753 1322 73.28 
90 – 100 1804 1395 1019 56.49 
95 – 100 1804 851 605 33.54 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(12) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-45 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1804 1510 1399 77.55 
10 – 100 1804 1631 1496 82.93 
15 – 100 1804 1756 1605 88.97 
20 – 100 1804 1809 1641 90.96 
25 – 200 1804 1851 1657 91.85 
30 – 100 1804 1922 1698 94.12 
35 – 100 1804 1962 1709 94.73 
40 – 100 1804 1987 1720 95.34 
45 – 100 1804 2045 1724 95.57 
50 – 100 1804 2091 1724 95.57 
55 – 100 1804 2116 1724 95.57 
60 – 100 1804 2135 1708 94.68 
65 – 100 1804 2151 1687 93.51 
70 – 100 1804 2141 1665 92.29 
75 – 100 1804 2087 1612 89.36 
80 – 100 1804 1984 1513 83.87 
85 – 100 1804 1710 1294 71.73 
90 – 100 1804 1382 1037 57.48 
95 – 100 1804 862 620 34.37 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(13) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-60 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1804 1498 1389 77.00 
10 – 100 1804 1623 1503 83.31 
15 – 100 1804 1695 1558 86.36 
20 – 100 1804 1822 1632 90.47 
25 – 200 1804 1864 1658 91.91 
30 – 100 1804 1885 1671 92.63 
35 – 100 1804 1957 1699 94.18 
40 – 100 1804 1990 1710 94.79 
45 – 100 1804 2047 1718 95.23 
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50 – 100 1804 2070 1718 95.23 
55 – 100 1804 2113 1718 95.23 
60 – 100 1804 2127 1704 94.46 
65 – 100 1804 2108 1676 92.90 
70 – 100 1804 2114 1631 90.41 
75 – 100 1804 2047 1553 86.09 
80 – 100 1804 1949 1460 80.93 
85 – 100 1804 1749 1285 71.23 
90 – 100 1804 1378 988 54.77 
95 – 100 1804 831 572 31.71 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
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The results obtained for the protein 1ILD with bound ligand BOG are presented as 
below.  
 
(1) Original File – no rotation 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1441 1146 1118 77.59 
10 – 100 1441 1264 1213 84.18 
15 – 100 1441 1373 1276 88.55 
20 – 100 1441 1441 1299 90.15 
25 – 200 1441 1492 1327 92.09 
30 – 100 1441 1542 1343 93.20 
35 – 100 1441 1624 1359 94.31 
40 – 100 1441 1670 1372 95.21 
45 – 100 1441 1733 1384 96.04 
50 – 100 1441 1783 1384 96.04 
55 – 100 1441 1829 1384 96.04 
60 – 100 1441 1909 1366 94.80 
65 – 100 1441 1931 1343 93.20 
70 – 100 1441 1937 1310 90.91 
75 – 100 1441 1907 1270 88.13 
80 – 100 1441 1842 1212 84.11 
85 – 100 1441 1701 1102 76.47 
90 – 100 1441 1453 901 62.53 
95 – 100 1441 925 531 36.85 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(2) Rotation X-20, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1441 1205 1092 75.78 
10 – 100 1441 1359 1174 81.47 
15 – 100 1441 1448 1222 84.80 
20 – 100 1441 1495 1246 86.47 
25 – 200 1441 1548 1273 88.34 
30 – 100 1441 1636 1306 90.63 
35 – 100 1441 1696 1329 92.23 
40 – 100 1441 1758 1348 93.55 
45 – 100 1441 1791 1354 93.96 
50 – 100 1441 1849 1354 93.96 
55 – 100 1441 1873 1354 93.96 
60 – 100 1441 1928 1342 93.13 
65 – 100 1441 1944 1314 91.19 
70 – 100 1441 1936 1284 89.10 
75 – 100 1441 1912 1232 85.50 
80 – 100 1441 1828 1153 80.01 
85 – 100 1441 1666 1044 72.45 
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90 – 100 1441 1441 889 61.69 
95 – 100 1441 881 527 36.57 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(3) Rotation X-30, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1441 1162 1041 72.24 
10 – 100 1441 1277 1111 77.10 
15 – 100 1441 1382 1187 82.37 
20 – 100 1441 1507 1250 86.75 
25 – 200 1441 1588 1290 89.52 
30 – 100 1441 1638 1321 91.67 
35 – 100 1441 1728 1348 93.55 
40 – 100 1441 1770 1357 94.17 
45 – 100 1441 1828 1363 94.59 
50 – 100 1441 1874 1363 94.59 
55 – 100 1441 1905 1363 94.59 
60 – 100 1441 1940 1357 94.17 
65 – 100 1441 1982 1332 92.44 
70 – 100 1441 1977 1316 91.33 
75 – 100 1441 1947 1269 88.06 
80 – 100 1441 1884 1226 85.08 
85 – 100 1441 1744 1126 78.14 
90 – 100 1441 1479 938 65.09 
95 – 100 1441 888 537 37.27 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(4) Rotation X-45, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1441 1194 1049 72.80 
10 – 100 1441 1318 1137 78.90 
15 – 100 1441 1471 1214 84.25 
20 – 100 1441 1535 1243 86.26 
25 – 200 1441 1618 1286 89.24 
30 – 100 1441 1670 1303 90.42 
35 – 100 1441 1729 1311 90.98 
40 – 100 1441 1794 1338 92.85 
45 – 100 1441 1861 1356 94.10 
50 – 100 1441 1903 1356 94.10 
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55 – 100 1441 1924 1356 94.10 
60 – 100 1441 1959 1347 93.48 
65 – 100 1441 1978 1329 92.23 
70 – 100 1441 1970 1292 89.66 
75 – 100 1441 1936 1245 86.40 
80 – 100 1441 1862 1174 81.47 
85 – 100 1441 1716 1075 74.60 
90 – 100 1441 1416 883 61.28 
95 – 100 1441 890 555 38.51 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(5) Rotation X-60, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1441 1170 1016 70.51 
10 – 100 1441 1309 1118 77.59 
15 – 100 1441 1421 1176 81.61 
20 – 100 1441 1509 1218 84.52 
25 – 200 1441 1606 1258 87.30 
30 – 100 1441 1686 1292 89.66 
35 – 100 1441 1732 1300 90.22 
40 – 100 1441 1782 1317 91.39 
45 – 100 1441 1829 1322 91.74 
50 – 100 1441 1894 1322 91.74 
55 – 100 1441 1909 1322 91.74 
60 – 100 1441 1938 1315 91.26 
65 – 100 1441 1969 1305 90.56 
70 – 100 1441 1983 1282 88.97 
75 – 100 1441 1949 1242 86.19 
80 – 100 1441 1865 1163 80.71 
85 – 100 1441 1697 1039 72.10 
90 – 100 1441 1395 852 59.13 
95 – 100 1441 781 456 31.64 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(6) Rotation X-0, Y-20, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1441 1107 991 68.77 
10 – 100 1441 1260 1093 75.85 
15 – 100 1441 1347 1154 80.08 
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20 – 100 1441 1429 1212 84.11 
25 – 200 1441 1456 1221 84.73 
30 – 100 1441 1489 1237 85.84 
35 – 100 1441 1585 1281 88.90 
40 – 100 1441 1664 1304 90.49 
45 – 100 1441 1738 1315 91.26 
50 – 100 1441 1772 1315 91.26 
55 – 100 1441 1834 1315 91.26 
60 – 100 1441 1890 1310 90.91 
65 – 100 1441 1914 1295 89.87 
70 – 100 1441 1938 1275 88.48 
75 – 100 1441 1915 1238 85.91 
80 – 100 1441 1844 1153 80.01 
85 – 100 1441 1713 1035 71.83 
90 – 100 1441 1455 862 59.82 
95 – 100 1441 826 450 31.23 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(7) Rotation X-0, Y-30, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1441 1107 977 67.80 
10 – 100 1441 1224 1062 73.70 
15 – 100 1441 1359 1121 77.79 
20 – 100 1441 1444 1170 81.19 
25 – 200 1441 1504 1208 83.83 
30 – 100 1441 1575 1243 86.26 
35 – 100 1441 1634 1262 87.58 
40 – 100 1441 1675 1281 88.90 
45 – 100 1441 1726 1288 89.38 
50 – 100 1441 1800 1288 89.38 
55 – 100 1441 1870 1288 89.38 
60 – 100 1441 1908 1282 88.97 
65 – 100 1441 1921 1262 87.58 
70 – 100 1441 1933 1234 85.63 
75 – 100 1441 1922 1209 83.90 
80 – 100 1441 1861 1144 79.39 
85 – 100 1441 1733 1073 74.46 
90 – 100 1441 1437 871 60.44 
95 – 100 1441 887 547 37.96 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
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(8) Rotation X-0, Y-45, Z-0 
Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1441 1089 952 66.07 
10 – 100 1441 1223 1038 72.03 
15 – 100 1441 1298 1078 74.81 
20 – 100 1441 1346 1107 76.82 
25 – 200 1441 1458 1171 81.26 
30 – 100 1441 1572 1235 85.70 
35 – 100 1441 1620 1256 87.16 
40 – 100 1441 1667 1271 88.20 
45 – 100 1441 1708 1278 88.69 
50 – 100 1441 1785 1278 88.69 
55 – 100 1441 1853 1278 88.69 
60 – 100 1441 1888 1260 87.44 
65 – 100 1441 1928 1243 86.26 
70 – 100 1441 1923 1218 84.52 
75 – 100 1441 1932 1188 82.44 
80 – 100 1441 1863 1141 79.18 
85 – 100 1441 1723 1034 71.76 
90 – 100 1441 1378 800 55.52 
95 – 100 1441 855 498 34.56 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
(9) Rotation X-0, Y-60, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1441 1039 920 63.84 
10 – 100 1441 1189 1010 70.09 
15 – 100 1441 1258 1051 72.94 
20 – 100 1441 1393 1141 79.18 
25 – 200 1441 1442 1173 81.40 
30 – 100 1441 1485 1199 83.21 
35 – 100 1441 1556 1221 84.73 
40 – 100 1441 1669 1265 87.79 
45 – 100 1441 1705 1268 87.99 
50 – 100 1441 1755 1268 87.99 
55 – 100 1441 1807 1268 87.99 
60 – 100 1441 1842 1246 86.47 
65 – 100 1441 1887 1229 85.29 
70 – 100 1441 1937 1213 84.18 
75 – 100 1441 1898 1159 80.43 
80 – 100 1441 1831 1108 76.89 
85 – 100 1441 1654 963 66.83 
90 – 100 1441 1341 788 54.68 
95 – 100 1441 916 504 34.98 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
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Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(10) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-20 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1441 1153 1015 70.44 
10 – 100 1441 1244 1081 75.02 
15 – 100 1441 1383 1170 81.19 
20 – 100 1441 1501 1255 87.09 
25 – 200 1441 1550 1285 89.17 
30 – 100 1441 1613 1307 90.70 
35 – 100 1441 1644 1317 91.39 
40 – 100 1441 1674 1329 92.23 
45 – 100 1441 1737 1346 93.41 
50 – 100 1441 1796 1346 93.41 
55 – 100 1441 1828 1346 93.41 
60 – 100 1441 1898 1324 91.88 
65 – 100 1441 1943 1305 90.56 
70 – 100 1441 1943 1280 88.83 
75 – 100 1441 1898 1220 84.66 
80 – 100 1441 1841 1160 80.50 
85 – 100 1441 1713 1056 73.28 
90 – 100 1441 1406 833 57.81 
95 – 100 1441 915 524 36.36 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(11) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-30 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1441 1162 1025 71.13 
10 – 100 1441 1237 1088 75.50 
15 – 100 1441 1348 1165 80.85 
20 – 100 1441 1444 1222 84.80 
25 – 200 1441 1536 1268 87.99 
30 – 100 1441 1580 1290 89.52 
35 – 100 1441 1639 1312 91.05 
40 – 100 1441 1727 1344 93.27 
45 – 100 1441 1756 1349 93.62 
50 – 100 1441 1816 1349 93.62 
55 – 100 1441 1855 1349 93.62 
60 – 100 1441 1953 1335 92.64 
65 – 100 1441 1956 1320 91.60 
70 – 100 1441 1942 1282 88.97 
75 – 100 1441 1919 1248 86.61 
80 – 100 1441 1868 1188 82.44 
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85 – 100 1441 1730 1088 75.50 
90 – 100 1441 1475 904 62.73 
95 – 100 1441 850 515 35.74 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(12) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-45 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1441 1181 1056 73.28 
10 – 100 1441 1305 1147 79.60 
15 – 100 1441 1356 1187 82.37 
20 – 100 1441 1478 1242 86.19 
25 – 200 1441 1534 1269 88.06 
30 – 100 1441 1596 1288 89.38 
35 – 100 1441 1658 1315 91.26 
40 – 100 1441 1763 1329 92.23 
45 – 100 1441 1798 1336 92.71 
50 – 100 1441 1852 1336 92.71 
55 – 100 1441 1908 1336 92.71 
60 – 100 1441 1928 1320 91.60 
65 – 100 1441 1957 1307 90.70 
70 – 100 1441 1943 1268 87.99 
75 – 100 1441 1911 1233 85.57 
80 – 100 1441 1800 1137 78.90 
85 – 100 1441 1700 1053 73.07 
90 – 100 1441 1455 860 59.68 
95 – 100 1441 987 609 42.26 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(13) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-60 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1441 1161 1044 72.45 
10 – 100 1441 1264 1118 77.59 
15 – 100 1441 1331 1155 80.15 
20 – 100 1441 1424 1200 83.28 
25 – 200 1441 1504 1239 85.98 
30 – 100 1441 1561 1279 88.76 
35 – 100 1441 1631 1302 90.35 
40 – 100 1441 1701 1329 92.23 
45 – 100 1441 1758 1335 92.64 
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50 – 100 1441 1828 1335 92.64 
55 – 100 1441 1842 1335 92.64 
60 – 100 1441 1900 1323 91.81 
65 – 100 1441 1923 1301 90.28 
70 – 100 1441 1933 1273 88.34 
75 – 100 1441 1915 1239 85.98 
80 – 100 1441 1867 1199 83.21 
85 – 100 1441 1758 1117 77.52 
90 – 100 1441 1472 927 64.33 
95 – 100 1441 975 576 39.97 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
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The results obtained for the protein 1JGJ with bound ligand BOG are presented as 
below.  
 
(1) Original File – no rotation 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1066 834 791 74.20 
10 – 100 1066 914 852 79.92 
15 – 100 1066 957 891 83.58 
20 – 100 1066 1008 930 87.24 
25 – 200 1066 1047 946 88.74 
30 – 100 1066 1102 963 90.34 
35 – 100 1066 1199 986 92.50 
40 – 100 1066 1248 998 93.62 
45 – 100 1066 1325 999 93.71 
50 – 100 1066 1371 999 93.71 
55 – 100 1066 1394 999 93.71 
60 – 100 1066 1459 997 93.53 
65 – 100 1066 1454 977 91.65 
70 – 100 1066 1475 957 89.77 
75 – 100 1066 1497 924 86.68 
80 – 100 1066 1464 880 82.55 
85 – 100 1066 1368 808 75.80 
90 – 100 1066 1178 670 62.85 
95 – 100 1066 832 445 41.74 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(2) Rotation X-20, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1066 846 766 71.86 
10 – 100 1066 923 828 77.67 
15 – 100 1066 965 847 79.46 
20 – 100 1066 1004 871 81.71 
25 – 200 1066 1117 909 85.27 
30 – 100 1066 1168 931 87.34 
35 – 100 1066 1239 953 89.40 
40 – 100 1066 1290 968 90.81 
45 – 100 1066 1341 971 91.09 
50 – 100 1066 1403 971 91.09 
55 – 100 1066 1457 971 91.09 
60 – 100 1066 1503 960 90.06 
65 – 100 1066 1529 938 87.99 
70 – 100 1066 1537 920 86.30 
75 – 100 1066 1512 895 83.96 
80 – 100 1066 1447 844 79.17 
85 – 100 1066 1364 787 73.83 
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90 – 100 1066 1243 706 66.23 
95 – 100 1066 847 448 42.03 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(3) Rotation X-30, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1066 814 716 67.17 
10 – 100 1066 901 796 74.67 
15 – 100 1066 978 851 79.83 
20 – 100 1066 1118 926 86.87 
25 – 200 1066 1208 952 89.31 
30 – 100 1066 1244 961 90.15 
35 – 100 1066 1309 972 91.18 
40 – 100 1066 1371 982 92.12 
45 – 100 1066 1449 982 92.12 
50 – 100 1066 1479 982 92.12 
55 – 100 1066 1524 982 92.12 
60 – 100 1066 1537 969 90.90 
65 – 100 1066 1546 955 89.59 
70 – 100 1066 1531 933 87.52 
75 – 100 1066 1531 918 86.12 
80 – 100 1066 1474 881 82.65 
85 – 100 1066 1378 820 76.92 
90 – 100 1066 1219 699 65.57 
95 – 100 1066 906 513 48.12 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(4) Rotation X-45, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1066 905 777 72.89 
10 – 100 1066 984 822 77.11 
15 – 100 1066 1079 874 81.99 
20 – 100 1066 1155 910 85.37 
25 – 200 1066 1201 920 86.30 
30 – 100 1066 1268 952 89.31 
35 – 100 1066 1343 977 91.65 
40 – 100 1066 1403 994 93.25 
45 – 100 1066 1443 996 93.43 
50 – 100 1066 1461 996 93.43 
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55 – 100 1066 1499 996 93.43 
60 – 100 1066 1529 990 92.87 
65 – 100 1066 1543 982 92.12 
70 – 100 1066 1516 950 89.12 
75 – 100 1066 1526 930 87.24 
80 – 100 1066 1484 894 83.86 
85 – 100 1066 1370 817 76.64 
90 – 100 1066 1167 690 64.73 
95 – 100 1066 858 498 46.72 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%. 
 
 
(5) Rotation X-60, Y-0, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1066 959 790 74.11 
10 – 100 1066 1047 852 79.92 
15 – 100 1066 1164 917 86.02 
20 – 100 1066 1228 937 87.90 
25 – 200 1066 1340 978 91.74 
30 – 100 1066 1375 987 92.59 
35 – 100 1066 1411 993 93.15 
40 – 100 1066 1456 1001 93.90 
45 – 100 1066 1481 1002 94.00 
50 – 100 1066 1526 1002 94.00 
55 – 100 1066 1567 1002 94.00 
60 – 100 1066 1596 1000 93.81 
65 – 100 1066 1597 989 92.78 
70 – 100 1066 1568 959 89.96 
75 – 100 1066 1527 919 86.21 
80 – 100 1066 1465 869 81.52 
85 – 100 1066 1380 815 76.45 
90 – 100 1066 1197 683 64.07 
95 – 100 1066 843 476 44.65 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(6) Rotation X-0, Y-20, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1066 763 651 61.07 
10 – 100 1066 868 738 69.23 
15 – 100 1066 961 792 74.30 
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20 – 100 1066 1011 823 77.20 
25 – 200 1066 1068 853 80.02 
30 – 100 1066 1115 870 81.61 
35 – 100 1066 1185 893 83.77 
40 – 100 1066 1252 909 85.27 
45 – 100 1066 1333 930 87.24 
50 – 100 1066 1381 930 87.24 
55 – 100 1066 1421 930 87.24 
60 – 100 1066 1480 924 86.68 
65 – 100 1066 1535 909 85.27 
70 – 100 1066 1521 883 82.83 
75 – 100 1066 1509 860 80.68 
80 – 100 1066 1444 807 75.70 
85 – 100 1066 1363 756 70.92 
90 – 100 1066 1217 669 62.76 
95 – 100 1066 884 463 43.43 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55% 
 
 
(7) Rotation X-0, Y-30, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1066 748 631 59.19 
10 – 100 1066 824 680 63.79 
15 – 100 1066 891 733 68.76 
20 – 100 1066 932 758 71.11 
25 – 200 1066 1001 800 75.05 
30 – 100 1066 1089 837 78.52 
35 – 100 1066 1113 855 80.21 
40 – 100 1066 1165 875 82.08 
45 – 100 1066 1246 893 83.77 
50 – 100 1066 1294 893 83.77 
55 – 100 1066 1366 893 83.77 
60 – 100 1066 1416 882 82.74 
65 – 100 1066 1473 866 81.24 
70 – 100 1066 1486 854 80.11 
75 – 100 1066 1478 838 78.61 
80 – 100 1066 1451 801 75.14 
85 – 100 1066 1381 750 70.36 
90 – 100 1066 1222 645 60.51 
95 – 100 1066 978 468 43.90 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
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(8) Rotation X-0, Y-45, Z-0 
Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1066 761 608 57.04 
10 – 100 1066 879 688 64.54 
15 – 100 1066 995 759 71.20 
20 – 100 1066 1024 770 72.23 
25 – 200 1066 1079 803 75.33 
30 – 100 1066 1104 817 76.64 
35 – 100 1066 1141 831 77.95 
40 – 100 1066 1186 852 79.92 
45 – 100 1066 1243 868 81.43 
50 – 100 1066 1338 868 81.43 
55 – 100 1066 1368 868 81.43 
60 – 100 1066 1388 857 80.39 
65 – 100 1066 1445 851 79.83 
70 – 100 1066 1512 830 77.86 
75 – 100 1066 1493 795 74.58 
80 – 100 1066 1453 769 72.14 
85 – 100 1066 1384 704 66.04 
90 – 100 1066 1179 570 53.47 
95 – 100 1066 887 396 37.15 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55% 
 
(9) Rotation X-0, Y-60, Z-0 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1066 780 622 58.35 
10 – 100 1066 849 672 63.04 
15 – 100 1066 934 715 67.07 
20 – 100 1066 980 745 69.89 
25 – 200 1066 1037 779 73.08 
30 – 100 1066 1091 805 75.52 
35 – 100 1066 1137 831 77.95 
40 – 100 1066 1237 884 82.93 
45 – 100 1066 1320 904 84.80 
50 – 100 1066 1376 904 84.80 
55 – 100 1066 1431 904 84.80 
60 – 100 1066 1422 878 82.36 
65 – 100 1066 1465 863 80.96 
70 – 100 1066 1475 848 79.55 
75 – 100 1066 1495 828 77.67 
80 – 100 1066 1443 781 73.26 
85 – 100 1066 1346 718 67.35 
90 – 100 1066 1175 614 57.60 
95 – 100 1066 823 397 37.24 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
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Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(10) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-20 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1066 813 720 67.54 
10 – 100 1066 948 830 77.86 
15 – 100 1066 971 848 79.55 
20 – 100 1066 1028 894 83.86 
25 – 200 1066 1077 912 85.55 
30 – 100 1066 1102 926 86.87 
35 – 100 1066 1143 945 88.65 
40 – 100 1066 1244 975 91.46 
45 – 100 1066 1296 994 93.25 
50 – 100 1066 1387 994 93.25 
55 – 100 1066 1423 994 93.25 
60 – 100 1066 1499 975 91.46 
65 – 100 1066 1512 961 90.15 
70 – 100 1066 1505 921 86.40 
75 – 100 1066 1504 896 84.05 
80 – 100 1066 1446 846 79.36 
85 – 100 1066 1374 790 74.11 
90 – 100 1066 1228 707 66.32 
95 – 100 1066 987 551 51.69 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55% 
 
 
(11) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-30 

Occupancy 
Percentage (%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1066 786 706 66.23 
10 – 100 1066 915 802 75.23 
15 – 100 1066 976 851 79.83 
20 – 100 1066 1035 889 83.40 
25 – 200 1066 1123 915 85.83 
30 – 100 1066 1156 929 87.15 
35 – 100 1066 1216 958 89.87 
40 – 100 1066 1266 965 90.53 
45 – 100 1066 1282 968 90.81 
50 – 100 1066 1389 968 90.81 
55 – 100 1066 1466 968 90.81 
60 – 100 1066 1480 955 89.59 
65 – 100 1066 1496 946 88.74 
70 – 100 1066 1492 908 85.18 
75 – 100 1066 1487 879 82.46 
80 – 100 1066 1437 837 78.52 
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85 – 100 1066 1340 748 70.17 
90 – 100 1066 1200 649 60.88 
95 – 100 1066 856 452 42.40 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55%.  
 
 
(12) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-45 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1066 758 692 64.92 
10 – 100 1066 849 771 72.33 
15 – 100 1066 906 810 75.98 
20 – 100 1066 969 850 79.74 
25 – 200 1066 1056 892 83.68 
30 – 100 1066 1128 937 87.90 
35 – 100 1066 1213 965 90.53 
40 – 100 1066 1300 988 92.68 
45 – 100 1066 1390 1002 94.00 
50 – 100 1066 1417 1002 94.00 
55 – 100 1066 1472 1002 94.00 
60 – 100 1066 1502 988 92.68 
65 – 100 1066 1496 969 90.90 
70 – 100 1066 1496 940 88.18 
75 – 100 1066 1502 912 85.55 
80 – 100 1066 1480 886 83.11 
85 – 100 1066 1398 813 76.27 
90 – 100 1066 1215 681 63.88 
95 – 100 1066 903 502 47.09 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55% 
 
 
(13) Rotation X-0, Y-0, Z-60 

Occupancy 
Percentage 

(%) 

Manual 
Extraction1 

Automated 
Extraction2 

Common 
Atoms3 

Accuracy of 
Automated 

Extraction (%) 

5 – 100 1066 791 694 65.10 
10 – 100 1066 877 744 69.79 
15 – 100 1066 917 778 72.98 
20 – 100 1066 1022 842 78.99 
25 – 200 1066 1085 871 81.71 
30 – 100 1066 1199 913 85.65 
35 – 100 1066 1243 934 87.62 
40 – 100 1066 1336 956 89.68 
45 – 100 1066 1361 969 90.90 
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50 – 100 1066 1404 969 90.90 
55 – 100 1066 1456 969 90.90 
60 – 100 1066 1459 949 89.02 
65 – 100 1066 1498 943 88.46 
70 – 100 1066 1495 908 85.18 
75 – 100 1066 1489 881 82.65 
80 – 100 1066 1468 860 80.68 
85 – 100 1066 1382 790 74.11 
90 – 100 1066 1235 689 64.63 
95 – 100 1066 852 445 41.74 

1 Manual extraction was carried out via visual inspection, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
2 Automated extraction was carried out using the voxel-based method, with grid units set to 4 Å. 
3 Common atoms between the  manual and automated extractions. 
 
Highest extraction accuracy occurs at occupancy percentage of between >45% and 
>55% 
 
 


